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Coast Artillery Training
By

COLOXEL

J. B.

MITCHELL,

C. A. C.

C!olO>lel
Mitchell is in charge of the Training Sect:oll ill the Office of the
C!llief of Coast Artillery, and as such is especially well qualified to speak nn th s subject.
The remarks published below ha,'e been extracted froll! a lecture recently deli,.ered by
him at the Coast Artillery School. They constitute a most comPTehensire and up-to-date
summary of the important JtUbject of training.
EDITOR'S ~OTE:

I

X T. R. 10-5, Doctrines, Principles, and Methods, troop training
for the Army as a whole is defined as: "Troop training is the
preparation of individuals and units for battle, and involves study,
drill, practical application, educational, vocational, recreational,
and moral training.
It is a function of command."
The Coast Artillery Corps should follow as closely as possible
the lines indicated in the above definition of troop training as it is
essential that our training be modeled after that of the army in
~eneral, only deviating from it when it is necessary to give instruction, the character of which pertains solely to our Corps. In other
words, we should speak the universal training language of the army.
This idea is being carried out in the preparation of current training
regulations under the direction of the Chief of Coast Artillery ~as an
example, the term "fire command" is about to be eliminated from
our sen".ice and the term "group" substituted for it; and further,
the term "coast defense command" is also being relegated to the past
and in its place is being substituted "harbor defense." This change
in terminology brings us closer to the rest of the army and links us
in more satisfactor:.v manner to the positive system of coast defense.
The elements of Coast Artillery training are of great diversity
and of necessity must be divided into several different categories. It
U791
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has therefore been recommended to the 'Yar Department, for inclusion in a pamphlet entitled "Training Requirements," that all Coast
Artillery training be divided into four training groups depending
upon the class of targets fired upon.
Training Group No. 1.-This
consists of all harbor
fense, railway, and heavy tractor artillery units.
Training Group So.
artillery units.

de-

;Z.--This consists of all antiaircraft

Training Group So. J.-This
consists of all trench mortar
artillery units. This class of artillery has it special mission of
firing on land targets from prepared positions within trenches
during operations of field armies.
Training Group So. 4.-This
consists of all sound ranging
artillery units. This clas,; of artillery has a special mission of
procuring data concerning the location of vessels by means of
subaqueous sound ranging installations and of air and land
targets by means of land sound ranging installations, especially those connected with antiaircraft artillery units.
Training is again divided into individual and unit training and
the Office of the Chief of Coast Artillery has recommended to the
'Yar Department, to be included in the above mentioned pamphlet,
the following method of handling individual and unit training of the
Coast Artillery soldier:
1ndilt'iilual Training.-The
individual training is to be divided
into two categories.
First, the recruit training of the individual
soldier in all subjects common to training groups (I), (2), (3),
and (4,). This training consists of instructing the individual soldier
in the rudiments of discipline, and how to care for himself while on
field service; and in addition, it teaches him certain fundamental
militar ....
: acts and operations which are common to all training
groups. The training is to be earned out under the direct control
of the regimental commander, supervised by the regimental executive, according to a prearranged program of training.
Recruits
undergoing this training ",ill not be assigned to units nor receive any
other class of training nor be given any other duties until their
graduation from the individual recruit training class. Second, the
advanced individual training.
",Yhen recruits have progressed to
other training they will be assigned to batteries and their individual
training as members of the teams composing the several tactical and
administrative sections of the battery will take place. The individ-
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ual soldier will also, in his battery, be given individual training in
certain technical duties to fit him for the positions of technician or
of key man. The recruit period of individual training should occupy
a period of about three months and individual training for battery
team work should occupy a period of about six months. The higher
individual training as technician or key man, such as radio operators, engine runners, plotters, gun commanders, gun pointers,
casemate electricians, etc., should require another period of six
months and should complete this division of training.
The agencies for giving this instruction to the individual soldier
other than routine drills are:
a. The recruit instruction schools. b. The battery
troop
schools. c. The post educational and vocational schools. d. The
enlisted men's division of our special service school at Fort :Monroe.
Cnit Training.-rnit
training is of necessity divided into the
four training groups given above. Each training group is further
subdivided into similar groups corresponding to the sections into
which each battery of the regiment is divided for tactical and administrative purposes by pertinent training regulations.
As an
example, let us consider an antiaircraft regiment. The unit training is divided into the following groups: Headquarters
battery,
l'oen"icebattery, searchlight battery, gun batter;.', and machine gun
battery.
Each one or these groups is subdivided into the sections
of the individual battery as, ror example, the headquarters battery
which is divided into tlw headquarters detail, observation and
orientation detail, communications detail, and maintenance detaiL
The time consumed for unit training should be the entire trainmg year.
War Department Training Directi'Ce.-Cnder present conditions the annual training directive of the 'Val' Department makes its
appearance in December in the form of a circular letter to all Corps
Area commanders, branch chiefs, and other interested parties.
Accompanying it last December, and issued as a training directiY('
for the year 1925, was a letter from the Chief of the Training Sectien of the General Staff to the Chief of Staff, giving a summary of
the performances of the past training year and the recommendations
for future improvements. The \Yar Department Training Directive gives, each year, the missions for the different component parts
of the army and goes into detail as to the proper methods to be
pursued to acccmplish these missions. The Training Directiye
itself contains detailed information relative to the training of the
regular army, while that for the training of the Xational Guard is
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contained in a training directive issued, pursuant to a policy of the
'War Department, by the Chief of Militia Bureau.
Information
relative to the training of the Organized Reserves is contained in
the training directive of the 'Val' Department itself, and that pertaining to the training of the R. O. T. C. and C. ~L T. C. activities
is contained in separate directives.

It is wen for regimental plans and training officers to procure
and bind together for ready reference the following, pertaining to
training for the calendar year, 1925:
Training Year, 1925 (letter AG 353, 11-11-24).
General Orders Xo. 35, War Department, Xovember 28, 1924.
Basic Training Directive, National Guard, Training Year 1924-1925
(Operations and Training Division, G-3).
Consolidated Report of Tactical and Training Inspections (AG 333.3
(1l-11-24) (Misc.) (M-C).
C. M. T. C. Training Program, 1925 (AG 354.1, 1-7-25) (Misc.) (M-C),
(dated 1-9-25).
R. O. T. C. Camp Programs for summer 1925 (AG 354,.17 R. O. T. C.)
(1-31-25) Misc. (C), dated February 12, 1925).

Officers' and Erilisted 111en'sSchools.-One
of the most important duties of an officer of our Corps is that of instructor in the
different classes of schools which are held in all of our regiments.
These schools are known as troop schools and post schools, definitions of which are givcn in T. R. 10-5, "Doctrines, Principles, and
Methods." The troops schools for officers and enlisted men are described in General Order ::\0. 112, 'Val' Department, 1919, and for
officers consists of the basic course and advanced courses. The
basic course is constituted to give instruction to the newly appointed
officers in certain fundamental subjects which are essential to the
proper performance of their duties upon joining their regiments.
This school is conducted according to instructions contained in a
circular letter from the 'Yar Department under date of September
30, 1922. The advanced unit school is, in most Coast Artillery
regiments, divided into two parts.
First, a course in artillery
materiel, training regulations, and gunner}' in which special attention is paid to theoretical and practical instruction in the adju!'tment of fire; and second, a course for officers who have completed
the basic course and the first part of the advanced course, in subjects bearing upon the tactical duties of the regimental officer. This
latter course usually consists of work pertaining to the solution of
problems for the seaward and landward defense of harbor defenses,
the employment of antiaircraft
and railway regiments with field
armies, and the employment of heav.v tractor and railwa~' regiments
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for beach defense between harbor defenses. There may be included
a study of Field Service Regulations, and of certain texts from the
General Service School at Fort Leavenworth pertaining to the estimate of the situation and the preparation of field orders, especial
attention being paid to their use by harbor defense artillerymen.
In most Coast Artillery Districts, officers in these schools are required to solve not more than three tactical problems each year; to
write papers on current military subjects; and in some CoaRt
Artillery districts, to take part in public speaking.
The schools for enlisted men in the regiments will consist. of
regimental schools for recruit training, and theoretical and practical troop schools. These latter will be conducted by individual
batteries, or possibly collectively by battalion or regiment and they
will give instruction in the subjects required for the preparation of
enlisted men to take their places in the tactical combat teams, and
also to become technicians and key men.
The vocational side of the post schools described in A. R. 3502505 is very difficult to conduct along scientific lines. There have
been prepared in the 'Var Department, training manuals covering
all vocational courses taught in these post schools, but, unfortunately, it has been my experience as a training inspector of our
regiments, to find that the instruction is not carried out according to
the scientific methods of training laid down in these manuals, nor,
in many cases, are the desired results forthcoming from these
schools. It is essential that these vocational schools should turn
out sufficient men to fill all the technical operative positions in the
regiment or harhor defense, and the}" should, in addition, train a
reserve of men for all positions. It must be remembered that enlisted
specialists of the Coast Artillery noncommissioned staff are instructors, supervisors, and overseers but not operators. These operators,
such as gas engine runners, motor mechanics, and radio operators
are men trained in the vocational schools. Recent inspections have
shown that this condition does not prevail, and I have seen master
sergeants start 25-K.1Y. sets, no privates having been trained in
this duty. This is a state of affairs which would not exist in the
Coast Artillery today, were the vocational side of the post schools
functioning properl}". Troop schools under battery commanders
should turn out well trained noncommissioned officers and also a
reserve of privates ready to fill vacancies as they occur, so that a
unit may be called upon at auy time to function with efficienc}"in
the duties prescribed for it. In some commands, in order to standardize training, Coast Artinery District Schools haw been installed
and operated with great efficiency.
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Tactical Training.-Another
matter pertaining to troop training is that of the tactical operation of the different classes of Coast
Artillery.
In taking up this subject we must always bear in mind,
regardless of whether we are harbor defense artillerymen, or antiaircraft artillerymen, that we must look at tactical employment
from the same viewpoint as an infantryman or a cavalryman.
If
we arc harbor defense artillerymen we must think of lines of communication and intelligence, not alone as laid down in the orthodox
fire control diagram of old, but also as along the lines of signal
communications for all arms. In our tactical problems involving
harbor defense, employed in resisting the attack of hostile ships, 'we
must frame our orders, both tactical and administrative, along the
lines laid down in the training literature of the General Service
Schools. The harbor defense commander, while aotively engaged in
directing the operations of his force should not think of himself as
sitting in the (" station of old, but as being installed in a modern
command post, similar to that of a division in a field army, in which
he has his well organized operations section, wherein he notes the
position of the army from the time war is declared until he comes
within range of his guns, and where he also has well organized intelligence and message centers. The antiaircraft artilleryman must
be prepared to solve tactical problems incident to the employment
of his regiment or brigade as a part of corps and armies. He must
be familiar with the powers and limitations of his armament, its
mobility and its correct tactical employment in all conditions of
field warfare.
Regular officers of our sen-ice must be able to instruct the field and staff officers of the Xational Guard and Organized Reserve regiments in their tactical duties during summer camps.
At the conferences held after maneuvers they must be able to get on
their feet and state in plain, concise and correct language what the
mission of their unit was and what they accomplished ~ and finan:y,
to give constructive recommendations for changes in policies of tacfical employment laid down in training regulations.
It is only by
the careful testing out of training regulations during field firings,
tactical exercises and maneuvers that we may obtain material for
revising our training regulations and thus keep them abreast of
the times.
Let us consider for a moment the construction of training
directives, schedules, and proficiency tests. One of the most difficult
parts of troop training is the preparing of comprehensive and
intelligent training programs and schedules, and reports of proficienc}T. ,Yhen a recent graduate of the Coast Artillery School
joins his regiment he may be made plans and training officer. This
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position to my mind is probably the most important staff job on the
regimental team. His colonel will expect of him, as a recent graduate
of the school, the latest word in everything pertaining to training.
The colonel may turn over to him the Corps Area Commander's and
Artillery District Commander's directives and he IlIay say, "Captain
So-and-So, study these instrudions on training, and in one week's
time give me proof of my annual training order."
If the officer
knows his job it will be plain sailing and a good program will be
forthcoming; he will be able to explain it to the officers in conference
and he will be able to watch the results in his training inspedions
under A. R. 265-10 and to apply the acid test to his units as to their
proficiency by means of the annual tactical inspections.
On the
other had, if he does not know his subjert and is not well versed in
methods of training, the result will be, unless his regimental commander takes prompt corredive measures, a peorly prepared training directive.
At Fort Leavenworth, sample training directives have been
prepared for Corps Area COIllmanders, division and other unit commanders.
These samples will bear careful study.
Our Artillery
District Commanders are issuing training directives which are comprehensive, thorough, and of a wide scope in charadeI'.
They follow
the principles enumerated in paragraph 55 of T. R. 10-5 by stating
the task to be performed, leaving the manner and method of performing it to the subordinate commander in order that he mo.;: use
and develop his own initiative. One reaction encountered in making
training inspections from the Office of the Chief of Coast Artillery
is that some unit commanders believe that they are requested to
spend too much time in making out individual and unit reports of
proficiency, and in preparing weekly schedules for the benefit of
higher officials. ::\.lyanswer to this is that these are necessary evils,
and that if the requirements are within reason they are instruments
of great good, and accurately indicate the state of proficiency of the
unit. Proficiency tables should be posted at all times; those for
individuals on barrack bulletin boards in order that the enlisted men
may read and see their standing in training matters.
In one harbor
defense a few years ago a bulletin board was installed in post headquarters, upon which were displayed in graphic form, the monthly
results of training.
This created great rivalry among the organizations composing the garrison.

Di'&isionof Trai.ni.ng rear.~'Ye now pass to the question of
how to divide the calendar year into the training periods, and what
should be the principal training objectives of these several periods.
\Vhere climatic conditions are favorable, it is found advisable to
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commence the training year about :N"ovember1st. By that time
changes in perionnel for general and special service schools have
ceased to upheave the regimental command personnel, and officers
and enlisted men have returned from well earned leave aiter the
summer's field training. The year is best divided into four training
periods of different durations.
From November 1st to about the
middle of March or the first of April is usually considered the first
training period, in which the principal objective of training is the
theoretical instruction of the enlisted personnel for whose benefit
during this period troop and post schools are held. It is also the
time for holding schools for the officer personnel and for working
upon mobilization plans and harbor defense plans.
During this
time of the year gunners' instruction should be held and gunnen;'
examinations completed and results announced.
Small arms preliminary training may take place to advantage during this period.
It must not be considered that this is an indoor period; it is
not, and the only time in which indoor instruction should be given,
except in schools, is when the weather is not propitious for outdoor
troop training.
The second period should begin about the 15th of ::\-farchor as
soon thereafter as weather conditions will permit and should end
only at such time as is necessary to commence the field training of
the civilian components of the army. During this period the main
objective should be intensive artillery training leading up to the
solution of tactical field exercise and problems, and the holding of
artillery target practice.
The period should end with tactical and
training inspections by superior officers pursuant to the provisions
of A. R. 265-10.
The third period should continue only during the time as is
necessary to train the civilian components of the army, and should,
if possible, not exceed two months' duration.
rnfortunately,
this
is not always possible, owing to the small number of existing training centers and the large number of units to be trained.
This frequently results in too large a groupment of Organized Reserve and
Xational Guard units at one training center. The length of this
period is also influenced by the fact that funds sometimes become
available for training near the end of the fiscal year, which of
necessity, tends to prolong it. During this period well organized
and instructed regular demonstrating units trained in the preceding
period, should ge present to demonstrate all classes of training to
Xational Guard and Organized Reserve units. The excellent performance of trained demonstrating teams in gun drill, fire control
work, searchlight operation, disciplinary drill or athletics consti-
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tutes exc~llent object lessons for those whose only practical training
other than their summer encampment period is a few nights per year
in an armory. Regular officers should be available to train Reserve
units in all departments of every character of artillery work. It
must be remembered that the commanders of all harbor defenses will
have a large proportion of their war force made up of National
Guard and Organized Reserve units and that the golden time to
train these units is during the annual summer encampment periods.
The fourth period usually covers the work of September and
October of each year and is devoted to small arms instructions and
the completion of work not carried out in the preceding periods.
Inspections.-Inspections
of all commands are of two c1assestraining and tactical.
Training inspections are made by officers of
the training branch of the General Staff, representatives of the
Chief of Coast Artillery, and by Coast Artillery District and subordinate commanders. Inspections of this character are for the
purpose of determining whether training directives are in accordance with "Yar Department policies as contained in the Annual 'Var
Department Training Directive, whether they are suitable for the
training status of the unit in question, in what manner they are
being carried out, and whether or not the instructing force is
efficient. ::\fileage permitting, it is the policy of the Chief of Coast
Artillery to have an officer of the Training Section of his office,
inspect every regular unit once a year. It is by means of these inspections that the Chief of Coast Artillery is able to form an estimate as to the excellence of training of the regiments of the Corps.
Tactical inspections are held by superior commanders for all
units commencing with the battalion commands and are for the purpose of dei:erDlining, in geJieral term, the condition of the command
for active field service, and the state of efficiency of the individual
officers and of the enlisted men. These inspections are the acid tests
through which individual officers and units must pass in order to
determine the fighting proficiency of the individual and the unit.
Present Status of Training.-The
Chief of Coast Artillery
determines the present status of training in all of the regiments of
the Corps by means of training inspection reports made b:'This representatives and by the additional means of studying Coast Artillery
target practice reports, reports of tactical inspections of superior
commanders submitted to the 'Var Department, and the reports of
the Inspector General's Department covering matters of administration, discipline, and condition of materieL From inspections and
studies made in thQ Office of the Chief of Coast Artiller:'T the present
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status of the training of the regiments of our Corps may be summed
up in a few words, as follows:
Regimental
training throughollt
the Corps is generally satisfactory.
The morale of the officers and enlisted men is u'itlz few
exceptions high. "1here training conditions are found to be unsatisfactory, it is generally due to one or more of the following causes:
a. The shortage of cOlmnissioned and enlisted per:'\onnd
made necessary by the present size of the Coast Artillery
Corps.
b. The drafting from adive units of sufficient specialized
personnel to maintain in required condition seacoast armament
which is out of service.
c. The lack of funds for the procurement of certain training material, especially artillery boats for harbor defense
artillery, and spare parts of vehicle,; for mobile artillery.
d. The large amount of work of non-artillery character
required of all command,; for the maintaining of post activities.
Amongst the defects noted at recent training
be mentioned the following:

inl'ipections might

a. In harbor defenl'ies the lack of well organized command
posts from which harbor defense, fort, and group commanders
ma y exercise tactical command.
b. The absence of well trained spotting
control section of certain firing batteriel'i.
c.

details in the fire

The failure to use ballistic wind data at many firings,

d. The inability of certain officers to make correctly and
expeditiously an estimate of the situation and to write correct
orders during the solution of tactical problems.
e. The poor training
classes of artiller:v units.

of communications

f. The lack of well trained
control sections.
g.

causing
trained.

details

in an

men for kcy positions

in fire

The absence of substitutes for key positions, thereby
team work to break down until a new man can be

h. The lack of knowledge of officers and enlisted men of
our training regulations and the failure to place copies of such
regulations in the hands of the noncommissioned officers and
selected privates.
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Contents of Training Regulations.--Officers assummg regImental duties should have an intimate knowledge of all training
regulations especially those pertaining to the tactical control of the
different classes of Coast Artillery.
They should have an intimate
knowledge of the latest fire control equipment. They should be able
to make proper adjustments of fire at all classes of target practice.
The:v should be able to analyze a target practice and should be able
to record, in plain language, the results obtained at all firings.
They should be able to organize a tactical command post of any
character.
They should be familiar with the establishment of artillery means of communication and its relation to the communications system for aU arms. They should be familiar with the positive
system of coast defense. They should be able to prepare mobilization plans and Coast Artillery parts of sector tactical plans. And
finally, they should have a knowledge of the powers and limitations
of the other combatant branches of the army.
They should be
familiar with the organization of the army as a whole, the duties of
the General Staff, and the policies of the \Yar Department concerning the organization and training of the civilian components of
the army.
Officers must realize that the training of Coast Artillery regiments, no matter what their character may be, is similar to and
along the same lines as the general training of all branches of the
army. Our Corps is but a part of the army and we must efficiently
train it in order that the army as a whole may function efficiently,
for the defense of the country.

To be prepared for war is one of the most effectual means of preserving peace.
A free people
ought not only to be armed but disciplined; to
which end a uniform and well digested plan is
requisite.-Gearge
IVashington.

The Chain of Command In Coast Defense
By

MAJOR

R. H.

S~nTH,

C. A. C.

I

N BEGIXNING this article, let us review what is meant by the
terms "Command", "Commander", and "Chain of Command".
To be sure that we are all "talking the same language," it will be
well to quote a few fundamental axioms which we all know, but
sometimes neglect to consider.
1. Cmu-mand is the authority and control which a superior
legally exercises over his subordinates.
The exercise of command
produces individual or collective military action or non-action on
the part of the subordinates regardless of the laUers' will.
2. The Commander of a military force is thus its controlling
head. He is responsible to his proper superior for results, for everything his force does, or fails to do, collectively and individually. It
follows therefore that the commander must cause his will to be
obeyed by each individual member of his force. Experience has
proven that the number of subordinates which a single individual
can personally control and supervise is extremely limited varying
with conditions. How, then, is it possible, as units increase in size
and complexity up through the scale of the military heirarchy to the
army or groups of armies, for the commander, this single controlling
head, to direct effectively the individuals composing his command
and cause his will to be obeyed and executed by each individual?
It is manifestly impossible for him to do this by direct orders to and
personal supervision over each individual. There must be some kind
of mechanical framework b:y means of which the commander dealing
directly with only a few subordinates can accomplish the result.
3. This mechanical framework is known as organization, i.e.,
subdivision into successive subordinate groups each under its own
commander. Each commander is responsible to his immediate superior for everything his own group, command, or force does or fails
to do. Correspondingly he holds his immediate subordinates responsible for the results accomplished by their own groups or commands.
4. The succession of subordinate commanders through whom
a commander exercises his authoritv and control is known as the
Chain of Command.
f4911]
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From the above discussion it is apparent

responsibility, and organization are interdependent.

that

command,

It is therefore

fundamental that true organization is based primarily not only on
tactical employment, but upon the necessities of command and
responsibility as well. Together tlwy form the foundation and
framework without which no military superstructure can stand.
6. It must now be obvious that in every military force there
must be a single head who commands it as such and who alone is
responsible to his proper superior for results, for all that it does and
all that it fails to do. It is his command and he must produce with
atA6RAIf
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it. This is known as the principle of unity of command.
Furthermore no unit, group, or individual should have more than one immediate commander, e.g., in an artillery battalion a battery commander
directly commands his battery, while the battalion commander
should exercise his authority over the battery not directly but
through the battery commander.

7'. The commander of a force must thoroughly understand the
powers and limitations of all elements of his command or obviously
he cannot intelligently direct it as a tactical team.
8. A commander producing satisfactory results with his force
and living within the law must be upheld by his superior; failing to
do this, he should be removed.
9. A commander must not infringe on the initiative of his
subordinate commander.
He win direct him what to do, but not
how to do it.
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With the foregoing principles in our minds, let us now consider
our concrete case, the Chain of Command in Coast Defense. Again,
to be sure we are talking the same language, it is necessary to state
that the term "coast defense" as used here means defense of the
entire coast line or as some authorities call it, the sea frontier.
"Coast defense" has sometimes been errone.ously used to mean "harbor defense." It is not so used herein. Also this article deals primarily with the coast defense of the continental rnited States, but
the principles enunciated herein will apply equally to our insular
posseSSIOns.
Coast defense consists of the strategical and tactical dispositions and operations of the land and sea forces of a nation with the
object of defeating hostile attacks against any portion of its sea
frontier.
Specifically the elements that enter into it in this country
are the naval forces, the harbor defenses, and the mobile forces of
the army.
The scope of this article does not include the naval
forces.
For command and other purposes the coast line and areas of
continental rnited
States contiguous thereto are divided geographically in downward progression into "frontier commands,"
"sectors," and "subsectors."
The limits of the frontier commands
and of the sectors are prescribed by the "War Department, those of
the subsectors by the frontier or sector commanders. IncidentalI:v,
in cer.t;ain cases a frontier command includes both a portion of the
sea frontier and the land frontier of the enited States, but we are
here concerned only with the sea frontier. A frontier command may
comprise two or more sectors, which in turn are subdivided into a
number of subsectors. These various divisions and subdivisions are
all tactical commands as well as geographical, and conform to the
well recognized principle of the chain referred to above.
Xow let us see what we have in these divisions and subdivisions.
Coast defense is organized into:
a. Harbor defenses including landward and beach defenses.
b. ::\Iore or less highly organiz{'d beach ?-efenses lying between the harbor defenses.
c. Areas considered impracticable or unprofitable for
enemy landings in force. These areas will be kept under observation only.
The frontier commands and sectors of the littoral of continental rnited States include all three classes of these areas, and subsectors also in general do.
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The official document, "Joint Army and Navy Action in Coast
Defense," published by our "\Yar and Navy Departments, states on
page 10: "A defense sector comprises the entire sea frontier within
its limits, of which the harbor defenses are strong points and not
isolated points to be defended." By analogy the same statement
applies to a subsector and harbor defenses lying within its limits.
The Chief of Coast' Artillery in a letter to the Adjutant General of this year (1924) even more emphatically states: "The status
of a coast defense command (harbor defense) in a sector or subsector should be in no wise that of a kingdom within a kingdom.
Rather should it be that of a group or strong point of artillery having certain definite independent missions to perform, at the same
time being quite capable of performing other missions, which may
assist the sector or subsector commander. In the latter case, the
sector or subsector commander should be entirely free to direct the
coast defense commander to render such assistance.
rnder such
conditions, however, the sector or subsector commander must assume
the responsibility if the response to such a call should affect unfavorably the execution of the independent mission of the coast defense
command (harbor defense)."
This is sound and logical and in accordance with the basic
principles of command, organization, and responsibility enumerated
at the beginning of this article except possibly for the use of the
word "independent" for which use the Chief of Coast Artillery has
excellent authority, of which more later. However, if we interpret
"independent" to Illean "special" or "primary" the statement is
unexceptionable.
From the foregoing we may logically state that authorities are
agreed that if a harbor defense lies within the limits of a subsector
command, it is a part of that command. It being a part of that
command, the harbor defense commander is subject to the orders of
the subsector commander, or in other words, the subsector commander is the immediate superior of the harbor defense commander.
X ow refer again to the basic principle of unity of command and bv
incontrovertible logic it is evident the subse~tor commander mu;t
not only be responsible to superior authority for the successful
defense of the beaches in his subsector, but also for the successful
carrying out of the harbor defense missions within his command.
Going down the chain of command, he will hold the commander of a
harbor defense responsible for the successful accomplishment of the
missions of harbor defense. (See Axioms 1 to 6, inclusive).
How then can the harbor defense commander be said to have an
independent mission? He may be said to have a special, primar}", or
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particular mission, but not an independent mission, for he has no
independent command. His command and his mission are no more
independent than that of the artillery brigade commander in an
infantry division. The artillery brigade commander may be said to
have the special mission of disposing and firing his guns to accomplish the result desired by the division commander, but he has no
independent mission.
In compliance with Axiom 9 the division commander will tell the
artillery brigade commander 1t'hat he is to accomplish with the
artillery, but not h07£,' to do it. Similarly, a subsector commander
will direct a harbor defense commander under his command and will
remove the latter if he fails to produce satisfactory results.
In both cases there is an infantry-artillery
team, mutually
dependent, under one commander, and properly so. It is perfectly
obvious that a division is a tactical team, but it is not so evident to
everyone that the forces of a subsector comprise a similar tactical
team. I will endeavor to make it evident in what foliows:
Quoting the Chief of Coast Artinery again: "It is also to be
noted that the coast defense commander (harbor defense commander) is particularly dependent upon the sector or subsector
commander's dispositions for protection of the rear and flanks of
the coast defense command against raids." Exactly so, it may further be stated that the close defense of the beach by infantry and
machine guns on the very front of a harbor defense is also vitally
important, for once hostile infantry or marines effect a penetration
anywhere within a harbor defense the artillery thereof is helpless
unless supported by infantry.
"\Vitness the concrete case of the
capture of Fort Randolph in the Panama maneuvers of this year by
a force of 1600 marines landed in the very face of the fort. The
artillery personnel of Randolph not only failed to prevent the landing according to the umpire, but was unable to put up any effective
defense after the landing. As to whether this force of marines could
have landed under the conditions, there was the usual diversity of
opinion between the opposing forces. But once landed, no one
disputed that the marines had Fort Randolph at their mercy and
that even if they could not have held it, the very least they would
have accomplished would have been its destruction.
How then could
this fort have performed its function in the so-called independent
role of the Coast Artillery of keeping the area within its guns clear
of hostile vessels? In the light of the foregoing instance, is it not
obvious that without infantry to support it any harbor defense
would fail in its mission? The Coast Artillery personnel must
efficiently man guns, mine defenses and searchlights and cannot do
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all this and furnish its own close defense a5 well with any success.
If you need help in your job, how can JOu call it an independent
job?
At Fort Randolph, the infantry portion of the tactical team
was lacking and the defense failed.
X ow look at the other side of the picture. Assume that we have
a subsector extending from Cape Charles, Virginia, inclusive to the
North Carolina line, and that in it we have the "Coast Defense Command of Cape Charles and Cape Henry" organized on standard lines
with a proportion of railway and heavy tractor armament. "\Vewill
call this the Chesapeake Strong Point. The remainder of the subsector is organized for beach defense on standard lines with infantry, machine guns, and 75-mm. artillery.
An enemy has attained command of the sea and by means of
numerous plane carriers has local air superiority sufficient to warrant an attempt at landing in force supported by naval forces. It
becomes apparent that the enemy is going to make this attempt
south of Virginia Beach out of effective range of the fixed armament
of the Strong Point and of the mobile armament (railway and tractor guns) as at present emplaced within the Strong Point.
Supposing that the subsector commander fears to call on the
Strong Point commander for as much of this mobile armament as
he deems necessary to support his beach defenses for fear of interfering with the "independent" mission of the Strong Point .. What
happens? The enemy transports stand in close under support of
his naval artillery which, at practically pointblank range for it,
neutralizes or destroys the 75's and machine guns and a landing of
a large hostile force is effected. As a result the Cape Henry portion
of the Strong Point, taken in rear and flank, falls an easy prey.
Cape Henry is the major part of the Strong Point and Cape Charles
alone cannot deny the entrance to Chesapeake Bay. Again has the
Coast Artillery failed in its "independent" mission, this time because
its powers have not been properly brought to playas a part of the
infantry-artillery
tactical team of the subsector.
Also the subsector commander has failed because he has not employed his team
properly.
The fault lies with the basic "\Var Department Training Regulations Xo. 10-5, which states that: "This branch (the Coast Artillery) has the independent role of keeping the area within reach of
its guns clear of hostile vessels, and of preventing a run-by. "\'\Then
manning the heavy cannon of coast and land fortifications it will
constitute a point of support for the associated combat branches."
*NOTE: Since writing this article the author has been infonned
that nypothet;cal
infantry was sent to Fort Randolph for its close defeuse, which fact seeIDB to have been
overlooked by the senior umpire.
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The author believes tllat the first sentence is misleading in that it
would induce one to think by use of the word "independent" that the
Coast Artillery can perform the role mentioned independently or in
other words without support which the author submits he has demonstrated to be impossible. Also the reader is reminded that the
Chief of Coast Artillery has stated that "the coast defense commander is particularly aep~T/(lent upon the sector or subsector commander's dispositions for protection of the rear and flanks of the
coast defense command, etc." The second sentence quoted from the
basic training regulations is at fault in that it is too vague and
indefinite by itself.

It is suggested that the aforesaid
amended to read as follows:

training

regulations

be

In harbor defense, this branch, supported by the associated
combat branches, has the mission of keeping the area within
reach of its guns clear of hostile vessels and preventing a runby. In beach defense, it is specifically charged with the support of the associated combat branches, particularly
the
infantry, in denying hostile landings. In land warfare, it will
function in the same general manner: as prescribed for the
artillery with forces in the field. It has no independent role.
:By abolishing the word "independent" it is not intended to convey that a subsector commander would attempt to take direct command of a harbor defense or tell the harbor defense commander how
to run his job. He would be governed by basic Axioms X os. 8 and
9; and to perform his own job properly must of course comply with
Axiom -:\0. 7.
There is another phase of the question of command in coast
defense. Army Regulation 90-30 prescribes as follows:
2. General duties of the Coast Artiller.y District
mander.

Com-

a. The Coast Artillery District Commander will command
an Coast Artillery troops stationed within the territorial
limits of his district, including the Coast Artillery of the Organized Reserves and of the Xational Guard, when the latter is
caned into the service of the rnited States.
b. He is responsible, under the Department or Corps
Area Commander, for the discipline, instruction, training, and
tactical employment of all elements of his command. He is
also charged, under the Department or Corps Area Com-
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mander, with supervision of the training and instruction of all
Coast Artillery units of the National Guard within the territoriallimits of his district, when not in the service of the rnited
States.
The above regulation seems to throw a pretty effective monkey
wrench into the machinery of command and organization we have
been discussing in the previous pages. It is obviously impossible
for the subsector commander and the Coast Artillery district commander to command simultaneously and be responsible for the tactical employment of the same unit of Coast Artillery troops.
It
would violate Axiom Xo. 6.
How shan this anomalous condition be corrected?
The Chief
of Coast Artillery has discussed the situation and proposed the
remedy very clearl~' and succinctly in the following:
""\Yith the exception of one phase of the question this regulation (A. R. 90-30) defines the status and prescribes the duties and
responsibilities which, in my opinion, should pertain to the Coast
Artillery District Commander, and I am convinced, after many
years of experience by the Coast Artillery Corps, that the status of
a commander now given him results in a supervision of the technical
training of Coast Artillery troops of all three categories of the
army, and a coordination of the various Coast Artillery activities in
the territorial commands within which such troops are stationed, far
superior to that which would result, if this position were to be
abolished and the former policy of detailing a Coast Artillery Corps
officer as an adviser in Coast Artillery matters on the staff of the
territorial commander were resumed.
"The phase of this question above referred to as an exception,
however, is one that should be considered and action taken to eliminate any possibility of confusion in time of war or upon mobilization.
"The duties and responsibilities of the Coast Artillery District
Commander, as set forth in Army Regulations 90-30, will be in conflict with the well established principles of command in case of
mobilization, and when defense sectors and subsectors are established and their commanders assigned, such commanders should,
within the territorial limits of their sectors or subsectors, command
all the troops assigned for coast defense purposes, including the
harbor defense elements. This being the case, the command functions of the Coast Artillery District Commander over such harbor
defense troops should cease as soon as these troops become a part of
an established sector or subsector."
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continues in substance as follows:

"For the reasons above set forth, it is m:v opinion that the
Coast ArtiI-lery District Commander should be the immediate commander of all Coast Artillery troops in his district up to what may
be termed the "readiness period" when frontier commands, sectors,
and subsectors come into active existence and begin to function.
When this period begins, the functions of the Coast Artillery District Commander have to do with the Coast Artillery activities in
the District which pertain to the Zone of the Interior."
However, when the readiness period begins and throughout the
period of hostilities as well, there will be certain important duties
which should be the concern of a trained Coast Artillery officer of
appropriate
rank and experience, such as the building up of the
peace time Coast Artillery garrisons to war strength, and the
necessary reinforcement, under certain conditions, of one front by
the transfer of personnel and materiel from another.
This Coast
Artillery officer will not exercise command in attending to these
functions, but will act as the Coast Artillery adviser and staff
officer of the frontier, sector, or subsector commander as the case
ma3" be; for all three of these commanders will need such a staff
officer. The command functions necessary to the performance of
these duties will of course be exercised actually by the frontier,
sector, and subsector commanders.
Thus the upper links of the
chain of command will be preserved untangled and unbroken except
for one more question which must be cleared up, namely, the status
of a Corps Area Commander.
The latest "\Yar Department
Plans divide the continental
rnited States, as previously stated, into tactical and territorial
areas called Frontier Commands.
These will constitute initially
the probable theaters of operations.
On the sea frontier these commands conform generally to the present Corps Areas. These "\Yar
Department plans prescribe that when hostilities threaten and the
rnited States assumes what is known as the "Xational Position in
Readiness," certain Corps Area Commanders will assume active
command of these Frontier Commands.
For instance, the Commanding General of the 9th Corps Area is designated to command
the \Yestern Frontier, which is nearly identical territorially
with
the 9th Corps Area. In time of peace he is charged as an individual
and without prejudice to his duties as Corps Area Commander with
the preparation
of such detailed strategic and tactical plans and
studies as may be directed by G. H. Q. He is authorized to utilize
the services of any or all officers on duty at his headquarters who
are deemed qualified and available for the work in hand.
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Howewr, the present Corps Areas are not based upon tactical
considerations, but upon available man-power, and their primary
function is the organization, training and mobilization of troops.
War Department plans state that "the Corps Area Commander as
such is the principal agent of the 'Yar Department in the Zone of
the Interior and his duties in connection with mobilization are stated
in Mobilization Regulations."
'Ve thus see that certain Corps Area Commanders have dual
functions and must use the officers under them in performing these
functions. To summarize, broadly these functions are divided as
follows:
As Corps Area Commander during peace, a designated general
officer deals with the plans for the organization, training and mobilization of troops in his Corps Area in accordance with the Yrobilization Regulations.
As Corps Area Commander during war he is charged with putting these plans into effect. Also as Corps Area Commander during
war he is charged with the supply of all organizations (assigned to
Frontier Commands and General Reserves) which are mobilized or
concentrated in his Corps Area until a Communications Zone is
established and in operation.
As a Frontier Commander during peace this same general
officer is charged with the preparation of detailed strategic and
tactical plans for the defense of his Frontier Command, and uses
the Corps Area staff in such preparation.

In war time he actually takes command of the Frontier Command and puts these strategic and tactical plans into execution.
In peace time this one individual and his staff can perform
these dual functions satisfactorily; but what of war time? In war
both of these jobs are man-sized affairs and obviously cannot be
handled by the same man and one staff efficiently. The 'Va:r Department plans are silent on this subject, but it is obvious that when the
"Xational Position in Readiness" is assumed, the following is what
should logically occur:
General A, who has been in command of a Corps Area, will
immediately assume active command of a Frontier Command and
put into execution the strategic and tactical plans for its defense.
As a nucleus for his staff he will take with him certain of his Corps
Area staff who have been engaged primarily on these tactical plans
and leave behind certain of that staff wbo have been working on
mobilization plans to form the nucleus of the new Corps Area staff.
Simultaneously, he will relinquish all duties as Corps Area Commander and be succeeded as such by General B, who preferably
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should of course be an officer who is thoroughly
mobilization plan for that Corps Area.

familiar with the

General B, as the 'Val' Department principal agent in the Zone
of the Interior, would then in accordance with the 'Val' Department
plans be charged with the exploitation and development of the resources in men and material within the Corps Area or to be concentrated therein for military purposes; and with the supply of the
means required by General A, the :Frontier Commander, at such
times, in such quantities, at such places and in such manner and
form as will assure General A the freedom of action necessary for
the accomplishment of his tactical mission.

It now seems more obvious that the Office of Coast Artillery
District Commander should become (along with that of Corps Area
Commander) a part of the Zone of the Interior when hostilities
threaten, and while the actual incumbent might and probably would
go with the Frontier Commander as Coast Artillery adviser and a
member of his staff, the office of District Commander would thereby
be vacated and a new District Commander would be appointed.
The tactical chain of command has now been untangled from
G. H. Q., through the frontier, sector, and subs ector commanders
down to the harbor defense commander.
1\ow within a harbor defense, the commander thereof in accordance with T. R. 435-300, officially approved by the "Tar Department, "coordinates and directs all military operations within his
command including seaward, landward, and antiaircraft
defense."
He will have under him a commander of the Artillery of the strong
point charged with purely artillery missions, an infantry commander charged with infantry missions and so on. However, there
will be no independent artillery plan nor infantr:v plan, but a combined tactical plan for the use of all arms as a team. The strong
point commander is responsible to the subsector commander under
whose jurisdiction he falls, for the successful accomplishment of the
team mission of the combined tactical force garrisoning the strong
point, and will in time h('Jld his immediate subordinates responsible
for the carrying out of their assigned missions. In other words, he
commands all arms assigned or attached to the harbor defense, including any infantr:.v, machine guns, and 75's assigned thereto for
close defense.
Consider now the case of the heaY~'tractor, railway, and mobile
antiaircraft artillery so necessary to render beach defense effective.
Ideally speaking, \Yar Plans should provide an ample amount of
these weapons to be made promptly available within any threatened
subsector both for harbor defense and beach defense. Practically,
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however, owing to the limited amount of materiel or trained personnel or both now in existence, the procedure will probably be to
assign this mobile armament to the harbor defenses, and the subsector commander will have to exercise his discretion (aided by
advice of the Coast Artillery officer on his staff) in withdrawing any
of it from a harbor strong point for support of beach defense.
\Vhen, however, such mobile armament is withdrawn from a harbor
strong point, the strong point commander should cease to command
or control it, and said mobile weapons should be pI-aced under the
command of a Coast Artillery groupment commander whose immediate superior should be the subsector commander. -Cpon return of
any or all of these mobile units to a strong point they should of
course at once revert to the command of the strong point commander.
It now remains to briefly discuss the Air Service in Coast
Defense.
Each Frontier Commander should have under his direct control
a strong air force independent of all subordinate commanders in the
chain of command. This force should be a complete organization
comprising all branches of aviation and capable of rapid concentration at any threatened point within the Frontier Command with the
offensive mission of attacking all hostile forces within radius, naval,
air, or ground.
In addition to this separate force each sector, subsector and
harbor defense should have air service attached consisting chiefly of
observation units.
Such an observation unit attached to a harbor defense should
of course, in compliance with Training Regulations 435-300, be
under command of the harbor defense commander and perform the
functions of security and information, reconnaissance for artillery
targets, and adjustment of artillery fire.
Included with this article is a diagrammatic representation of
the Tactical Chain of Command in Coast Defense which in connection with the foregoing article eliminates any faulty or double
chains and it is believed will form the basis of a sound workable
scheme for the proper tactical employment of our militar:v forces
(as distinguished from naval) in Coast Defense.

The Evolution of Field Orders
By

MAJOR C.

H.

CORLETT,
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Infantry

ISTORIANS from ancient times have given us accounts of
campaigns and battles in sufficient detail to derive tactical
and strategical lessons of great value from which principles can be
deduced that apply today.
The outstanding fact of the historical examples is the strong
character of the successful commander.
'Vhere the commander of good judgment has dominated the
situation and has coherently impressed his will on his subordinates,
the outcome has usually been favorable, regardless of methods:
However, the older commanders of historical fame commanded
relatively small forces and the weapons employed were simple;
verbal orders appear to have been the rule on terrain where the commander himself could point out the plan of maneuver and objectives
and by personal contact instill enthusiasm and loyalty in his force.
As armies became larger it became physically impossible for
the commander to accomplish this task, so personal assistants in
the way of staff came into being who carried orders verbally or
written to the appropriate
commanders. The form and general
contents varied of course according to the personal equation of the
commander, and errors of omission were frequent as well as errors
in transmission. To employ written orders requires a considerable
degree of education for both commander and subordinates, and the
lack of maps made a dear definition of terrain very difficult. The
first development along this line was the letter of instruction or
written directive. These letters vary greatly in form and contents
according to the author and situation.
Some were very general in
character and were designed to cover the activities of a considerable
p"eriod. Others go into great detail and attempt to anticipate and
prescribe formulae for every possible course the enemy may take.
In practically every instance, however, the germ of our present field
order is found. The letter of instruction or directive has been and
always will be a form of correspondence and from the very nature of
the instrument should have no prescribed form except that dictated
by logic and rhetoric. It win always be a necessity, but its principal use is to give instruction of a general nature to cover a more
or less protracted period of operations.
[5112J
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General Grant's directives to the various commanders of the
Union army in 1865, is a good example of this conception, as also
are the many letters of instruction of ~apoleon to distant subordinates. If we then leave the letter of instruction as an expression of
the will of the commander in his own way conforming to the situation that presents itself, we can pass on to the more important
development of the field order, which is designed to directly control
and coordinate troops in battle in accordance with the tactical
necessities of the case.
Troops cannot be blindly dispatched to battle with any hope of
success. Certain information and directions to control their future
actiollll are essential. They should know what they must overcome
in the way of an enemy, in other words, their difficulties, any assistance they can expect from parallel or supporting troops, how the
difficulties are to be overcome, the part that each element is to take
in overcoming the difficulties, the manner in which the maintenance
or upkeep is to be applied and finally the location of the coordinating or directing agency. 'Yith this logical statement of the necessities for troops in battle, in mind, it is desired to examine a few of
the early orders to demonstrate that the same elements have always
governed to a greater or less extent and that the recognition of
these elements have tended toward our present form of orders.
One of the oldest written orders yet found, and furnished
through the courtesy of Colonel Oliver L. Spaulding, is that of the
French Due d' Enghien, later known as the "Great Conde," for the
battle of Rocroi in 1643, against the Spanish, of which a translation is given below with a rough sketch of the maneuver directed and
accomplished resulting in a quick defeat of the Spanish forces.
TRAXSLATIOX

OF FIELD

Translated
THE RIGHT

by

ORDER
CAPT.

E.

FOR

THE

),1. BEXlTEZ,

BATTLE

OF ROCROI,

1643

C. A. C.-DOL.

FLASK:

"Picardy will establish the right flank. :Marine will come up on its left, on
the same line, at 110 paces interval. Persons will follow in the same manner and
come up to the left of ~'[arine at aoove interval. The first battalion of Molondin
will come up on the same line to the left of Persons at 1'10 paces interval. The
second battalion of Molondin will follow the first battalion, take position on
same line at the left of the second and at interval given aoove. Yervin and La
Pree will follow, establishing the second line, 300 paces to the rear of the first,
and will cover the space between Picardy and :Marine. Yidame will follow Yervin, earning np on its left at an interval of 170 paces. The first battalion of
.Wateville will foUow Yidame, and form in the same manner to the left at 110
paces interval.
The Ecossois will form line of battle to the left of \\Tateyille.
THE LEFT FLASK:

"Piedmont wit move on to the left flank. Rambures will follow it, coming
up to right on the same line at 170 paces interval. Bourdonne and Yisearas will
follow Rambures, coming up to its right at 110 paces interval.
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"Bussy and Guiche will establish the second line, 300 }Jaces to the rear of the
first, and will cowr the interval between Piedmont and Rambures.
Breze and
Langeron will come up to the right of Bussy and Guiche at 170 paces interval.
Rolle will follow Breze, forming to the right at 170 paces inten-a!.
THE

RESERVE:

"Harcourt, Aubeterre and Gesvres will march at the head of the Reserve and
remain 400 paces to the rear of the second line, covering the interval between
Vidame and the first battalion of V{ ateville.
The second battalion of Wateville
will follow and come up on their left at 300 paces interval, to support the first
battalion.
The Royals will follow the second battalion of Wateville, forming on
its left at 300 paces interval."

............ ROC ROI
~~NI~H

~~

/

'I_''':;' ,.,--=-'bc~, cI

LEFT

n

I

R/6HT

This order contains only what we commonly designate as paraJ!raph 3 of the field order. The account accompanying the order
shews that it was based on a very thorough cavalry reconnaissance
and that tre appropriate commanders understood the situation
regarding the enemy and their own troops.
It is probable the
junior commanders knew little. Xo mention is made of administrative details which may have been given verbally or due to the relatively small operation, may have been considered unnecessary. The
commander led the attack of the right flank which was the main
attack, and the post of honor and his customary post. The interesting fact in conncetion with the order is that it directed, in considerable detail, a rather complicated drill ground maneuver in the
face of an enemy in a simple coherent wa~v,which accomplished with
great success in the face of an active enemy the result desired.
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Geing now to our own American Revolution, we find written
orders more prevalent, and can find more clearly an attempt to
express every necessity of the case.
An order of General Washington's preliminary to a march has
been selected. As a preface, this march was for a special purpose.
It was in the nature of a parade through Philadelphia to counteract
Tory influence in that city shortly before the Battle of Brandywine.
It is therefore not illustrative of a march in campaign, but more in
the nature of a parade.
The order follows:
Headquarters,
Major-General tomorrow
Brigadier-General
tomorrow
Field Officers tomorrow
Brigade-Major
tomorrow
_m

OIlDEll

PAll. 2

nn

n

__

n

n

Stirling
Brott
Col. Grayson, Lieut. Col. Genny
Johnson
m

nn

n

m

Lord

h

n

No
officer or soldier is to leave the encampment this
evening without leave in writing from the Major or Brigadier under whom he acts, and they are desired not to give
such leave unless there is apparent cause for it. The Army
{ is to move precisely at 4; o'clock in the morning, if it should
not rain.

WAllNING

MIlI6ION

n

Stanton, Near Germantown,
August 23, 1777

0'It

The division commanded by General Wayne is to join
its proper place in the line, between Lord Stirling's and
General Stevens' divisions, and it is strongly and earnestly
enjoined upon the commanding officers of corps, to make all
their men who are able to bear arms, except the necessary
guards, march in the ranks, for it is so great a :reflection
when all orders are disobeyed, and to see such a number of
street-rollers
(for they cannot be called guards) with the
wagons, that it is really shocking.
f The Army is to march in one column through the city
{ of Philadelphia, going in at and marching down Front street
L to Chestnut, and up Chestnut to the Common.
A small halt is to be made about a mile this side of the
city until the rear is clear up and the line in proper order.

The Divisions will march as follows,
Greene's, Stevens', Lincoln's, and Lord Stirling's.
The horse to be divided upon the two wings.
Bland's and Baylor's reginIents on the right, and
Sheldon's and Moylan's on the left.
The following order of march is to be observed, viz.:
First, a subaltern and twelve light-horse.
I Two hundred yards in rear, a complete troop.
Two hundred yards in the rear of the troops, the
residue of Bland's and Baylor's regiments.
DIBTlUlmTIo:>r OF TRoops
One hundred yards in the :rear of these, a company
OIl PAD:. 3
of Pioneers with their axes, etc., in proper order.
I One hundred yards in the rear of the Pioneers, a
regiment from General Muhlenberg's Brigade, and
close in the :rear of that regiment all General
Muhlenberg's Field Artillery.
This Brigade followed by .Weedon's, Woolford's,
and Scott's in order, with all their Field Artillery
L in their respective fronts ..

f

~I
)

I
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Park
of Artillery,
and the Artificers belonging
thereto, in the centre.
Lincoln's and Lord Stirling's divisions following,
with all their Brigade Artillery in the rear of
[
their respective Brigades.
J A regiment from Lord Stirling's Brigade for a
DISTRIBUTION
OF TROOPS
1 rear guard, and to be 150 yards from General
OR PAll. 3
Maxwell's Brigade.
Sheldon's and Moylan's horse, 150 yards in the
rear of this regiment.
One troop, 150 yards in the rear of this regiment
of 1000rse.
The whole line is to march by subdivisions at half-distance, the ranks six paces asunder, which is to be exactly
observed in passing through the city, and great attention
SUB PAll.
given b:y the officers to see tha.t their men carry their arms
well, and are made to appear as decent as circumstances
lwill admit.
It is expected that every officer without exception will
keep his post in passing through the citr, and under no
pretence whatever leave it; and if an)' soldier shall dare to
leave his ranks he shall receive thirt:F-nine lashes at the
first halting-place afterwards.
The officers will be particularly careful of the men, not only in their own divisions,
but in others also, if they should see any attempt of the kind.
They are also to prevent the people from pressing on the
troops.
There is to be no greater space between the divisions,
brigades and regiments than is taken up by Artillery, and
is just sufficient to distinguish them.
That the line of march through the city may be as little
encumbered as possible, only one ammunition wagon is to
I attend the field pieces of each brigade and every artillery
ADMIXISTRATWllI park. All the rest of the baggage wagons Ilnd spare horses
OlmER OR PAll. 4
are to file off to the right, to avoid the city entirely, and
move on to the bridge at the middle ferry and then halt,
but not so far as to impede the march of the troops by
l preventing their passing them.

l

j

f

1

Kot a woman belonging to the Army is to be seen with
the troops on their march through the city.

r

W agonmaster-General
with all his assistants, towith the Division, Brigade and Regimental Quartermasters, are to attend the wagons, and assist the fieldofficers appointed to that duty in preventing any men who
are allotted to the wagons from slipping into the city. As
I the baggage will be but a little time separated from the
I coluIDIl, a very few men will be sufficient to guard it, and
I the General wishes to have as many of them appear in the
ranks in the llne of march as are able.
The baggage and spare artillery wagons of each brigade,
4. I together with the wagons of the artillery park, are to move
) with the same orders that the brigades, etc., do in the line.,
Ithat they may more easily unite again when we have passed
I the city.
I The soldiers will go early to rest this evening, as the
General expects the whole line will be on their march at
the hour appointed.
That this may be the case, each BrigaI dier is to appoint patrols to take up all the stragglers from
I eamp, and all others of the Army who do not obev this
I order .•
I The Director of the Hospital will order when the sick
l are to be sen~.
The

I gether

I

A
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The drums amI fifes of each brigade are to be collected
in the centre of it, and a tune for the quick-step played, but
with such ll'loderation that the men may step to it with ease,
and without dancing along, or totally disregarding
thlt
music, as has been t{}(}often the case.
The men are to be excused from carrying their campkettles tomorrow.
GEORGE WASHINGTON.

Here it is noted that the first two sentences corresponds to our
present conception of a warning order. The first sentence of the
second paragraph states what is to be done or the mission, followed
by a statement of how it is to be done, closely resembling the paragraph 3 of our present march order. After this, we find several
sentences that might -very properly fall under subparagraph X of
paragraph 3 or be omitted entirely with well trained troops.
The 'Vagonmaster and Quartermaster are given their instructions in logical sequence concerning baggage, supply, and stragglers, with responsibility placed for the sick, an embryo administrative order or paragraph 4 of the present field order.
The place of the commander was understood by all to be at the
head of the column, so a paragraph 5 was unnecessary. The march
accomplished in compliance with this order was a success and served
the purpose for which it was intended. It demonstrates clearly that
without any model or guide the mind of General 'Vashington
arranged the various details in a logical order corresponding to our
present type of order.

It is next desired to examine one of the orders prepared by
Xapoleon's Chief of Staff, ::\.larshal Berthier, for the distribution of
the troops at the Battle' of Jena, which follows:
GE~ERAL
DISPOSlTIOSS

C~-1l004
(WDFILEs)

FOIt

ORDERS
ORDER

OF

BA'ITLE

Bivouac at Jena, 14 October, 1806.

Marshal Augereau will command the left. He will place his 1st Division in
column on the Weimar road, on a line so that General Gazan may place his
Artillery on the plateau.
He will detail such forces as are necessary on the
plateau on the left, on a line with the head of his column. He will have skirmishers along the entire hostile line at the different exits of the mountains. When
General Gazan moves forward, he will advance on the plateau with his entire
Army Corps and will then march according to circmnstances to attack the left
of the Army.
Marshal Lannes will han; at daybreak, all his Artillery in his intervals, and
in the order of battle in which he has passed the night.
The Artillery of the Imperial Guard will he placed on the high ground and
the guard will be in rear of the plateau, drawn up in five lines, the first line consisting of chasseurs on top of the plateau..
The village which is on onr right will be bombarded by aU the Artillery tlf
General Suchet and immediatel~' attacked and captured.
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The Emperor will give the signal; everything is to be ready at daybreak.
Marshal Ney will be posted, at daybreak, at the edge of the plateau, to
move up on it and advance on the right of Marshal Lannes, at the moment when
the village is captured, by which space for deployment will be secured.
Marshal Soult will advance by the road which has been reconnoitered on the
right and will constantly keep connected to support the retreat of the Army.
The order of battle in general will be, for the Marshals to form in two lines
exclusive of the Light Infantry; the distance between the two lines will be
100fathoms.
The Light Cavalry of each Army Corps will be at the disposition of each
General, to be used according to circum~tances.
The Heavy Cavalry, as soon as it arrives, will be placed on the plateau in
rear of the Guard, available as circumstances may require. What is today
important, is to deploy in the plain; dispositions will then rapidly be made
according to the maneuvers and forces of the enemy, in order to force him from
the positions which he occupies and which are necessary for the deployment.
By Command of the Emperor.
MARSHAL BERTHIER.

This order deals primarily with the deployment of troops for a
battle the following day, and is silent on any information of the
enemy or administrative details. The last sentence gives the mission
in a very general way and a statement to the effect that "The Emperor will give the Signal," shows that there was a vague realization
that our present paragraph 5 should be included.
The instructions given the various elements of the command
are clear and as a paragraph 3 for the purpose, it would answer
very well according to our present standards.
As everyone knows,
it was successfully carried out, resulting in a notable victory.
Although the Americans have been given little credit for the
development of the field order in its final form, the order published
by General Scott for the Battle of Cerro Gordo in the Mexican War
in 1847, might very properly have been the forebearer of our present
system had its worth been recognized and accepted.
GENERAL ORDERS NO. III
Headquarters of the Army, Plan Del Rio, April 17, 1847.
PAR. 2

PAR. 1

AID>

The enemy's whole line of intrenchments and batteries
will be attacked in front, and at the same time turned, early
in the day tomorrow-probably before 10 o'clock A. M.
The Second (Twiggs') Division of Regulars is already
~ advanced within easy turning distance towards the enemy's
I left. That division has instructions to move forward before
Idaylight tomorrow, and take up a position across the
national road in the enemy's rear, so as to cut off a retreat
towards Xalapa. It may he reinforced today, if unexpect3 1 edly attacked in force, by regimeuts---on~ or two taken
I from Shields' Brigade of Volunteers. If not, the two vollunteer regiments will march for that purpose at daylight
I tomorrow morning, under Brigadier-GeneraI Shields, who
will report to Brigadier-General Twiggs, on getting up with
him. or the GeneraI-in-Chief,if he be in advance.

I
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The remaining regiment of that Volunteer Brigade will
receive instructions in the course of this da~'.
The first Division of Regulars (Worth's) will follow the
movement against the enemy's left at sunrise tomorrow
morning.
As already arranged, Brigadier-General Pillow's brigade
will march at six o'clock tomorrow morning along the route
he has carefully reconnoitred, and stand ready as soon as
he hears the report of arms on our right, or sooner if circumstances should favor him, to pierce the enemy's line of
batteries at such point-the
nearer the river the better-as
he may select. Once in the rear of that line, he will turn to
the right or left, or both, and attack the batteries in
reverse; or, if abandoned, he will pursue the enemy with
vigor until further orders.
Wall's field battery and the Cavalry will be held in
reserve on the national road, a little out of view and range
of the enemy's batteries.
They will take up that position
L at nine o'clock in the morning.
The enemy's batteries being carried or abandoned, ftll
our divisions and corps will pursue with vigor.
This pnrsuit may be continued many miles, until stopped
by darkness or fortified positions towards Xalapa.
Consequently, the body of the Army will not return to this
encampment, but be followed tomorrow afternoon, or early
the next morning, by the baggage trains of the several
corps.
For this purpose, the feebler officers and men of
each corps will be left to guard its camp and effects, and to
load up the latter in the wagons of the corps. A commander
of the present encampment will be designated in the course
of this day.

r

As soon as it shall be known that the enemy's works have
J been carried, or that the general pursuit has been comI menced, one wagon for each regiment and one for the
I cavalry will follow the movement, to receive, under tbe
I directions of medical officers, the wounded and disabled,
I who will be brought back to this place for treatment in
General Hospital.
The Surgeon-General will organize this important service
I and designate that hospital, as well as the medical officers
I to be left at it.
I Every man who marches out to attack or pursue the
I enemy, will take the usual allowance of ammunition, and
L subsistence for at least two da;ys.

i

By Command of ]fajor-General

Scott.

H. L. SCOTT, A. A. A. GEXERAL.

His first paragraph very clearly states the mission. This is
followed by detailed instructions to the various elements of his command and finaUy the necessary administrative details are given.
Lnfortunately
the orders of General A-IcDoweU,operating
under General Scott early in the Civil 'Yar, were not as coherent.
They were long and very much involved with many repetitions.

IS

The order for the advance on to the first Battle of Bull Run
quoted;
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REPORTSOF BRIG. GEN. IRVIN MCDOW"ELL,
COMMANDING
U. S. FORCES,OF OPERA.TIONSFROMJULY 16 TO 20, 1861, WITH OllDERSFOR MOVEMENTS
AND A RETI'RN OF TROOPS.
GENERALORDERS
l
No. 17
J

Hdqrs.

Dept. No E. Virginia,
Arlington, July 16, 1861.

The troops will march to the front this afternoon

in the following order:

1. The brigades of the First Division (Tyler's) will leave their camps in
light marching order, and go as far as Vienna, the Fourth Brigade (Richardson's) taking the road across the chain bridge, by way of Langley's, Louisville,
and old court-house; the others by the Georgetown turnpike and Leesburg stone
roads.
The order of march of the several brigades to be arranged by the
Division Commander.
2. The Second Division (Hunter's)
"will leave their camps in light marching
order, and go on the Columbia turnpike as far as the Little River turnpike, but
not to cross it, the Second Brigade (Burnside's) leading.
3. The Third 'Division (Heintzelman's)
will leave their camps in light
marching order, and go on the old Fairfax Court-House
road, south of the
Orange and Alexandria railroad, as far as the Accotink, or the Pohick, if he
finds it convenient; the brigades to march in the order the Division Commander
may direct.
4. The Fifth Division (Miles') will proceed in light marching order, by tht>
Little River turnpike as far as Annandale, or to the point where the road It'ad~
to the left to go into the old Braddock road (so-called), which runs between the
Little River turnpike and the Orange and Alexandria railroad.
5. The brigades of the several divisions will he put in march in time to
reach their respe-ctive destinations by dark.
6. The Reserve will be held in readiness to march at the shortest notice,
and will, on and after the 17th in&tant, keep constantly a liupply of cooked
rations on hand for two days.
7. Brigadier-General
Runyon, commanding the Reserve, will ha\"e command
of all the troops not on the march to the front, including those in the fortifications and camps.
He will, tomorrow, send two regiments up the Orange and
Alexandria railroad to aid the railroad managers in rebuilding it in the shortest
possible time, the commanding officers to conform to the plans of the principal
managers.
8. Brigadier-General
Runyon will guard the Loudoun and Hampshire railroad as far as the present camps of the Ohio Volunteers, and the Orange and
Alexandria railroad as far as it is or may be repaired.
9. The regiment now in Fort Corcoran, the Twenty-eighth Xew York; the
Twenty-fifth
Xew York, at Roach's; the Twenty-first
Xew York, at Fort
Runyon, and the Seventeenth Xew York, at Fort Ellsworth, will not be removed
from their present stations except in an emergenc)".
II. On the morning of the 17th the troops will resume their march after
daylight in time to reach Fairfax Court-House (the Third Division, Sangster's)
by 8 o'clock A. M.
1. Brigadier-General
Tyler will direct his march so as to intercept the
enemy's communication between Fairfax Court-House and Centreville, moving
to the right or the left of Germantown, as he may find most practicable.
On
reaching the Centreville turnpike he will direct the march of hi<;Je'lding brigade
upon Centreville or Fairfax C~urt-House, as the indication of the enemy may
require.
The Second Bri~de
will move on the road in the direction not taken
by the :first. The rear brigades v;ill he di.~posed of by the Division Commander
as circumstances may require.
Should he deem it best, a brigade may be sent on
Fairfax C~urt-House direct from Flint Hill.
2. The Second Dividon (Hunter's)
will (after the road shall be cleared of
the Fifth Division) move on the direct road to Fairfax Court-House bv the
Little River turnpike ..
3. The Fifth Divi<;ion (Miles') will turn off from the Little River turnpike
tlr.d gain the old Braddock Road, which it v;ill follow to its intersection with the
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road from Fairfax Court-House to Fairfax Station, where it will turn to the
right and move on the Court-House.
4. The Third Division (Heintzelman's)
will move by the best and shortest
of the roads to the south of the railroad till he reaches the railroad at Sangster's.
He will, according to the indications he may find, turn his second and
third brigades to the right, to go to Fairfax Station or to the front to support
the first brigade.
He may find it necessary to guard the road coming up from
Wolf Run Shoals and the one leading to Yates' Ford.
III.
The enemy is represented to be in force at Centreville, Germantown,
Fairfax Court-House and Fairfax Station, and at intermediate places, and on
the road towards Wolf Run Shoals. He has been obstructing, as far as possible,
the roads leading to Fairfax Court-House, and is believed on several of these to
have thrown up breastworks and planted cannon. It is therefore probable the
movements above ordered may lead to an engagement, and everything must be
done with a view to this result.
The three following things will not be pardonable in any commander: 1st. To
come upon a battery or breastwork without a knowledge of its position. 2d. To
be surprised.
3d. To fall back. Advance guards, with vedettes well in front
and flankers and vigilance, will guard against the first and second.
The columns are so strong and well provided that, though they may be for a
time checked, they should not be overthrown.
Each is provided with intrenching
tools and axes, and if the country affords facilities for obstructing our march, it
also gives equal facilities for sustaining ourselves in any position we obtain. A
brigade should sustain itself as long as possible before asking for help from
another. It can hardly be necessary to attack a battery in front; in most cases
it may be turned.
Commanders are enjoined to so conduct their march as to
keep their men well closed up. This is of great importance.
X 0 man will be
allowed to get into an ambulance or baggage wagon without written authority
from the regimental surgeon or his superior.
Guards will be placed over the
ambulances and wagons to enforce this order.
Troops will march without their tents, and wagons will only be taken with
them for ammunition, the medical dcpartment, and for intrenching tools. A
small baggage train for each brigade, to take the camp-kettles, mess-pans, and
mef.s-kits, and the smallest allowance of personal baggage of the officers and
men, will follow the divisions the day after they march. This train will consist
of from twelve to fifteen wagons.
A subsistence train will follow at a day's interval the First Division from
Fort Corcoran and Vienna.
A second subsistence train will follow the second
division at a day's interval. A wagon for forage will be taken with each battery
and squadron.
A herd of beef cattle will be sent with each subsistence train.
There is on many of our regiments nothing to distinguish them from those of
the enemy, and great care must be taken to avoid firing into each other.
The national color must be kept continually displayed, and. if possible,
small national colors should he placed on the cannon of the batteries,
Division commanders will see that the axmen and engineers at the heao of
the columns (and men of the ordnance guard) are well provided and in condition
to work efficientl}'. When there are no ax-slings, the axes will be carried and
the muskets will be slung.
Department headquarters will be with the Second Division, on the Little
River turnpike.
Division commanders will communicate with them by every
opportunity.
By Command of Brigadier-General
JI~DO'Well.
JAMES

B. FRY, A. A. G.

A great deal of fault can be found with this order. The repetition, superfluous matter and poor arrang-ement is apparent to aU
accordin~ to our present standards.
The second day's order is
given with the first day, outlining the attack without any contact
with the enem~v. "'e find, however, scattered through the document
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the necessary elements of a good order had the arrangement been
proper and the superfluous matter eliminated. For instance, the
first two sentences of paragraph III gives the information of the
enemy. Information of supporting troops is given in paragraphs
7, 8, and 9. The mission is given in the first sentence of the order.
Detailed instructions are given in paragraphs
1 to 5 inclusive.
Administrative details and supply are treated under paragraph III
and the location of the command post is given under the last subparagraph of the order.
Many types of orders were developed during our Civil War,
but none of them were fixed, and depended on any logical sequence
of the necessary clements. The letter of instructions and orders in
that form seemed to be the most common form of written order.
No particular advantage was taken of the experience obtained in
many campaigns, although many coherent and forceful examples of
orders in form of letters were issued by the various commanders.
To the elder von :Moltke and to the German general staff must
be given the credit of clarifying and simplifying directives and
field orders.
A marked difference is observed in the orders issued by German
commanders in the Franco-Prussian
\Var and those issued by
French commanders.
Many French orders were verbose, rambling and faulty, while
the German orders are models of precision and conciseness.
As an example of the French method or lack of method, the
instructions of General Chanzy, one of their best generals, is of
interest. He states: "The enemy today attempted to force us from
our position. He attacked in succession at Saint Baureut-des-Bois
and in the direction of Poisly, Cravant and Yillorcean. From information received from prisoners we learn that Prince Charles with
his entire arm;; was engaged, together with .numerous artillery.
Everywhere we have resisted with energy and good order and have
remained in possession of the field after ha"\<inginflicted heavy losses
upon the enemy. All should be inspired by this new success and be
filled with confidence thereb.y. \Ye must keep our positions and continue to resist if the Germans make an attack tomorrow," and so on
for four printed pages. :Uany sentences are practically meaningless as, "The cavalr:v shall be placed in such a way as to profit by
occasions to fall upon the enemy." "Each division commander will
point out precisely where his baggage win go in case of attack
tomorrow."
"All troops who were engaged today shan have an
extra ration of brand}"." These were scrambled with directions for
rations, ammunition, appointment of doctors and reports required.
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Our own orders in the Spanish-American "\Var were very little
if any better. During the ca}npaign of Santiago de Cuba, General
Shafter issued on June 20, 1898, General Order No. 18, governing
the disembarkation of his army.
After this, however, although
over 15,000 troops were engaged in the battles of San Juan and
El Caney, no written, and but a few verbal orders, were issued by
any commander.
During the latter Philippine campaign written
orders were attempted, but the results were unsatisfactory, according to our present standards.
While most countries seemed to have lost ground in the application of the art of war, the Germans steadily progressed.
Yon
Verdes' tactical studies contributed largely to this progress. About
1905, General Griepenkerl's letters on applied tactics made a profound impression. His work was translated by the English, French,
Greeks, Japanese and in the same year General J. F. Ben and Major
Eben Swift, the Commandant and Assistant Commandant of the
Staff College at Leavenworth, obtained a translation which had a
profound effect on the instruction of the American Army.
Major Swift wrote a book on orders based on Griepenkerl
which was accepted as a guide by the \Var Department.
This book
specified practically the same order that we now employ.
Great volumes of orders used during the \Vorld 'Val' are now
accessible. They are in various forms but practically all of them
that are considered good follow the German school of thought.
\Vhile the basis of the field order remained the same, the administrative order, appendices and annexes came into being as a
necessity.
After the "\Yorld 'Val' the General Staff and Service
Schools have attempted to select and put in practice the best
methods.

'-~=~=~-~-=============~====~",
"Our Country! In her intercourse with foreign
nations may "he always he in the right; but our
country, right or wrOFlg."-Stephen DecatuT.

The Development of
Reprinf£'d

from

THE

'YORK

a

Military Policy

OF THE

P

'YAR

DEPART:.\fEKT

RIOR to th Revolutionary 'Yar governmental policies in
America were determined by the mother country.
Hencl',
although every community had to be ever ready to defend itself
against local attack by Indians, and each colony developed a militia
which at times wa::;employed on campaigns for considerable periods,
nevertheless the problem of national organization for common defense did not arise. The British Army was their bulwark against a
common foe. The militar:v establishment was organized and administered by edict of the King.
Friction with England forced the colonies to unite and organize
for common protection.
The problem of common defense suddenly
became paramount.
Yet there was no common assembly to consider
it and no plans nor means for securing concerted action.
In 177~ the First Continental Congress, consisting of representatives from colonial assemblies, met in Philadelphia, drew up a
declaration of rights and grievances to be sent to the King, and
adjourned until the following year. X 0 steps looking toward military action were taken, in the hope that armed conflict might be
avoided.
"\Vhenthe Second Continental Congress convened the following
year all hopes for conciliation were gone. The Battle of Lexington
had been fought three weeks before. The immediate and pressing
problem now was how to raise, equip, and maintain an army for the
common defense. There were many difficulties to be overcome. The
delegates had no authority to act for the colonies which they represented; each delegate was jealous of the power of the others; there
was no executive head to Congress; there was no organization for
setting up and carrying on a central government; and there was a
deep-seated aversion on the part of the people toward standing
armies, an aversion dating back to the struggle of the common
people of England against the Stuart kings of the seventeenth century, when armies .had been used to abuse the people, not to defend
them. The English Puritans and the cavaliers of the colonies had
alwa.vs been stubborn in protesting that no army should be quartered upon them except by the consent of their own legislatures.
I.';l II
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Notwithstanding
these and many other difficulties, Congress
was compelled to assume the functions of a civil government and to
organize to carryon the war for defense. It appointed committees
for war, but it refused to give them any power; it constantly
changed the membership of the committees; and it jealously rendered their work ineffectual by passing frequent "resolves" which
covered all the business of war.
Fnder such conditions \Yashington found it almost impossible
to keep an army in the field. 'Yhen he was made Commander-inChief of the Continental Army, it numbered about 17,000 men, the
enlistment of everyone of whom would expire before the end of the
year. Most men preferred enlisting in the militia, where the term
was short and the discipline was lax, to joining the Regular Continental regiments.
Though he impressed upon the soldiers the
serious ccnsequences of leaving the Army before the new troop~
could be trained, they left him by hundreds the day the period of
enlistment ended.
Bounties were offered to encourage enlistments and the amount
of money offered was gradually increased.
The time came when
men who enlisted for short periods under this system were receiving
more pay than the officers who were training them. Serious trouble
with the officers followed. Desertions from the Army were frequent.
'Yashington repeatedly reminded Congress of his conviction
that the campaigns failed because little dependence could be placed
in the militia, because there was no definite military policy and because of the failure to furnish neccssar,y supplies.
In a letter to
Congress he said:
The disadvantages attending the limited enlistment of troops are too
apparent to those who are eyewitnesses of them, " " .. but to gentlemen
at a distance whose attention is engrossed by a thousand important objects,
the case may be otherwise ... " " To bring men to Qe well acquainted with
the duties of a soldier requires time. To bring them under proper discipline and subordination not onl,r requires time, but it is a work of great
difficulty; and in this Army, wpere there is so little distinction between the
officers and soldier!., requires an uncommon degree of attention. To expect,
then, the !.ame serrice from raw and undisciplined recruits as from '\"eteran
soldiers is to expect what ne'\"er did and perhaps never will happen. " .. "

At another time he wrote:
Connecticut wants no Massachusetts men in her corps, :Massachusetts
thinks there is no necessity for a Rhode Islander to be introduced into
hers, and ");ew Hampshire says it is very hard that her valuable and experienced officers, who are willing to serre, should be discarded, beeau;e
her own regiments under the establishment, cannot provide for them.

Congress failed to heed lYashington's advice. It did increase
the bounties offered, but the paper money issued was practically
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worthless, and wholesale desertions followed. The soldiers were half
starved and insufficiently clothed. Mutinies were numerous. In the
midst of these troubles and successive defeats, Congress persisted in
making plans to reduce the size of the Army, but the war did not
end. Finally the period of enlistment was extended to "three years"
or "during the war" at the discretion of the soldier, and Washington was given complete charge.
These experiences, together with the defeat of General Gates
at Camden, brought forth the following expression from \Vashington in a letter to the President of Congress:
This ewnt, howewr, adds itself to many others, to exemplify the
neeessity of an army, and the fatal consequences of depending on militia.
Regular troops alone are equal to the exigencies of modern war, as well for
defense as for offense; and whenever a substitute is attempted, it must
prove illusory and ruinous. No militia will ever acquire the habits necessary to resist a regular force. " " " The firmness requisite for the real
business of fighting is only to be attained by a coustant course of discipline
and service. " " " It is most earnestly to be wished, that the liberties
of America may no longer be trusted, in any material degree, to so precarious a dependence.

At the conclusion of the war Congress decided to dispense with
a standing army.
It ordered the discharge of the Continental
troops with the exception of about 80 soldiers, who were kept to
guard public stores. Constant Indian troubles and civic disorders,
however, compelled an increase in this number to make up a force of
several hundred men.
In the meantime the war organization had undergone successive changes in the Continental Congress. \Vhen the committees for
war failed, boards of war had been appointed; yet Congress itself
continued to direct all military affairs, until these boards became as
powerless and ineffective as the committees which preceded them.
At the conclusion of the war, after a long dispute, Congress resolved
to create a department of war whose chairman should be called the
Secretary of 'Yar. rnder the leadership of General Henry Knox,
the second Secretary of \Var, the department became well organized.
The new Department of \Var established under the Constitution of
the "Cnited States was organized on a similar basis and the former
Secretary retained. At its beginning, the Department of War included the functions which are now divided among the Departments
of \Yar, the Xavy, and the Interior.
Althongh the Revolutionary 'Yar was over, the problem of
adequate protection of the new nation was one of the gravest that
presented themselves. In his first annual address to Congress,
President '''ashington said:
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Among the many interesting objects that will engage your attention,
that of providing for the common defense will merit particular regard. To
be prepared for war is one of the most effectual means of preserving peace.

In formulating a military policy under the new government, the
prejudice of the people against a standing army again came to the
surface. Even with the lessons of the past war fresh in their minds,
the majority of the people believed that a large army would provoke
war. A maxim arose: "A standing army is dangerous to liberty."
There was no distinction in the public mind between the army proposed by "\Vashington and the armies of the past, which had been
the mercenaries of despots. Congress attempted to solve the problem by passing two statutes.
The first act, passed in 1790, laid the foundation for the volunteer system. It empowered the President to employ for a short term
not exceeding six months, " " " a corps not exceeding two thousand noncommissioned officers, privates, and musicians, with a suitable number of
commissioned officers. And in case it shall appear probable to the President that the regiment " " " will not be completed in time to prosecute
such military operations as exigencies may require, it shall be lawful for
the President to make a substitute for the deficiency by raising such further number of levies or by calling into the service of the "United States
such a body of militia as shall be equal thereto.

The second act, passed in 1792, had for its purpose "more
effectually to provide for the national defense, by establishing an
uniform militia throughout the rnited States."
It providedThat each and every free, able-bodied white male citizen of the respective States, resident therein, who is or shall be of the age of eighteen years,
and under the age of forty-five years, " " " shall, severally and respectively,
be enrolled in the militia by the captain or commanding officer of the company, within whose bounds such citizen shall reside, and that within twelve
months after the passing of this act. And it shall at all times hereafter,
be the duty of every such captain or commanding officer of a company, to
enroll every such citizen, as aforesaid, and also those who shall, from time
to time, arrive at the age of eighteen years, or, being the age of eighteen
years, and under the age of forty-five years, " " " shall come to reside
within his bounds; and shall without delay, notify such citizen of the said
enrollment, by a proper noncommissioned officer of the company, by whom
such notice may be proved. That every citizen so enrolled and notified,
shall, within six months thereafter, provide himself with a good musket or
firelock, a sufficient bayonet and helt, two spare flints and a knapsack. a
pouch, with a box therein to contain not less than twenty-four cartridges,
suited to the bore of his musket or firelock. each cartridge to contain a
proper quantity of powder and ball; or, with a good rifle, knapsack. shot
pouch, and powder-horn, twenty balls suited to the bore of his rifle, and a
quarter of a pound of powder; and shall appear, so armed, accoutered,
and provided, when called out to exercise or into service; except, that when
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callt'd out on company days' exert'ise only, he ma~' appear without a knapsack. That the commissioned officers shall, severally, be armed with a
sword or hanger and spontoon; and that from and after fiye years from the
passing of this !Ict all mnskets for arming the militia, as herein required,
shall be of bores sufficient for balls of the eighteenth part of a pound, and
eyery citizen so enrolled and proYiding himself with the arms, ammunition,
and accouterments required as aforesaid, shall hold the same exempted
from all suit~, distress, executions, or sales for debt, or for the P"lyment
of taxes.

This act was significant by its recognition of common defense
as a duty of citizenship and by definitely placing the responsibility
on the individual citizen. Though with modifications it remained a
law until the national defense act of 1916, its terms were never full!
carried out. It was the general belief when this act was passed that
the militia of the various States could be relied upon for protection
in case of an emergenc:.v. The ",Yar of 1812, howen~r, demonstrated
again the weakness of the militia as an effective weapon for the
defense of the nation.
"Then the second war with England became imminent, the Secretary of ",Yar called, as authorized by law, upon the governors of
the states for troops. In answer to his second letter to the Governor
of ::\-fassachusetts, urging immediate compliance with his request
because of "the danger of invasion, which increases," Governor
Strong repliedthe people of this State appear to be under no apprehension of an inl'asion;
several towns, indeed, on the seacoast, soon after the declaration of war,
applied to the Goyernor and Council for arms and ammunition, " " " and
in some instance~, they were supplied accordingl~'. But the~,. expressed no
desire that any part of the militia should be called out for their defense,
and in some cases we were assured that such a measure would be disagreeable to them.

Other states replied in like vein. The Governor of Yermont, in
a proclamation ordering the militia to return to their homes, declared that "in his opinion, the military strength and resources of
the state must be reserved for its own defense and protection exclusively."
Some of the militia refused to enter Canada, asserting that the
war was one of defense and not of offense, and that the militia could
not be used to wage an offensive war. Some of the states made it an
act of disobedience for their citizens to serve the nation. :By such
acts as these the Federal Government was embarrassed in its
atte~pts to gain the cooperation of the militia for national defense.
Congress offered large bounties to volunteers, but tIlis did little more
than stimulate the crime of desertion.
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The series of humiliating defeats which attended the Army
through this war, which was unnecessarily prolonged, can be traced,
first, to this want of cooperation on the part of the states, and,
second, to the lack of efficient and experienced officers to place in
command of the new and undisciplined troops. The Military Acad.
emy at 'Vest Point had been established in 1802, but up to 1812 ."1
llad graduated only about 140 officers. As a rule any man who
could enroll a company of 59 men received a captain's command;
any man who could assemble 10 such companies received a colonel's
command. These were the only qualifications necessary to become
an officer in time of war. The 500,000 men employed during the two
years and a half of the war were called out to face not more than
67,000 British regulars.
'Yith this demonstration before him, ex-President Jefferson,
who had formerly stated that "peace was his passion," and who had
not believed it necessar:r to keep the nation prepared for defense,
wrote to James l\ionroe:
It proves more forcibly the nece&sity of obliging eyery citizen to be a
soldier. This was the case with the Greeks and Romans and must be that
of every free state.
'We must train and classify the whole of our male
citizens and make military instruction a regular part of collegiate education. VoTe can never be safe until this is done.

And in 1814 he went even further and said:
I think the truth must now be obvious that we cannot he defended but
by making every citizen a soldier, and that in doing this all must be marshalled, classed by theit ages, and every service ascribed to its class.

The Mexican 'Yar did not put the nation to any great test.
That our military policy had not been improved was shown b.v the
fact that Congresll again waited until the very eve of the war before
making preparations or calling for volunteers. But the people had
grown in their sense of duty toward the nation, and responded
enthusiasticall:v to the call for volunteers.
Before they could be
put out in the field for any practical use, however, the war was oyer.
Our small standing Army had been brought to a state of efficiency
by officers graduated from '''est Point. It was due largely to them
that the war was so quickly won.
In the early days of the Ciyil 'Yar the same mistakes were
made as in the previous wars. There was still no definite military
policy. The outbreak of the war found no adequate provision made
either in organization or in materials. The President was compelled
to rely upon a law 60 years old, which permitted him to eall Qut
volunteers fot » period of three months only. 'Yhen it became evi-
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dent that all former provisions were inadequate for a war of such
magnitude, President Lincoln courageously assumed powers not
granted him and enlarged the Regular Army and called for volunteers to serve for a term of three years. So alarming had the situation become that the people gratefully sanctioned his entire course.
The war was prolongd over a period of years, and the outcome
looked doubtful. \Vhile many thousands of men were loyally giving
themselves to fight for the Union, many other thousands were shirking their responsibility.
\Vhen all other measures failed, Congress
was compelled to resort to the "draft" or "conscription."
Although
this measure was greatly resented by many of the people as attacking their liberties, it was further recognition of the principle that
every male citizen owes military service to the nation.
As far as military policy' was concerned, little was learned
from the Civil \Var. The Spanish-American \Var found the nation
again unprepared for effective action. It was necessary rapidly to
fill the vacancies in the Regular Army with raw, untrained recruits.
No consideration was given to training, for there was no time for this,
only to send the raw material forward as soon as possible, thanking God
for the character of our foe.

Though not a battle was lost and the war lasted only 109 days,
many lives were sacrificed and much material was wasted because of
tardy preparations and obsolete methods and equipment.
From the foregoing it appears that up to this time relatively
little progress had been made in solving the problem of national
defense. \Vith the fear of militarism definitely established in their
minds, the people repeatedly refused to sanction a large standing
army. On the other hand, they recognized the need for common
defense and accepted it as a basic duty of citizenship. The law of
1792 undertook to solve the problem, but enrollment and training
in the local units were compulsory and necessitated a measure of
control b~vthe Federal Government which the states were unwilling
to concede. rp to 1916 little was done to harmonize these conflicting conceptions. Those who were directly responsible for the nation's
safety urged the maintenance of a standing army large enough to
meet any emergency. After each war investigations were conducted
to fix the responsibility for the needless loss of life and the reckless
expenditure of money. For several years prior to 1916, state
troops, which had come to be known as the Organized Militia, had
been active in securing from their state govermnents some of the
concessions necessary in order that the Federal Govermnent might
'weld these forces into a homogeneous whole, capable of efficient
service and available upon call of the President.
These forces came
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to be known as the Xational Guard, which the Federal Government,
with the consent of the states, trained within the limits of Congressional appropriations.
In 1916 it was necessary to mobilize on the
Mexican border the whole of the National Guard.
During the
resulting months of Federal service it proved to be an effective force.
The first real effort to formulate a definite military policy consistent with the traditions, customs, and ideals of the people was the
national defense act of 1916. Before this law could be carried into
effect we were plunged into the World War. In spite of our unpreparedness, we met this test with that spirit .of service and sacrifice
which makes this nation strong. This was the first time in our history that we were able to organize armies in the beginning of a war
on the principle of the draft, and this point, in spite of errors consequent upon hasty organization, marked a definite step forward.
'Vith the lessons of the 'Yorld 'Val' still fresh in mind, attention was directed again to the establishment of an adequate military
policy. The act of 1916 was amended June 4, 1920, incorporating
the lessons of the war experience and providing for effective cooperation between the states and the Federal Government.
It is now
possible to develop in time of peace a citizen army that is adequate
for protection in times of war, yet wholly democratic.
Such an
army of the people and controlled by them is the best security
against aggression from without and against autocratic, militaristic
usurpation from within.

Let us realize that the words of the weakling
and the coward, of the pacifist and the poltroon,
are worthless to stop wrongdoing.
Wrongdoing
will only he stopped hy men who are hrave as well
as just, who put honor above safety, who are true to
a lofty ideal of duty, who prepare in advance to
make their strength effective, and who shrink from
no hazard, not even the final hazard of war, if
necessary, in order to serve the great cause of
righteousness.- Theodore R oosl!7'elt.

The Value of Military Training to a Civilian
EDITOR'S NOTE: The following
address of John W, Weeks, Secretary of War, was ,'ecentlll
read on his behalf by Oolonel Dwight F. Davi8, ASBisttmt Secreta,'y of War, before the
A,qsoc,ation of Military
Colleges and I'lchools of the United States at Wa,qhington, D. C.
It is believed that could these remarks reach throughout the United States thomands of
,ce/1 meaning but misinformRd people would hold a different attitude
toward military
training
than they do at present.

I

DO not believe that all thinking Americans fully appreciate the
beneficial effect of military colleges and schools upon our normal life in purely peace-time pursuits and activities. Such institutions are on the blue side of the public ledger. They more than
counterbalance many subversive influences and educational evils
that are distinct American liabilities and others that must be classed
as national ris1.:s, decidedly speculative in character and unlikely
ever to be assets.
Military training from a national standpoint would be worth
every cent that has been expended and is being expended upon it
even if war were abolished and we knew for a certainty that this
country would never be called upon again to defend its rights and
independence with the sword. X 0 more convincing evidence is needed
than that military schools and colleges are notably free from the
many unsound theories, ideas and practices that thrive like choking
weeds in some of our other educational institutions.
The Americanism of the military institutions has never been questioned. As a
matter of fact, the Reserve Officers' Training Corps is now recognized by the trustees and faculties of our large universities as exercising a most wholesome influence upon students-which
is the critical age from a character standpoint.
I am also one who believes that because of its intrinsic educational and character-building merit, military training makes for the
individual's personal success. Soldierly qualities are valuable in
the office, the shop and the farm as they are on the battlefield. The
same, not a different kind of man, is needed in peace as in war.
There is no doubt that military training strengthens a man ph:vsically, mentall:,' and morally and develops those habits of thought
and action which make him a more efficient, capable and reliable man
to work with, for, or under.
The preparation that fits anyone to hold his own, and to cooperate with his associates for their mutual benefit, when his lifE-,
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their lives and that of his country are at stake will surely stand him
in good stead at less trying and less critical and simpler tasks.
Undoubtedly soldierly qualities can be and are developed by experience, but the school of hard knocks is slow and sometimes painful
and its teachings are usually untimely and unscientific. Military
training teaches a man to find himself in the most formative period
of his life. I know of no substitute in our educational system that
will so effectively help a young man before he has actually entered
his life work.
In this connection, it is well to recall that the most enthusiastic
a,dvocates of 'military training are the veterans of our wars. They
are certain that it will make their sons and their neighbor's sons
more capable and useful citizens. They have had its value to the
individual personally proven, although of course in their advocacy
they are not unmindful of the needs of the national defense.
'Ve at the 'Val' Department are often annoyed by some judge
offering to refrain from sentencing a young offender on condition he
will enlist in the Regular Army. We are justly annoyed because
the Army is not a corrective institution, because of our strict
requirements, because the American uniform is a badge of honor,
because the Army code of conduct is so exemplary, and because of
the unintentional reflection upon the character of our soldiers. nut
actually the judge is paying the Army a genuine compliment. He
ha~ recognized that the boy is worth saving and believes that he can
be made a useful and law-abiding citizen. The judge realizes that
military training and discipline will bring out whatever latent good
the culprit possesses and help him find his better self, even when his
own community has not and probably can not.
I know that you are also annoyed by somewhat similar instances. Parents whose sons have become unruly and are in danger
of becoming even worse, are advised to send these boys to a military
school. This you resent, because your schools are not houses of
correction, because of your strict and high entrance requirements
and standards, and because of the excellence of your student bodies.
However, here again is recognition of the man-making worth of military training, that you can save the boy and make him a useful man,
although his own parents, associates, schools and environments
have failed.
I have discussed from time to time the value of militar:v training to civilians with business men who have large commercial organizations. Those employers who have giyen the subject serious consideration, who haye compared men with and without military
training at the same tasks, and the work of certain other men before
and after receiving military training, inform me that it increases the
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efficiency and capabilities of their employes as civilians. The number of organizations which permit their employes to attend our
summer training camps at full pay increases each year.
This policy is adopted by large corporations not only for
patriotic reasons, but because it is proving to be a paying investment. Fndoubtedly one of the important accomplishments of military training is its physical results upon the individual. ~ot only
does it develop a boy physically at his most critical age, but also
impresses upon him the necessity of keeping in condition throughout
life. The advantages of starting any career with a sound body and
keeping sound throughout the span of life cannot be over-stressed.
I sometimes think that our educators as a whole do not appreciate
the vital relation of the body to the mind. Xot only does a sound
body result in more working hours during a man's life and thus
materially extend his effectiveness, but it also makes for clearness of
thought and purpose and increased efficiency. At our Citizens'
::\.filitary Training Camps it has been demonstrated that e,en a
month as a soldier will produce noticeable and lasting physical
benefits. Soldierly habits, once acquired, are not easily lost.
In this connection, the commendable pride in appearance that
is instilled should be mentioned, as it is a practical asset. A favorable physical impression made upon associates and those with whom
one has business dealings increases their confidence and their possessor's earnings.
An erect carriage, courteous manner, poise,
neatness of dress, and a generally excellent appearance have money
values of their own in their effect upon others, but even more important psychological results in the individual himself. They give him
self-respect and self-confidence. He approaches his problems with
more assurance and fewer doubts in his own ability.
The value of military training in its broadest sense neither
begins nor ends with the physical, as it includes much more tban
sufficient exercise, proper eating, and regulated hours. Its effect
upon character are much more important, although difficult to
catalogue or define. Self-discipline and self-control are its products
and deserve the highest ratings.
The object of all militar.v training, as far as the individual is
concerned, is to give him that strength of character and pU7ose,
that power over his own emotions and actions, that will re3ult in
his being normal under the most abnormal conditions, calm during
the most exciting of events, attentive to duty under the most distracting of circumstances, and determined to perform the dennite
tasks assigned to him in spite of all handicaps, against opposition
aimed at his destruction.
That is not only the aim, but the accom~~shmentof military training.
Such training certainly should give
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the same individual the proper mental attitude for meeting the
normal problems of a normal peaceful life without fear or tension
and with that easy confidence so necessary for success.
Regular Army officers will testify that the recruit senses, even
before he understands, the purpose and objects of military training
-even of squads right and left-and
feels the change or rather
.development taking place within himself. He takes on a new confidence as a result of this feeling of newly acquired strength, power
and control. The real soldiel>knows the value of discipline to himself and exercises it of his own volition. There is no necessity to
force it upon him after his recruit period. He even becomes critical
of the lack of discipline outside of an army post and in his civilian
acquaintances.
He compares himself unconsciously with them al'ld
is certain that he is the possessor of a precious something that is
missing in them and that the difference in his favor is large. He will
never cease to be a soldier until the end, although he may leave the
Army never to return. He is proud of having been a soldier, proud
that he still is one.
~or is that all. There is the pride in skill that can be noted
in the "snap" of the rifle. There is the pride of accomplishment
noted in the pleasure that comes at the end of a long hike made without falling out, and when "expert" is made on the target range.
There is the pride of duty noted in the dispatch with which all
orders are executed. There is the pride of responsibility noted in
the performance o£ his full share of the work of a squad, platoon or
company and the watchful care exercised over comrades it is his
privilege to command. There is the pride of cleanliness noted in the
spotless uniform, the shine of the rifle, and the orderly bunk. There
is the pride of fairness, truthfulness, honesty, and honor noted in all
his intimate dealings with his comrades in arms. There is the pride
of service noted in the sympathetic and brotherly helpfulness that
permeates a barracks.
These and more a soldier acquires because of what is termed
militar:v training.
These and more you give to your students in
your colleges and schools. These and more the:.v carry away from
your campuses along with the knowledge acquired from text-books,
lectures and classes.
Because of the former they will make better use of the latter.
In fact, it might well be said that military training is more valuable
to the civilian than to the soldier, for the civilian is thrown upon his
own responsibilities to make his own wa:y more or less alone, and has
greater need for the qualities that have come to be called soldierlv.
He is in competition daily, as well as in cooperation, with his
associates.
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I am of the opinion that your schools are even more important
to the United States than similar schools would be in other countries, because we have nothing in the rnited"States that approaches
universal military training, and there is much evidence of lack of
discipline. You are continually leavening our citizenship with disciplined men. Increasing urban life tends to lower the physical condition of our people. You are constantly developing fine physical
specimens and sending them out as advocates of physical strength
not only for themselvesbut for others.
Our country is founded upon the theory that it belongs to the
people not the people to the state, and differs from all other countries except England in that respect. Our citizens consequently
have more individual freedom and rights than those of any other
nation. They have need for a greater sense of civic responsibility.
They need the restraining influencethat comesfrom military training, its belief in the law of service and cooperation, its respect for
the rights of others, its feeling of comradeship, and its proper pride
in self and national accomplishment.

-.--- .......- ........------.-.---.-.---- ......-.
In the restlessness and instability of youth lies
the greatest danger to any government.
Unless
guided and directed along rational and patriotic
paths, then security for the future is endangered.
Our program takes on a national importance from
the sole viewpoint of citizenship, and calls for the
most earnest consideration by every thinking man
and woman. The principles underlying this undertaking are sound and its success will be productive
of permanent and beneficial results.
I regard the
system of military training in all its phases as the
most wonderful school in existence for the development of the ideal virtues required for good citizenship.--General J. J. Pershing.

Coast Artillery Shooting
By
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SPOTTING

O

BSERYATIOX of fire may be carried out by horizontal base,
pseudo-hori7.ontal base, vertical base, or landscape methods.
Finlt, in regard to horizontal base, or pseudo-horizontal base
methods, let us take the case of a low-sited battery engaged with a
single battleship at a range of 12,000 yards.
The battleship is
about 200 yards long and has a free-board of about 10 yards. If
the battleship is approximately broadside and the base line is 3000
yards, the lower part of splashes over by less than about 600 yards
will be concealed from both stations and the upper part of such
splashes will most probably be concealed from at least one of the
stations b~vthe ship's superstructure, gun smoke, or boiler smoke.
The chances are excellent that all short shots can be observed from
both stations, for the battleship cannot shoot at the battery if its
view is obscured.
X ext take the case of the same battleship head on to the base
line. The majority of shots that fall from 100 yards short to 200
yards over with respect to the center of the battleship will be most
probably obscured from one station or the other and their deviations
cannot with certainty be measured, but they will however be silhouetted against the ship from one or the other stations and can be
identified as hits or overs for range to an accuracy of 100 yards or
better. ~Iany shots falling over will be concealed from at least one
station by the ship's smoke or by its superstructure.
Shots actually
short of the nearest waterline of the ship can be observed from both
stations.
If one station is near a line through the battleship perpendicular to the line of fire of the battery the range of overs and shorts
can be measured unless obscured by smoke except that some splashes
will be obscured by the battleship.
The splashes obscured by the
battleship can be reported as hits for range with an accuracy of
from ::!:15to ::!:100yards, according to the presentation of the ship.
This case--flank observation-represents
the best conditions for
observation of fire, but obviously it is a very special case--however,
not to be neglected when available.
[5117J
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If the horizontal base stations are at a great height conditions
for spotting are a little better since the free-board of the ship will
obscure splashes less as the angle of depression becomes greater.
However, the ship's superstructure
and boiler smoke will still
obscure many if not most overs.
,V here depression position finders are used near the battery
there is a zone behind t.he target in which overs cannot be waterlined. Thus suppose the range is 12,000 yards and the height of
site 200 yards. Then there is a space 600 yards behind the target
which will be obscured by a 10-yard free-board.
Splashes actually
short of the ship can of course be measured, but there is a zone short
of the aiming point and to one side or the other of the ship according to its presentation in which splashes cannot be waterlined.
Landscape methods are methods of estimation by means of the
relative position of the splash and other objects or distances in the
nearby landscape. Aerial observation is the most typical of these
methods, but the most practical from a coast artillery viewpoint is
the method of spotting from a high bluff by means of the silhouette
of the splash against the ship.
Aerial observation is a story b:v itself. It is enough to say that
as it is not essential to ordinary coast artiller~.vfire its use is a waste
of good material except in special cases.
''\There silhouette spotting is available, shorts can be distinguished as such and all other splashes may generally be assumed to
be over.
It is not to be expected that anyone of the preceding conditions
will hold for any great length of time and hence in the course of a
quarter of an hour the conditions outlined in the following table
may appear in succession:
CASE

1

2
3
4
;)

6
7
8
9
:-\ote:

SHORTS
Hrrs
sensetl
sensed ::1= x yards
measured
measuredmeasured
sensed ::1= x vards
measured
sensed ::1= x ~..ards
measured
none
none
sensed ::1= x yards
none
none
none
measured ::1= J{ yards
lost
lost
"x" in column 2 may have any value from 15 to 100.

Onms
sensed
measured
measured
none
none
sensed
sensed
sensed
lost

A good spotting system will be arranged to make use of any or
all of the above methods of spotting.
So far as terrestrial obse;'vation is concerned the essentials of a spotting system are stations,
observers, obsen'ing instruments, and a spotting board.
When spotting is accomplished by means of either a horizontal
base or a depression position finder the results may in some cases be
~urnis?e~ either in the form of deviations from s~tforward data or
In deVIatIons from the target itself.
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The experience of the Coast Artillery is all in favor of correcting fire on the basis of the setforward data. This scheme has been
successfully used for many years, but due to the lack of personnel
and plotting boards has in the past only been applied during trial
shots. Whenever it is possible to furnish measured deviations with
respect to the target it is equally possible to furnish measured deviations with respect to the setforward point if the spotting section is
properly equipped.
Considering the case of a horizontal base
system, spotting through the medium of an ordinary board may be
carried out as follows:
1. The fire adjuster plots on a time range sheet the ranges set on the
gnns, these being telephoned to him by the range recorders.
2. The fire adjuster obtains from the spotting section the time and
rlWlge to each splash, as determined from an ordinary plotting board, and
therefrom plots the splash ranges on the time range sheet.
3. The difference between curves 1 and 2 represent the correction to
be applied to the actual range to the setforward point. This difference
being determined, it is transmitted to the range correction device aKd to
the Pratt Range Board.
ox THE ABOVE SYSTEM:
The present standard system of fire control does not provide for correction of fire by obst'rvation and ht'nce it has been found necessary to
insert a range correction device somewhere in the chain of communication
of firing data. It is customary to parallel this device with the Pratt Range
Board. The fire adjustment data is first set on the range correction device
and then run through the Pratt Range Board at leisure as a muzzle velocity
correction, to be returned to the range correction device when the range
and azimuth have changed sufficiently to cause a change in correction.
This, or a similar modification of the standard system, is necessary whenever fire is to be corrected by observation, no matter whether it be corrected to the setforward point or to the past position of the target.
The system outlined is practically identical with that used in connection with trial shots. In fact when using this s)"stem trial shots may be
fired at any time during fire for effect b)" ordering an arbitrary correction
sufficient to bring the splashes in a position where they may be identified.
Corrections may be applied after each shot, or in any other manner,
without disturbing the process of adjustment of fire, as the range set on
the gun and the range of the splash are the only arguments affecting fire
adjustment in this system. Corrections, and errors of the range section
are both eliminated from the adjustment of fire.
lf the ranges on the time range sheet are plotted to a percentage scale
the corrections may be read off in percentage.
It is not necessary that the ranges be kept according to time, but this
is a convenient arrangement.
In lien of the time range sheet a device
similar to, but simpler than the Coast Artillery Board percentage fire
adjustment device may be used.
REMARl{S

Gun differences may be neglected in plotting the gnn ranges if the gnns
are less than a hundred yards apart and are fired at approximately the
same rate of fire and the directing lY"zntis taken midway between the gnns.
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In pseudo-horizontal base systems it is customary to use spotting devices in which the area around the target is represented to a
very large scale, thereby enabling the spotting section to read deviations to the closest yard or fraction thereof. Such large scale plots
are, however, either of enormous over-all dimensions, or clumsy and
slow in operation, or inaccurate in principle, or suited only to
special situations. Further, the fundamental data does not warrant
such accuracy. In practice it is customary to use for spotting purposes (in connection with these devices) the interior scales of azimuth instruments the least reading of which is 5/100 of one degree.
This fact alone renders it impractical in general to obtain deviations accurate to better than 20 or 30 yards, and when the average
error of 20 or 30 yards in the setforward point under the best conditions is also considered it becomes evident that the refinement of
reading obtainable on these large scale devices is of little value.
As a matter of fact since fire as a rule is only adjusted on the
basis of four or more shots it would be more logical to use for spotting purposes a device of one fourth the scale of the regular plotting board, the term scale here being used in the sense of "inches to
the mile."
"\Vhen a simple horizontal base system is used the complete
spotting section can be made to consist of the observers, one spotter
and one armsetter.
This comes very near being a minimum of personnel for any spotting system. However, it is advisable to add to
the spotting system another armsetter and the necessary readers as
this will not only improve the speed of spotting but will also make
the spotting and plotting sections interchangeable.
In general whenever instrumental spotting is used, it will be
found that with little or no expense spotting and range finding personnel and equipment can be made interchangeable.
Such a procedure will add little to the efficiency of a battery in target practice,
but under combat conditions it would probably increase the effectiveness of the battery one hundred per cent.
\Vhen more than one battery fires at the same target it becomes
very difficult to identify splashes. In our target practices this has
been accomplished by keeping track of the time of flight and warning the spotting stations near the end of the time of flight. This
system works after a fashion, but obviously is an incomplete solution
of the problem. If it is contemplated that observation of fire for
effect will be necessary when two or more batteries are firing at the
same target arrangement should be made to fire the batteries in such
manner as to prevent the shots from different batteries arriving at
the same time. This can readily be accomplished by means of a
suitable time interval system and bell fire, the ringing of the bells
being back set proportionally to the time of flight and arranged so
that splashes will occur at five-second intervals or multiples thereof.
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In general, however, the simplest and best method of fire adjustment to employ when firing a number of batteries at the same target
is to cause each one in turn to fire a salvo with various leading
deflections and ranges, different for each battery.
This method
will waste less ammunition in the long run than an attempt at observation of fire, and, if the regular range finding personnel is duplicated in the spotting section of each battery, fire need never be
slackened when thus testing adjustment.
FIRE

ADJUST:\IEKT

Errors in coast artillery fire are either constant, variable or
accidental. If we cast out errors due to negligence it is hard to
find remaining any constant error except the error introduced by
the erroneous determination of the error in adjustment.
Variable
errors usually have a time and space factor. Accidental errors by
their very definition are various and indeterminate, but generally
increase with the range and in the long run obey approximately
certain known laws.
Adjustment of fire has chiefly to do with the minimization of
the variable error. The methods of accomplishing this result have
become known as the methods of fire adjustment.
First and foremost among these are trial shot methods.
The trial shot method most commonly used in our target practioes consists in firing trial shots as soon before record practice as
possible and as near the mean range of record practice as possible,
the idea being that the variable error will have components varying
with the time, range, and azimuth, and that by reducing the variation of time, range and azimuth to a minimum we will reduce the
variation of the variable error to a. minimum. This manner of
firing trial shots works well for target practice and is also applicable in combat whenever shots can be fired ahead of the target on its
future course.
The principal point to be considered in connection with this
method is the number of trial shots. As the method depends wholly
on trial shots, accuracy demands that a large number be fired for
the purpose of determining correctly the center of impact and thus
eliminating the constant error of adjustment.
But on the other
hand, there is a gain in accuracy due to speed because the speed of
firing trial shots influences both the time and space variation between trial fire and combat fire, and of course the conservation of
ammunition and accuracy life calls also for a small number of trial
shots. The following table shows the average and maximum errors
of adjnstment due to accidental causes, i.e., the error in the deterInination of the center of impact, for auy number of trial shots, and
the percentage of hits to be expected, for the conditions as stated
in the table.
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1

Battery-6-inch
D. C. Guns. Range-6000 yards.
P. E. of Guns50 yards. Target-Large
destroyer, boardside. Danger Space-IOO yards.
Range-finding and personnel errors-None.
All errors accidental.

YIELD OF HITS FOR A LARGE NUMBER OF RECORD SHOTS
Number of
50 %
Adjustment Error
70%
90%
99%
Trial Shots certaintv
certainty
certainty
certainty
ProbMaxiof more
of more
of more
of more
able
mum
than
than
than
than
1
4
9

16
Infinite

41 % hits
48% "
49% "
49% "

50%

"

37% hits

45%
48%

"
"

49%

"

50%

"

15% hits
37% "
43% "

45%

"

50%

"

2% hits
23% "
35% "
41 % "
50% "

50 yds. 200 yds.
25 " 100 "

17 "
12W'

o "

68 "
50 "

o "

Inspection of the above table indicates that four trial shots is
about the right number as the worst possible adjustment obtainable
from four trial shots will only cut the expectation of hits to 23 per
cent or about half the maximum expectation, and on the average 90
per cent as many hits will be obtained by adjusting with four trial
shots as by adjusting with an infinite number.
It is not always possible to apply the method of trial shots just
outlined. Strictly speaking, this method involves the firing of trial
shots ahead of each successive target, and is therefore wasteful of
ammunition. This fact has given rise to a trial shot method whereby
trial shots are fired at a point in the middle of the battery's field of
fire and certain assumptions are made as to the variation of the
variable error of adjustment.
The most common assumption is that the variable error of
adjustment varies as do errors in muzzle velocity. There is some
evidence in favor of this assumption, particularly where old lots of
powder are used, but study of target practice reports indicate that
there are many cases in which the errors are most certainly not due
to errors in muzzle velocity. In fact, inspection of target practice
reports of major caliber batteries frequently reveals adjustment
errors that can by no stretch of the imagination be attributed to
errors in the mean muzzle velocity, meteorological messages, or to
the sum of such errors.
Experience has shown that the variable error ."ill often change
sufficiently to materially reduce the expecta.tion of hitting.
For
this reason, when trial shots cannot be fired at the mean future location of the target and immediately before fire for effect it is bighly
desirable to correct fire by observation, but we must remember that
an adjustment obtained by observation of fire for effect must always
lag the actual fire as regards location and time, whereas it is often
possible with trial shots to eliminate the lag in location, with no
greater lag in time than in the case of correction by observation of
fire for effect, hence correction bv trial shots will alwa vs be the better method, other things being eq~ltl.l.
.
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In the rare case in which measured deviations can be obtainedpractically speaking only with unobscured flank observation-dependence should never be placed solely on trial shots. If trial shots
were ured at a point near the location of the target immediately
previous to its arrival they should perhaps be given double weight,
if ured some hours ahead of time, a weight of unity, if ured a month
previously perhaps a weight of one-half.
The number of shots, trial or otherwise, to be considered is
likewise a matter of judgment.
Inspection of Table 1 shows that
ure adjusted on the basis of four shots correctly observed will give
in the long run (for the battery and conditions illustrated) 90 per
cent as many hits as would be obtained from ure adjusted on an
inunite series of shots. Now if ure is always corrected on the basis
of the last four shots the conditions of the long run will be very
closely approximated by as few as four trial shots and ten shots for
effect, since the adjustment will be varied a half dozen times during the uring of the ten record shots, even if a lag of four shots is
allowed for application of correction.
If ure is based on strings of four shots instead of the last four
shots a little more is left to chance-i.e., the "long run" is obtained
only one-fourth as well as when correcting on the last four shotsbut either method is good enough if the deviations are accurately
measured.
It has, however, been pointed out that there is only one condition for which deviations can be accurately measured-the
case of
unobscured flank observation with the battleship broadside to the
batterv.
I~ all other cases there is considerable error in the "measured"
deviations, and correction cannot be made by the usual method of
averaging deviations. Resort in these cases must be had to a method
analogous to the method of shorts.
The method of shorts is applicable when and only when the
short edge of the target is inside the zone of dispersion, and it is
possible to identify all shorts without confusion with hits and overs.
Practically speaking, this condition arises (for a single battery and
battleship) when trial shots have been fired with the lot of powder
and projectiles to b eused in combat and the course of the battleship is nearly broadside to the battery and observation is obtainable
from a station of moderate height at the battery or from a base
line near the battery, or from a good flank station or base line.
\Yhen the ship is advancing at a sharp angle with the line of ure
shorts and overs will generally be confused, but in certain special
cases this confusion will be of a compensating nature and the rules
for tbe method of shorts can still be applied.
Even assuming that all shorts can be identiued and that there
will be no confusion of shorts and hits or overs the application of
the method of shorts is complicated by the fact that the desired per-
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centage of shorts changes wit.h the presentation
phase of the matter is illustrated below:
TABLE

of the ship.

This

2

200 yards
30 yards
center15 yards
ends-10 yards
GUN PROBABLE ERROR 100 yards

TARGET

(n)

(b)

Length
Width
Height

DANGER SPACE
Slope of fall
Danger Space Broadside
Danger Space Head On

6:1
120
260

DESIRED DISTRIBTJTIONOF SHOTS
Slope of fall
6:1
Broad
Head
Shorts
34
19
Hits .. " "
32
62
Overs
"
34
19

The conditions of Table 2 are not unusual, and inspection shows
that in this case a change of 90 degrees in the angle of presentation
of the ship will change the desired percentage of shorts from 19 per
cent to 34 per cent. Thus we see that the method of shorts, fonowed
to its logical conclusion, involves the preparation of a large amount
of data in advance of action, and the consultation of thIs data
during action.
However, even if this data is carefully prepared and conscientiously consulted, the method of shorts will still be quite inaccurate.
For instance, if one-third shorts are to be expected when fire is correctly adjusted and further, if this most desirable circumstance has
occurred, there are four possible results of a series of three shots,
namely: three shorts, two shorts, one short, no short. The chance of
each of the above results occurring is:
3 shorts-- 3.'io/c
1 short --44.5';.';-

2 shorts-22.2')'(
o short -29.6'k

Now further if the danger space is 130 yards and the battery
probable error 100 yards the corrections indicated are:
3 shorts-470 yards
1 short 0 yards

2 shorts-l30
short -330

o

AU of these corrections except
hypothesis, erroneous. \Ye see that
yard error, and a 30% chance of a
an error of 470 yards that occurs
the average.

yards
yards

the one for one short are, by
there is 22% chance of a 130330-yard error not to mention
once out of every 25 times on
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rnder the conditions just assumed the method of measured
c:e"\:iations would giYC a 50% certainty of an error less than 60
yards, and a 99% certainty of an error less than 230 yards.
Next let us examine the case of a series of six shots fired under
the same conditions.
TABLE

4

1;~oyards
100 7yards
:33f
331

D \NGER SPACE
PROBABLEERROR OF BATTERY
MAXIMFMAYERAGE % OF HITS OBTAIKARLE
DESIRED 'l~ OF SHORTS
BATTERYCORRECTLYADJPSTED
1oo series of 6 shots each
Shorts

Percent of occurrence of series with the
indicated number of shorts per series
8.8
26.3
;)2.9

Total shorts

21.9

8.;)
1.6
.2
Grand total shortR in 600 shots .....

2oo

0.0
26.3
65.8
65.7
;)3.2
8.0
1.2

= ;~;H%

It is seen from the above table that the expected percentage of
shorts will not occur in each series of shots. For the conditions of
Table 4 it is almost equally probable that one, two or three shorts
will be obtained, whereas onlY when two shorts are obtained will the
correct corrcctioI1-zero-b~
indicated. Assuming that the battery
commander makes a full correction for each series of six shots the
average error of the method of shorts may be calculated by taking
the weighted average of the corrections for each possible number
of shorts.
T.-!.BLE

COHRECTIOX

;;

BY :\IETHOD

OF SHORTS

BASIC ASSI'~IPTIOXS:

1. Xumber of shots
6
2. P.E. of battery
100 yards
;). Danger Space ~
130 ~'ards (none short of target)
4. All danger space included in zone of dispersion
5. Adjustment.
to center of danger space
6. Point aimed at
center of danger space
SECOXDARYASSrl{PTloXS:

From (2) and (3) maximum ayerage percentage of hit<;~;)3i(~
From (2), (3) and 0) maximum correction 330 ya:-d-;.
Xumhpr of Shorto;
Correction
o
Down 330
1
DOVi"n .0
2
0

:~
4
~

rp '/0
~I~
rp~o

{}

rp 330 (limit by (4) abm;e

I
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By combining the figures of Tables 4 and 5 to obtain a weighted
average we find that the average error of the method of shorts for
this particular case--which is quite a typical one--is 65 yards, with
a maximum error of 330 vards, whereas the system of measured
deviations would have yielded an average error ~f 70 yards, with a
maximum error of 230 yards.
"Then the target is not at the ultimate center of impact results
are of course different for the method of shorts.
TABLE

6

Danger Spare
Probable error of battery
Maximum average % of hits obtainable
Desired % of shorts

130 yards
100 yards
" 331
331

CASE 1
Center of target 100 yards short of ultimate center @fimpact
ProbabilIty of shorts1-8, approximately.
100 series of 6 shots each
Shorts
Percent of Occurrence of series with indicated
Total shorts
number of shorts per series
o
44.9
o
1
38.5
38.5
2
13.7
27.4
3
2.6
7.8
4
0.3
.9
5
o
o
6
o
o
Grand total of shorts in 600 shots
CASE
Center of tar~et 65 yards over center
at the center of Impact.
Probabilitv of shorts50 c,,~
. Shorts
Perrentage
indicated number

o

1
2
3

74.6
2
of impact,

i.e., water line of target

of occurrence of series with the
of shorts per series
1.6~~
9.4
23.4
31.2

4
5

23.4
9.4

6

1.6

Referring to Table 6, case 1, we see that there can be practically three results; namely, none, one or two shorts, all other possibilities being negligible. From Table 5 we see that for no shorts a
330-yard correction would be ordered, whereas the proper correction (from our assumptions) is 100 yards, and as the probability of
no shorts is -1<-1<.9%,
it follows that an error of 230 yards will result
almost half the time. Applying the weights of Table 6, Case 1, to
Table 5, we find the average error in the correction to be 150 yards
whereas the method of measured deviations would have given an
average error of 70 yards as in the previous case.
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Combining Table 6, case 2, with Table 5 we find the average
error of the correction would be 75 yards.
Summarizing, we may state that the method of shorts compares
favorably with the method of measured deviations when the danger
space is small compared with the dispersion and the error of initial
firing data is less than a probable error.
The most frequent condition that will be met in actual combat
is that in which spotting data consists of a mixture of "sensed" and
measured deviations of all kinds. This condition cannot be analyzed
because it is too indefinite. If the reports are anywhere near complete the center of impart can be guessed fairly accurately.
Thus
if spotting reports are, over, over, over 600 yards, high hit, lost,
lost, lost, lost, lost, estimated short 30 yards, lost, it is evident that
the dispersion is at least 600 yards, and at least one hit and one
short have been obtained. In this case a range adjuster who really
knew his battery could very likely guess the center of impact within
less than probable error.
This may not be a satisfactory method, but oftentimes there
ma v be no alternative, and in order to be readv for it batterv comma~ders should prepare in advance of. actioIi. charts showi~g for
various targets and ranges, the ladders of dispersion and the desired
percentages of shorts, hits and overs.
Turning back we see that adjustment of fire consists ideally in
measuring the error in adjustment at given times and therefrom
predicting what that error will be at a future time. Basically the
problem is similar to that of range-finding in which we locate 'past
positions of the target at stated times and predict its future location. It has therefore been proposed that the methods of prediction
current in range-finding be applied to fire adjustment.
The difficulty in so doing consists in the inherent inaccuracy of the data
available, and the fact that when a quantity varies slowly prediction
of its variation based on inaccurate data will yield results of greater
error than will be obtained by neglecting the variation entirely.
Let us assume a battery probable error of 100 yards and a rate
of fire of two shots per minute. Suppose that prediction is made on
the basis of four shots. The predicting base is then something over
a minute and as the data cannot well be applied in less than a minute
Wemay assume the dead time to be about 11,6 minutes. This method
is equivalent to averaging the first two and then the last two shots,
and the average error of the predicted point is 85+ 1.6-x120, or 265
yards .. On the other hand, if we correct fire on the basis of the last
four shots the average error made will be 60 yards plus the shift of
adjustment in about two minutes. Obviously this method will never
yield an average error as large as that of the method of prediction.
So far in the discussion of adjustment of fire we have not
explicitly 'discussed the point of adjustment.
In point of fact all
trial sliot methods' are methods of adjusting on the setforward
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point. The method of shorts presupposes that adjustment is made
on the target.
Adjustment by the method of measured deviations
lllay be either on the target or on the setforward point. 'Yhenever
it is possible to measure deviations with respect to the target it is
equally possible and equally convenient to measure deviations with
respect to the setforward point. Deviations measured with respect
to the target arC' apt to be very unreliable because the center of
coordination is a moving point upon which the observing instrument
must be oriented for every reading. Furthermore, the target itself
is often quite a large amount in error, even when running on socalled straight eourses.
'l'he equipment for correction on the setforward point is quite
simple-consisting
essentially merely of a duplication of the position finding equipment of the battery.
As compared with a system
of correction on the target the excess cost is for most cases represented by the difference in cost of a standard plotting board and a
makeshift "spotting device." 'When a battery is equipped for spotting with respect to thE.' sctforward point, the time between trial
shots and fire for effect can be reduced to a matter of seconds, since
the target can be tracked by the range section while trial shots are
being fired.
Perhaps the most important consideration in the adjustment
of fire is speed. Rapidit~. of fire enables an adjustment-whether
by trial shots, measured deviations, or shorts-to
be made quickly,
and permits us to apply this correction while the breath of lift is

still in it.
As a corollary to this consideration we may say that a rapid,
universal and accurate method of spotting is essential, and as a
cerollar.v to the corollary assert confidently that the only spotting
system that will meet this specification is one consisting of standard
range finding equipment-not
makeshift boards and not interior
scale azimuth instruments with an error of a large fraction of a
degree.
AR;\fA;\1EXT
ERRORSAXDADJlCST;\fEXT
ERRORS
Armament errors are something over which the battery commander has little or no control.
Careful adjustment of the gun
carriage and accessories may decrease the initial target practice
adjustment error and also avoid dangerous accidents, but will generany have little or no effect on the accidental errors of the gun.
It is, however, of interest to the battery commander to k.ow the
components of his armament error. In regard to such errors we are
therefore fortunate in h2tving available the very accurate and thorough report of the "Accuracy Board," published in the COAST
ARTILLERYJorRKAL in 1911. The following table is an approximate summary of Board's findings as to the armament errors:
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7

Average accidental armament errors, 12" guns on disappearing carriages.
Range
yards
4000
8000
12000

Jump
O. 7'
23 vds.
18 -"
12 "

Projectile
10 yds.
38 "
86 "
TABLE

M V
of 1 %
54 yds.
97 "
127 "

%

Total
60 yds.

106 "
lfi4 "

8

l\Serage accidental armament deflection errors.
Range
Average Error
4000 yds.
2.5 yds.
8000 "
7.0 "
12000 "
10.5 "

In regard to adjustment errors there are many minds. Some
argue that adjustment errors are due chiefly to differences in muzzle
velocity, others that the~'are due to retardation errors.
In truth, adjustment errors are due to a multitude of unknown
causes. The very fact that adjustment errors exist argues that
their causes are unknown. At the present writing, however, it
would appear that the weight of evidence is to the effect that at
short ranges muzzle velocity errors predominate in the adjustment
error, while at long ranges retardation errors form a large part of
the total adjustment error. This leads to an argument for corrections varying as a percentage of the range, which is quite acceptable, since we know that all errors disappear at zero range.
Since the date of the experiments on which the Accuracy Board
based its findings, the long core igniter powder charge has replaced
the multi-section end igniter charges. Experimental firings by Coast
Artillery School students CWildrick, C. A. JorRKAL, 1916) seem to
indicate that the new type charges cut the armament error down
66ro at all ranges, but these experiments lose considerable of their
value since the new type and old type charges were fired from different batteries.
The findings of the Accuracy Board, as shown in
Table 7 above, would indicate that entire elimination of muzzle
velocity errors could only reduce the armament error 30% at
12,000 yards from its 1911 value. To be sure, since 1911 the long
pointed projectile has been introduced with resultant increase of
range, but without data to the contrary we would not expect the
long projectiles to be materially more accurate than the old capped
projectiles at ranges less than 12,000 yards.
Average Armament Errors 12" Guns.
1911
Range
4000yds.
60 vds.
106 -"
8000 "
12000 " .
154 "
16000 "
20000 "
24000 ••
-28000 "

~_.

1924
67 vds.
77 -"
87 "
100 "
114 "
130 "
150 "
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The progress made in projectile and charge design is indicated
by the preceding table showing comparison of average errors for
12-inch guns taken respectively from the Accuracy Board findings
and from a recent range table:
AI.L IN ALL

We may well conclude that the gun and its crew are the most
important elements in coast artillery fire. These two set the pace.
All other devices and personnel must keep step with them. Barnacles have attached themselves to our fire control system-it
is
D'OW time to clean bottom.
Personnel errors in practice are of minor importance.
Even if
comparatively large they have little effect in the long run, and it is
not hard to keep them below the danger line.
The horizontal base system is accurate enough for all practical
purposes, and our future energy should be expended toward obtaining more powerful and faster guns together with more accurate and
more adjustable self-contained range finders.
Our system of fire control would be greatly improved by a
duplication of our present range-finding sections and equipment.
At present our range-finding section is charged both with adjustment of fire (in connection with trial shots) and range finding.
Duplication of the section and equipment would probably increase
the volume of fire of our coast defenses 100%. The errors of our
range finding system, exclusive of instrumental errors, are at present quite appreciable at long ranges for guns and at all ranges for
mortars, but can be brought within reasonable limits by a quite
practicable reduction of our predicting intervals, keeping the predicting base at about its present value.
The sinuous course is to be expected in future naval operations
on account of its value as a means of protection against submarine
and air attacks.
It does not constitute an effective means of protection against artillery fire, and the only necessary or practical
means of combating it consists in reducing our predicting interval
to a minimum and correction of fire on the bases if setforward data,
together with an increase in the ratio of guns to mortars.
Too much time has been wasted in the development of spotting
boards and svstems. The extension of our trial shot methods to
include the p~riod of fire for effect is a logical and effective solution
of the whole question of observation of fire. Such a system provides
in everv case better correction for fire than can be obtained by anv
other ~eans, also provides correction of fire when all other siste~s
fail and forms an invaluable reserve range finding system.
Fire should he habitually adjusted on the basis of setforward
data.
By habitually is meant whenever measured deviations of
shots aim~ at the t;;'rget are available or when observation of fire
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in the vicinity of the target is impracticable.
The only exception to
this rule will be when measured deviations cannot be obtained, but
either shorts, hits, or overs, or all three, can be sensed as such.
'Vhen observation of fire in the vicinity of the target becomes exceptionally poor, fire should be adjusted by firing several shots with
a leading range and deflection. Trial shots should always be fired
in advance of an attack and again in advance of opening fire, but
correction from observation of fire should never be neglected. Correction of fire by the method of measured deviations will be rarely
available, but should be used whenever visibility permits.
Correction by the method of shorts will frequently be available and in
c,ombination with trial shots is a very good method. Advanced trial
lire is an effective method of maintaining adjustment to be resorted
to when all other methods fail.
Armament errors are only to a minor extent under the control
of the battery commander. C~reful adjustment of the carriage and
proper care of ammunition iR advance of action is always practical
and from a military point of view costs nothing.
Therefore, although they add only a few per cent to the effectiveness of fire, these
preparations fl"Jr combat should be conscientiously made.
Our guns can be fired at top speed just as efficiently as at a
snail's pace.
Doubling our speed is equivalent to doubling our
armament.
'Why not double?

There are three possible solutions of o.ur defense
problem-to
wait until war comes and pay the full
price; to try to prepare hurriedly at great cost and
waste when war is imminent; an.d to build according
to a program year by year, which is the only econ.omical and lIound way.-Jfajor
General John L.

Hines.

EDITORIAL

General Arthur Murray

T

HE death of Major General Arthur Murray, at his home in
Washington on May 12th, meant the loss to many army officers
of a sincere friend; to the Coast. Artillery Corps of a staunch supporter; and to the country at large of a distinguished, influential,
and highly respected citizen.
Upon graduating from "Test Point in 1874, General Murray
entered the 1st Artillery and served in that regiment for many
years. He advanced in grade step by step until in 1906 he was
appointed a Brigadier General and Chief of Artillery.
rpon the
separation of the Field Artillery from the Coast Artillery in 1907,
he became the First Chief of Coast Artillery, holding that position
until 1911, when he was promoted to the grade of Major General.
He was retired for age in 1915. At the time of the war with Spain
he acted as Judge Advocate General of the First Corps; and later,
during the Philippine Insurrection, although then only a Captain,
became Colonel of the 43rd "Cnited States Volunteers.
General Murray's name is inseparable from that of the Coast
Artillery Corps.
He was influential in shaping artillery policy
during its formative period after the Spanish-American vVar; he
was instrumental in creating our present system of submarine mine
defense; he was largely responsible for the separation of the Coast
from the Field Artillery in 1907, and for the creation of a separate
Coast Artillery Corps; and as the First Chief of Coast Artillery he
not only increased and strengthened our system of harbor defenses,
but in addition established the Corps on a sound and lasting basis.
His was an enviable record. He excelled in all he undertook.
He was cheerful, kind-hearted, of sound judgment, highly intelligent, and diplomatic. \'I,Tiththese qualities his long career was of
inestimable value to his country. The greatest tribute that can be
paid to the memory of General l-furra y hy officers of the present
day is for them to strive to reach his attainments and to perform as
useful services as did he for the Corps, the Army and the Xation.
nwil]
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1924 Target Practice Report
A most interesting bulletin tabulating the results of target
practices for 1924 has been issued recently from the Office of the
Chief of Coast Artillery.
The practice of every Regular Coast
Artillery battery is shown, the tabulation including the location of
the unit, date of practice, type of armament, average range, hits
per gun per minute, number of shots fired, method of adjustment,
and rating.
These ratings have been made in the Office of the Chief
of Coast Artillery and are based upon a study of the target practice reports themselves and the information and recommendations
contained in the forwarding indorsements thereon. No attempt has
been made to designate the organizations in order of merit. The
bulletin shows that JO batteries were rated excellent, 35 batteries
very good, 178 batteries satisfactory, and 23 batteries were unsatisf actory.
A further study of the bulletin shows that the following number of practices were held: 18 with 3-inch rapid fire guns; 17 with
6-inch guns; 7 with 10-inch guns; 24 with 12-inch guns; 34 with
12-inch mortars; 7 with 14-inch guns; 12 with 12-inch railway
mortars; 4 with 8-inch railway guns; 3 with 240-mm. howitzers; 50
with 15-mm. G. P. F. guns, and 59 with 3-inch antiaircraft
guns.
In addition, 9 mine practices were held.
The bulletin states that many battery commanders were slow
securing adjustments because of erroneous data furnished by the
spotting sections, and that it is essential that spotting sections be
so thoroughly trained that battery commanders can rely upon the
data furnished them and make their adjustments with assurance and
without hesitation.
It further states that in general the practices
for 1924 were a decided improvement over those for the preceding
year; that improvement was especially marked in the case of antiaircraft firings at towed sleeve targets; and at the longer range
firings of the 155-mm. G. P. F. at moving water targets.

Cash Prizes
The J orRXAL this year is awarding cash prizes in the following
competitions: (1) Prize Essay Competition; (2) Target Practice
Competition; and (3) Photographic Competition.
The conditions
governing these competitions are published in this issue of the COAST
ARTILLERYJorRXAL.
The Prize Essay Competition is almost traditional with the
J OOtNAL,having been instituted fifteen years ago. Its value to the
Corps and to the officers who enter the competition is too well recognized to permit of argument.
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The other two c8mpetitions, however, are being inaugurated
for the first time this year.
The purpose of the Photographic Competition is to secure
photog-raph,; for publication in the .JO1'RXAL,of artillery manned
by Coast Artillery troops whether of the Regular Service, Xational
Guard, Organized Reserves, C. M. T. C., or R. O. T. C.
The Target l~ractice Competition, however, is designed to fill
a more serious purpose.
It is a competition in which it is hoped
many of the officers engaged in this year's Target Practices win
compete. Its purpose is to secure for publication short articles
descriptive of the various types of practices, with the idea in mind
that such descriptions will prove of particular interest to JOlTRXAL
readers, and will be of value to them in conduding future practices.
These articles are not to exceed 3000 words in leng-th-approximately eight double-spaced typewritten legal cap sheets-and
may
be shorter if desired. Cnder present regulations, considerable latitude is allowed battery commanders in the conduct of the practices
and in the prep6ration for the same. If the practice turns out to
be especially good, there must be a particular reas.on for it. It may
be the method of training preparatory to the practice was exceptional; or a hypothetical targ-et traveling at a high rate of sneed on
a sinuous course was assumed; or the spotting was particularly
good; or' the rate of fire was rapid and the airplane observer's
reports reached the battery in time to be used; or there were very
few ptrsonnel errors; or the hits per gun per minute were large;' or
the range section was particularly well trained; or the searchlights
functioned especially well. These are merely suggestions, indicating
conditions that might cause a description of a target practice to
pren.' interesting reading. These are an topics upon which officers
enr-aL'ed in tarvet 1'''actice during the present year are qualified to
write. Literary style and composition will be given little consideration in determining the awards, the principal factor being ,,,hether
or not the article so describes the practice or a phase of it in such a
manner that it contains suggestions Taluable to J orRXAL readers.

The Hawaiian Maneuvers
Twenty-seven years ago a wise government acquired possession
of the Hawaiian Islands. The.y are America's all-important outpost in the Pacific. Their great value from a military viewpoint
lies in the fact that they furnish an adequate base for our Savy
from which to operate against any enemy threatening our western
coast. So enemy would undertake the invasion of this country by
way of the Pacific until it haa first disposed of our fleet and had
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acquired the Hawaiian Islands as a base from which to operate.
'l'hese islands, seven or eight in number, are all mountainous, being
of volcanic origin. A large and deep bay, known as Pearl Harbor,
cuts into the Island of Oahu. The entire group affords no other
secure anchorage for a fleet. The Hawaiian garrison is conceBtrated on the island of Oahu, its mission being to hold Pearl Harbor
secure for use by the American fleet.
The purpose of the recent maneuvers was primarily to test the
defensive strength of the Hawaiian Islands, that is, to determine
whether the military forces regularly stationed there are of sufficient
strength to repel a powerful naval attack or to withstand an attempt
at occupation in force. However, they served a second useful purpose, for they permitted the fleet to carryon under conditions simulating as closely as possible those of war, and gave the Oahu garrison some idea of the problems to be solved in case of actual attack.
As a result of the maneuvers it has been declared that the
assailants were victorious-that
the defenses are not sufficiently
strong to repel an attack in force. ~o official report, however, has
yet been published. Judging from the accounts of the newspaper
correspondents 1\'ho were present, the island is too weak in heav:.v
gun power; an increase in the present garrison of 11,000 men is
needed; aviation facilities are inadequate; the dry dock at Pearl
Harbor is not large enough to berth our largest warships; and perhaps most important of all, the channel through the coral reef that
separates Pearl Harbor from the ocean is not deep enough to permit
wounded battleships to seek shelter within the harbor, or even to
allow the passage of the larger types of war vessels at low tide.
lTndoubtedly recommendations seeking improvement of these conditions will be made to Congress. Thus it is that the maneuvers have
serve€/.a most useful purpose. The Hawaiian Islands are the doorway to Alaska. 'Yashington, Oregon, California, and the Panama
Canal. It would be criminal to neglect to study their proper defense
in time of peace. Their possession by an enemy in time of war would
result in incalculaele injury to the "Cnited States.

Military Training
[REPRIXTED

FROM THE

lVashington StarJ

::\.Iilitary training for the young men of the Xation is worth all
it costs, even if we are never to have another war. That is the
dictum laid down by Secretary of 'Yar \Veeks, and to which thinking people generally will subscribe. ;\Ir. 'Yeeks' statement '!>as in
the form of a message to the Association of ::\.Iilitary. Colleges and
Schools and he was speaking particularly of the military training
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given in such schools, but his opinion might wen have been broadened
to cover the training to be had in citizens' training camps by young
men unable to attend these special schools.
The benefits of a reasonable amount of military training are
varied and the most valuable of them have but little to do with
preparation for war. The discipline a young man gets will make
him a better and more useful citizen, to his own advantage an(l to
the advantage of his country. The physical upbuilding will go with.
him as a blessing throughout his life, and the habits of orderliness
and deportment he will form will make him a much more agreeable
person to get along with.
If the theory that military training of a X at ion's youth bred
a warlike spirit were a sound one, opponents of such training would
be justified in their opposition to it. But it is not a sound theory
when applied to the youth of America.
Ask any veteran of the
'World ,Yar. They were trained until there were no better soldiers
on either front in Europe, but it did not give them any hankering
for another war. If this country never goes to war until forced into
it hy the martial spirit of veterans of the great conflict we win have
a long era of uninterrupted peace.

Discipline for Americans
[REPRIXTED

FR031 THE

Chicago Herald and Examiner]

Secretary of 'Var 'Veeks in an address before the Association
of ~lilitary Colleges and Schools reechoed the warning that the
er}'ing need in this country is discipline.
~Iany persons who flatter themselves that they are harbingers
of advanced ideas, a finer libertv and a new era of freedom will
probably disagree with Secretar}= 'Veeks. To them discipline is a
synonym for slaver}'.
Their views, however, are not altogether sound. Although they
may be correct in maintaining that the ideal state of man eontemplates his perfect freedom, they do not always comprehend that perfect freedom is perfect self-control.
Self-regulation is largely self-taught, like most other worthwhile education that a man may acquire as he goes through life.
But discipline is the proper external stimulus to arouse in those
subjected to it the ambition to learn to control themselves.
Young men most impatient of discipline almost invariably are
those who need it most, because they are most lacking in the power
of self-control. ::\.Ienwho rule themselves submit to discipline willingly. They understand its necessity, and discern in it the foundation of what progress most requires of mankind--cooperation.

PROFESSIONAL NOTES
The "Battle Commander" Question
By

MAJOR

E. J.

CULLE~,

C. A. C.

1. An article published in the April number of the COASTARTILLERY
JOURM"AL
treats of the confusion encountered in attempting to determine the responsibilities
and the functions of certain Coast Artillery tactical commanders as set forth in
various regulations.
The writer traced the cause of the confusion to the use of
such special terms as "Fort Commander," etc., and indicated that the confusion
encountered is due primarily to the conflicting interpretations that may be made
as to the meanings of these special terms.
These special terms were devised
originally for the purpose of indicating the tactical functions of various coast
artillery commantilers in the employment of the coast artillery branch of the
army in coast defense operations. Any special terms devised will be based alwa3-"s
upon certain assumptions as to the tactical functions considered, but these fundamental assumptions should be based upon sound tactical principles if confusion
from the use of these special terms is to be avoided. A proper conception of the
general function of the coast artillery branch in coast defense operations is most
essential to a clear visualization of the tactical functions of coast artillery commanditrs, and of their relation to the commanders of the other associated combat
branches, and particularly of their relation to the superior commander in any
coast defense operation.
2. Training Regulations 10-5, the document which annunciates the basic
principles and doctrines for the guidance of the entire army, sets forth, in paragraph 15, the general function of the coast artillery branch in coast defense
<lperations, as follows:
"Coast Artillery is the artillery charged with the service of the fixed
and movable elements of the land and coast fortifications .......
This
branch has the independent role of keeping the area within reach of its
guns clear of hostile vessels and of preventing a run-by.
When manning
the heavy cannon of coast and land fortifications it will constitute a point
of support for the associated combat branches ........
,
The word "Role" is defined as "a function or a part to be played" and thE
word "Function" is defined a~ "the performance of a duty"; from which it
can be seen that the above-quoted regulation merely stipulates the duties which
the coast artillery branch will be prepared to perform in any coast defense
{}peration. But there is a definite distinction between the meaning of the word
"Role" and that of the word "Mission". The 1ISe of the word "Mission", in a
tactical sense, is accepted generall3-"to mean "the delegated reJlpozuibility
for the
performance of a specified duty." In other words, the use of the word "Mission"
[5471
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implies the ddel'!ltion of a regpo1t$wility
by a superior to a subordinate.
It
could not be said that the above-quoted regulation delegates to the coast artillery
branch, nor to any tactical commander thereof, any specific responBibility
for
the actual conduct of the defense of any of the water-areas or land areas which
may form a part of our coast. In the defense of the coast by the land forces, the
full and complete responsibility for the conduct of each and every phase of the
entire defense must be vested in the commandt'r of the theatre of operations.
That commander alone can assign a mission to the coast artillery forces, that
commander alone cal\ delegate to the coast artillery commanders the respo1t8ibility for the performance of specific duties or for the accomplishment of specific
tactical operations.
This discussion may appear to be somewhat academic, and
perhaps it is, but it may assist us to a clearer visualization of the proper function of the coast artillery as one of the associated combat branches in operations
incident to the defense of the coast. Perhaps it may aid in the realization that
in any coast defense operation the coast artillery branch is employed primarily
as a means of support for the associated combat branches, and of which it is one.
At least this discussion should assist in the eradication of any erroneous ideas
that may be held as to the existence of an independent mission assigned to commanders of coast fortifications.
3. Artillery, coast or otherwise, is always and is only a means of support
for the combat branches associated in the operation, and this support is rendered
through the use of the essential characteristic of the artillery, its fire power. The
character and the extent of the fire support to be furnished in any phase of the
operation is a matter that can be decided only by the superior commander of the
associated combat branches engaged therein, and his decision will be based solely
upon the conditions and the requirements of the tactical situation at hand.
Artillery if; always an auxiliary branch, for it possesses certain inherent limitations which prevent it!; employment as an independent self-sustaining combat
branch. These limitations are: its inability to act otherwise than by fire-power;
its necessity for firing from position; its vulnerability when exposed in the open;
and its inability to protect itself except by fire-action, concealment or e~cape.
An artillery commander has no independent role as a tactician except to so dispose the units of his command as best to render the fire-support required by the
associated combat branches, and to insure a powerful fire-reserve that, may be
employed by the superior commander to influence the action at any time and
place. Therein is the tactical function of the various coast artillery commanders
and this function is exercised through the proper organization and grouping of
their fire-units.
Great fire-power is concentrated in a relatively small artilleryunit, and the long range of artillery fire permits great freedom of action, thereby
affording effective fire-support over a broad area and allowing the concentration
of the effort of widel), dispersed units. The effectiveness of artillery action is
procured through the concentration of the fire of the various lJ!lits, rather than.
by a concentration of the units themselves. This is to say that the effectiveness
of artillery action should be sought through the proper tactical organization of
the artillery force employed; and in this organization the actual location of these
units on the terrain is a secondary consideration.
The prospective use of the
fire-power of these units is the paramount consideration.
4. The above-referred to article, published in the COAST ARTILLERY JOUlL"fAL,
dealt with this tactical organization of coast artillery units, and the enconntered
confusion was found to be due primarily to the interpretations
that might be
given to such special terms as Fort Command, Battle Area, Battle Commander,
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~tc., terms which have been introduced into the coast artillery chain of tactical
command. Th8se special terms have been derived from what might be called
the "ground organization" of the coast artillery units.
That is to say, these
terms have been derived from a consideration of the relative location of the
various units upon the terrain and from a desire to concentrate convenientlylocated units into suitable tactical commands. But the tactical organization of
artillery must have for its purpose the concentration of the fire of the l'arious
units, rather than the concentration of the un~ts themselves. This suggests the
simple remedy of discarding these special terms derived from a consideration of
the "ground organization" of coast artillery forces, and of resorting to the use
of terms that are indicative solely of practical organizations, preferably terms
that are in general use in the current military vocabulary."
The use of such
terms should have the distinct advantage of insuring their correct interpretation,
not only throughout the coast artillery branch, but throughout the entire army.
It would place the coast artillery on a common footing with other combat
branches, and this participation
in use of the same language should do much
towards fostering a spirit of cooperation with these various branches.
From
another standpoint, it is extremely desirable that the terms used to denote certain tactical functions in coast defense operations be the same as those now used
to denote similar tactical functions in the other operations that may be required
of such special branches of the coast artillery as the railway artillery, tractor
artillery, trench artillery and antiaircraft
artillery.
5. Throughout all the combat branches of the army, except the Air Service,
which is still in the formative state, the terms "Battalion,"
"Regiment," and
"Brigade" are employed to denote the elements of the chain of tactical command.
If these terms are practicable for use in denoting similar tactical functhms in
coast defense operations, it would appear to be most reasonable to employ them
for this purpose.
After ll. eonsideration of this matter it is believed that the
term "Battalion" is a reasonable and logical substitute for the term "Fire Command," and that the term "Brigade" is similarly a proper substitute for that of
"Coast Artiller)' District."
The term "Regiment" appears to be a suitable substitute for the term "Coast Defense Command," particularly because our coast
defense commands are now controlled by the commanders of the coast artillery
regiments stationed therein. If, in time of active operations, it becomes necessary
to reinforce- the coast artillery regiment located in a present "Coast Defense
Command" the term "Brigade" would automatically replace that of "Regiment."
There remains to be considered onl)' the term "Fort Command" or "Battle Command;' whichever may be desired.
In either case, this command is a unit consisting of two or more "Fire Commands" or "Battalions;'
and though generally
smaller than a regiment, in some cases may consist of more than three battalions,
Throughout all the combat branches of the army, including all the special
branches of coast artillery except the Fixed Artillery, an artillery unit of this
character is now well known as a "Groupment."
It is believed that it is practicable to utilize this term in the Fixed Artillery tactical organization, for certainly
the term "Groupment" is as appropriate for use in denoting fire-power as is the
term "Fort Command" or "Battle Command," It has the distinct advantage of
being a term now in common usage by all the combat branches and, .to say the
least, its meaning will be understood by alL
F

"Steps already bave been Inaugurated to bring Coast Artillery terminology up ta date.
Or instance, recommendation
has been made tbat the word '''groUp'' be snbstftnted for
and the w{lrd "barbor defense" for ••coast .defl.'l/lilC." See the article by
tbjg issue of the .TOl.""'AL.-TJie
Editor.
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of the above-mentioned

matter,

the following

fl.
The use of the present special terms "Fort Command," etc., which
are based upon a consideration of the "gI:ound organiUltion" of coast artillery tactkal units, leads to confusion in attempting to determine the
functions of coast artillery tactical commanders.
b. These special terms, now in use, were devised originally because of
the non-existence of permanent organizations larger than batteries within
the coast artillery branch, a condition that has been corrected recently by
the organizatioR of permanent regiments in the Fixed Artillery branch of
the coast artillery.
1".
There ~ppl"'ars to hI'"no sound reason why the terIn£ now employed
in common by all combat branches, and particularly by the various special
branches of the coast artillery, to designate the various tactical units,
should not bl'"utilizro in dl"'noting similar tactical units I"'mployro in coast
defl"'nse opl"'rations by thl'" coast artillery branch.
d. Sincl'" thl'" coast artillery branch is now on parity with the other
combat hrunches in so far as permanent organization is concerned, it is
believed to be most advisable llnd advantageous to discard the use of the
presl"'nt confusing special terms and to utilize instead appropriate
terms
that are now well I"'stabIishl"'din use throughout the entire army.

General Ludendorff at the Capture of Liege
The basic plan of thl'" Germans in their great offensive against France in 1914
was the envelopment of the Allied left. This contemplated a wheel by the German First, Second, Third, Fourth and Fifth Armies with the fortified area
Thionville-Meb; as a ph'ot.
The German First Army, commanded by General
von Kluck, was on the extreme right; the Second Army, commanded by General
yon Bulow, next to it. Being on ~he marching flank of the wheel, rapid progress
was demanded of thl"'se two armies, if the plans for the quick conquest of France
were to succel"'d. The fortrl"'ss of Liege stood in their path.
Its reduction was
undertaken while thl'" First and Second Armies were mobilizing and concentrating. The task was entrusted to General Yon Emmich. Forces for the purpose
were drawn primarily from the Second Army, but these were reinforced by two
infantry brigades from the First Army. Lieutenant Colonel Walter S. Grant,
Cavalry, Director of the Command Division at the Army War College, in a lecture delivered at the Army War College on a study of certain features of von
Klucks' march on Paris, made among others the following interesting statements
concerning this phase of the operations:
On August 4th the advance over the Belgian frontier began. German cavalry under VOR der Marwitz crossed the border and moved upon Vise, north of
Liege. It found the bridge over the Meuse at Yise broken, and the western bank
held by Belgian trOQps. There was fighting. Two cavalry regiments went north
to Lixhe, three miles north of Vise, where they crossed the river by a ford. The
Belgians found their left threatened and fell back on Liege. By evening of the
4th the heads of the columns of von EIDlIlich"s force which had crossed the
frontier were nearly two miles into Belgium.
General von Emmich decided to make a night attack on Liege. His force
liTasdivided into :five columns. On the night of August 5-6" these five columns,
lssisted by the demonstration of weak forces drawn therefrmn. against the forts,
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attempted to advance between the forts, with the object of seizing the town a1l.d
tile citadel of Liege. The town once captured, the plan contemplated the attack
of the forts surrounding the town, from the rear.
Of the five columns, the two advancing from the north and northeast were
unsuccessful; the two advancing from the south were WQrse than unsuccessful;
and the one advancing from the ea.t was almost unsuccessful.
However, this
columR did finaIly succeed. On the morning Qf August 7th, the Germans, though
not yet masters of the emcircling ring Qf forts, were in possession of the town and
citadel of Liege.
If you were to. ask me to. what the success of this Qne German column was in
greatest measure due, I would say-Ludendorfl'.
Were you to. ask me in what
way Ludendorff contributed to the success of this column, I WQuid say-by
character and leadership.
You may remember that on A Ugllst 3rd, upon arriving at Aix-Ia-Chapelle,
General YQn Emmich fQund General LudendQrit at the Hotel Union.
At that
time General Ludendorff was Quartermaster
General Qf the SecQnd German
Army, having been transferred
to. that position under mobilization Qrders, from
his position as a brigade cQmmander at Strasburg.
From 1913 to 1914 he had
commanded the 39th Fusiliers at DusseldQrf.
From 1904 to 1913, with only one
shQrt interval, he bad been in the Operations Department
of the General Staff,
becoming its chief. His principal work there had been the preparatiQn Qf strategic plans under the direction of the Chief of Staff, von Schlieffen, and later
von Moltke. He was thu& acquainted with the plans for the reductiQn of Liege.
On August 3rd, LudendQrff was acting as the representative
with von
Emmich's command, Qf the Commander of the S2cond German Army, von Bulow,
who was at his headquarters
at Hanover.
In other words, Ludendorff WJlS a
liaisQn officer. His detail as liaison Qfficer with brigades given VQn Emmich for
the operation shows the concern with which von Bulow considered that operation.
In fact, the Second German Army was more concerned in the prompt removal Qf
the obstruction to. the march caused by Liege, than was the First Army.
The
SecQnd Army Headquarters
had been furnished with information as to the proposed method af executian af the QperatiQn; Liege lay squarely in the path Qf
their prapased advance; and General VQn Emmich was a corps cammander in
the Secand Army. Mareover, in an early arder issued by the German high cammand it was stated: "Should Belgium affer resistance to. the advance thraugh its
territory, Liege ilt to. be taken by the Secand Army, so. as to free the main raads
which are cavered by that fartress:'
So van Bulaw was justified in sending a
liaisan afficer af such high rank to. keep him in tauch with the aperatiQn.
To understand the influence exerted by Ludendarff an the operatian it is
necessary to fQllaw the mavements Df the eastern column in its advance into
Liege. This column was headed by the 14th Brigade.
It started from Micheroux
(about two. or three kilameters east of the line Df foris) about 1:00 A. M. Dn
August 6th. Its rDute of advance lay nQrth of Fort Fleron, and through the line
Qf fQrts via Retinue, through Queue du Bois, and so to the heights of La Chartreuse Dn the 9U-tskiris of the tDwn. The calumn was due there early in the mDrning. The other columns "Were scheduled. to reach the town at the same -haur.
General Yon Wussow. the brigade co-mmander, rode w.ith the advance party.
General von Emmich with his staff rode almQst at the end of the column.
Lndendorff accompanied von Emmich.
In the darkness the calumn stopped.
Ludendorff went forward to find out
what was the matter.
He fo-und that the head of the cDlumn had lost touch in
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the darkness with the advance party in front. Ludendorff took charge, put the
column in march, and remained at the head. There was great trouble in finding
the way in the darkness, but at length the column reached Retinne. Ludendorii'
then led the column off on the wrong road and ran into hostile fire. He was
obliged to return to Retinne. Here he placed himself with his men on the right
road, and advanced towards Queue du Bois. Von Vi'ussow was missing; his
orderly thought he was killed. So Ludendorff a88umed command of the brigade.
He continued to advance. He ran into machine gun fire along the road, and the
machine guns had to be captured.
He had to engage in house-to-house fighting
in Queue du Bois and artillery had to be brought up. The advance was slow,
and the soldiers had to be encouraged to go forward.
But the village was finally
passed, and about 2:00 o'clock in the afternoon the brigade arrived at La Chartreuse. Yon Emmich came up; confirmed Ludendorff in his assumption of command; and plact'd reinforct'ments at his disposal. The night of August 6-7 was
spent in great anxiety, but on the 7th the brigade entered the town, headt'd by
Yon Emmich and Ludendorff.
Ludt'ndorff than got Yon Rmmich to relit've hilll,
and returned to Aix-Ia-Chapt'lle to report to von Bulow at Hanoyt'r what had
happened.
Now what are tht' lessons that this incident teaches?
I think they are that luck is with the man of nerve; that for successful
operations leaders of character and determination are often of more ,-alue than
plans and numbers; that the remark attributed to :Marshal Foeh that tht' difficulties of execution are to those of planning as 99 to 1, lIIay be not far wrong.
Here we have a man who had no connection with the operation other than
that of observer; who occupied a high position in the German military establiqhment; whose reputation needed no bolstering up; and who could have been ruined
by failure. Yet in an emergency; in the dead of night; during an operation on
which graye consequences depended; in the face of hostile fire and reluctance on
the part of his own troops; this man had the effrontery and the forceful character to take command on his own responsibility, and push the matter through
to a successful conclusion.

Fort Adams, Rhode Island
By

CHAPLAIN

MYLON

D.

MERCHANT,

U. S. A.

Near the eastern entrance to Xarragansett Bay stands one of the oldest and
most elaborately constructed forts in the L'nited States.
Its massive walls of
masonry, with casemate ports for an armament of 500 guns of the t)"pe used for
coast defenses in 1820-50, attracts the attention of all who enter the eastern
passage of the bay,
As early as 1770 the strategic importance of Xarragansett
Bay was noted
and a fort was located on Goat Island as a protection for the town of Newport,
This was done by recommendation of the L~rd's of Trade of His Brittanic
Majest)".
On April 29,1716, the town of Xewport nnanimously voted to enter into the
defense of the town, and three days later, on Ma)' 2, a large body of inhabitants
repaired to Brenton's Point, the present location of Fort Adams, and there built
a fort which commanded the entraRce to the harbor.
All able-hodied men were
ordered to assist in this work under a penalty of "S shillings a day for each day
of neglect:'
On October 25, 1779, the British, who had occupied the town of
Xewport and all of the island, burned the barracks at Brenton's Point before
evacuating Rhode Island.

I'ROP't:>;I'IO:-\

A I. ::-;OTHS

After the Ht'volutionary
"'ar the fort Ilt Brenton',
I'oint "'ItS unoccupied
for military IHlrpOSt's, until, in anticipation
of war \dth Frllnce, Con~r\'ss took
measures for the construction
of selll'oast fortifications
to defend ~lI.rragansett
Bay, In this plll.n a permanent
work was provided for at Brenton's Point, the
construction of which was left to :\Iajor Louis Tnusard.
This is descrihcd as an
"enclosed indented work of masonry for twelve guns. with a hrick magazine.
soldiers
harracks
for one company and officers' ljuarters."
On .July .~. 1789,
ushered in with a Federal salute of thirteen guns. "the eompany of ,John Henry
of A rtillerists and Engineers. C, S, Army. t'nlered the fort, marching at the head
of the column composed of the :\Iajor Gt'neral of the State of Hhode Island and
his :\lilitary Staff. the ~ewport
Ancient A rtillery, the ~ewport
Guards. and a

large concourse of patriotic citi7..ens, The gateway leading to the battery not having bcen completed, :\Iajor Tousard had constructed
a temporary
arch decked
with wreaths of e\'ergreen and o\'er its keystone was a tablet inscribed: 'Fort
Adams-The
Hock on which the Storm will Beat:"
The fort was named in honor of President
Adams. who appro\'ed
of the
plans for dcfendinl! our seacoast.
In 18~2 a permanent garrison was established and bas been maintained ever
since. The present reservation consists of a little o\'er 138 acrcs of land, located
on Brenton's Point, about three miles southeast of ~ewport.
In July. 1812. one month after war "'as declared against Great Britain.
Congress appropriated
8.500,000 for the defenses of ~arragansett
Bay. hut little
was done except to repair the old forts and earthworks. and to add some more
guns. In 18'2~, after the Board of Engineers had condemocd the old Fort Adams
as useless, Lieutenant Colonel Joseph G. Totten. of the Corps of Engineers, witb
an initial appropriation
of ;3.50,000. began the construction
of the present old
fortifications, ",bich were designed to mount nearly fi\'c hundred pieces of various'
calibers, which would ha\'e been amply sufficitlllt against the war vessels of
that time.
-
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These elaborate works of masonry, with ditches and sally-ports,
umJer
ground magazines, and a suhterranean passageway leading from the main fortification for several hundred yards up to Redoubt Hill, where an elaborate redoubt
had been built, served as a kind of school of application for most of the young
officers of the Corps of Engineers for several years.
It was the most elaborate
work of its kind in the United States when it was built, and its total cost is
unknown.
The latest fortifications were commenced in 1896. These are, of
course, modern types of casemates for mortars and large and small caliber rifles.
The fort has never been in active fighting except for a few brief hours during
the War of 1776, when a British frigate was driven close to it by the guns from
Fort Wolcott on Goat Island. When the British occupied Newport all the forts
and land batteries had been abandoned because of the uselessness of engaging an
overwhelming force.
The field enclosed by the irregular lines of the old fort serves the post as an
exceptionally fine athletic field as well as drill ground.
It is large enough for
"Babe" Ruth drives in baseball, and for a full-sized football field. There are
barracks for five regular companies, four in the old garrison and one in the
newer brick barracks near the mortar batteries.
Fort Adams is an ideal place to soldier, not only because of the charm of the
post itself, but also because of its proximity to Newport, to other larger cities,
and to excellent beaches and summer resorts.

Old Fortification

Identified

The JOURNALis in receipt of a letter from Mr. Laurence V. Benet, 22 Rue
Caumartin, Paris, the subject matter of which is quoted below. This is not the
first time Mr. Benet's name has appeared in the JOURNAL,for a review of its old
issues shows that in the JOURNALof July, 1892, thirty-three years ago, he contributed an article entitled "A Study of the Effects of Smokeless Powder in a
57-mm. Gun." At that time Mr. Benet was Artillery Engineer for the Hotchkiss
Ordnance Co., Ltd., of Paris.
The letter follows:
"Referring to the reproduction of a photograph facing page 247, of
the March issue of the CoAgr ARTILLERY
JOlJRNAL,this represents the uncompleted stone fortification at Sandy Hook, Xew Jersey; the low building
to the left in the foreground, was the old ordnance machine shop, and the
frame building in the right foreground, was occupied by Mr. Sinclair, the
Master Mechanic at the Ordnance Proving Ground.
The photograph was
probabl)" taken between 40 and 45 years ago."

The Latest Word on Antiaircraft

Gnnnery

A very timely and valuable pamphlet of 154 pages on the subject of gunnery
and position finding for antiaircraft
artillery, prepared by officers now instructing in the subject at the Coast Artillery School, has just been published.
The book devotes a section each to a brief historical outline of the past
development of antiaircraft
artillery and to the trend of its development in the
future.
The remaining thirteen sections present the technical aspects of the subject in a lucid and logical manner.
The sixty-one half-tones and diagrams illustrate every instrument and method used in antiaircraft
gunnery and both the
theor)" and practical use of all devices are thoroughly and accurately described.
The book has been carefully and painstakingly proof-read and it is believed that
the minimum of typographical errors has been attained.
It is for sale by the
CoART

AIlTILLEllY

JOURNAL.
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A Graphic Method of Fire Adjustment
By

1ST LIEUT.

E. G.

CoWEN,

a. A. a.

The graphic method of fire adjustment here presented is an application of
the bracketing method that eliminates all calculations during firing, shows instantly the corrections to be applied and leaves an easily interpreted, permanently
legible record of the conduct of adjustment.
While primarily intended for rapid
fire at naval targets, it may be used to advantage for land firing.
All possible combinations of "overs", "shorts", and "hits" that can result in
the firing of an adjustment series are determined in advance and the corresponding corrections in yards or in units of elevation for the adjustment fork chosen
are plotted with their proper signs upon grids as shown in Figures 1 and 2.
To facilitate the con~truction of these grids the master chart, Figure 3, is
provided. This shows in fractions of a fork the corrections to be entered upon
various intersections of the grids for four, six and eight shot series.
One grid for each four shots to be fired in improvement fire and fire for
effect is the maximum number necessary to prepare when the practice is to conform to the provisions of Coast Artillery Memorandum No. 4 (Revised),
January 15, 1923.
The method is clearly illustrated
Figures 1 and 2.

by the graphs

of an actual

adjustment,

Each series begins at the upper left corner of a grid. As the sensings are
reported successive lines are drawn, one space to the right for an "over", downward for a "short", and diagonally for a "hit". At the end of the last stroke of
the pencil appears the correction to be made with its proper direction.
Shots are numbered serially as plotted.
A shot reported as "doubtful" is numbered, but no line is drawn since it has
no adjustment value.
Corrections are written as ordered opposite the last shot considered.
When they can be positively identified, shots fired after a correction has
been ordered, but before it has been applied at the guns, are plotted and numbered as additional shots in the same series. A new series begins with the first
shot fired upon corrected data.
In this instance, Series I consists of four shots faIling "short" upon which a
correction of +90 yards, or one-half fork, is made. The battery commander,
being in a favorable position near the guns, observed that the fifth shot was
fired upon old data, hence it is included in the series.
Series II consists of four shots with a correction of +90 yards.
Five "overs" and two "shorts" including the "hit" give a correction of - 40
yards on the sixth shot of Series III.
The seventh shot is additional.
The graph follows the diagonal so closely in Series IV that a correction is
considered unnecessary.
Series V is similar to Series III, the correction being +60 yards.
The correction indicated in Series YI is -30 yards. The correction ordered
is -10 yards; an error of +20 yards.
Before the correction called for my four consecutive "overs" in Series VII
could be applied, the fifth shot was reported as a "hit". The first four having
been reported as "close", no adjustment is made.
Series YIII contains four shots. The second shot being "doubtful" is numbered but not considered for adjustment.
The target having been destroyed by
the third shot, "cease firing" was ordered. Shot number four, already in the air,
completes the series.
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On the grids shown all corrections are written as even multiples of five or
ten; the general rule followed being to increase large fractions of the fork and
decrease small ones to the nearest even multiple.
In the event that a great range change during firing is anticipated or the
range at which fire will be opened is unknown-normal
service conditions-grids
should be prepared for adjustment forks covering several zones that include all

GI?APIIIC fiRE

ALJJUSTN£NT

MASTER CHART
70 {Is.
sene.:-

conS1"rUCr

gnds fOr number

Jwtment

or shotJ tn oiflustmenr

each mtersecTlon, enter !roc",,/7n
fork IndlcoNd by tnoster chart

Upon

or fire

od-

FIG. I

expected ranges. Fire can then be opened with the proper chart and the change
from one fork to another can be made without interruption
at the close of
any series.
Range adjustment by this method can he safely intrusted to a memher of
the range section; while the battery commander or the range officer can at a
glance check the excellence of the adjustment at any point by noting how closely
the graphs follow the zero lines or diagonals of the grids.
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Artillery Ordnance Development
Enrro,,'s NOTE:

The following note. were compiled in the Office of the Ohief of OOallt
.d.rtillerll by Oaptain Aaron Bradshaw, 0. A. 0. Oredit i8 accorded the MONTHI.Y DIGEST
0 .. ACTIVITIES OF THK ORDNANCI! DEPARTMI!NT, for much of the information
contained herein.

STATUSOF HEAVYMOBILE ARTILLERY.-Themissions of the heavy artillery are
special, such as counter-battery,
interdiction, and destruction mainly at long
ranges which fall beyond the activities or capabilities of the medium (corps)
artillery.
It is a part of the G. H. Q. Reserve artillery, which was organized during
the World War as Army Artillery.
There is also in the G. H. Q. Reserve additional light and medium artillery as well as special purpose material, such as
pack artillery, trench artillery, railway guns, super guns and howitzers, and antiaircraft artillery.
These materials are ordinarily classed under their particular
type, such as light, pack, etc., and will not be discussed here.
Previous to the World War there was no heavy mobile artillery in our
service, such as the heavy artillery of the Army used during the war. The requirements for heavy mobile artillery durin~ the war led to the adoption of
types listed below:
Elevation Traverse
Degrees Degree.

Range
Yard.

Wt. in firing
position, lb••

Guxs
6-inch Gun, Mk. VIllA, British .._..
..__
nn 38
1M-mm. G. P. F. Gun, M. 1918
. ._.
. 35

8
60

19650
11160

2'2512
25960

HowrrzERs
8-inch Howitzer, Mk. VII m__. n.n_n .m_ 50
9.2-inch Howitzer, Mk. II m.nnn._. m .nm 50
240-mm. Howitzer, M. 1918 (Schneider).m __60

8
60
20

10760
10060
14<280

20050
35500
41296

Of the guns mentioned the 1M-mm. G. P. F. gun, M. 1918, was the preferred
type used in our service. This unit was regarded as very satisfactory, except for
its range, which is somewhat shorter than that desired for heavy artillery.
The
earriage is of the split trail type providing a wide field of fire without shifting
the carriage.
In order to change from the traveling to the firing position, it is
necessary to jack up the carriage and secure the axle to the bottom carriage by
a pin in order to remove the load from the spring. Separate jacks and a lifting
beam are also required to lift the carriage in rear so that the trails may be
swung out to their position and attached to the spades which are already approximately in place. The recoil mechanism is of the hydro-pneumatic type with a
variable length of recoil. In transporting
the unit the gun is retracted to a
traveling position, so as to equalize the load on the wheels, and the unit remains
a single four-wheel load.
The 6-inch gun is mounted on the same carriage as the 8-inch howitzer. The
units available were considered best for use as howitzer materials, however, so
that very few of the 6-inch guns were used.
As a result of the experience gained in the Vi-'orld Vi-Tar,it was decided that
.a type of heavy field gun and a type of heavy field howitzer are necessary for
the armament of the field army. The gun should have a range of about 25,000
yards and the howitzer a range of ahout 18,000 yards and both to have a wide
ueld of fire. These pieces which are more powerful than the medium artillery,
.add range for interdiction and harassing, and to the counter-battery and destructive effect of the medium (corps) artillery.
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The calibeTl; chosen for future den'lopment
were 15i-mlll. for tha gun /lnd
.8-inch for the howiher.
The 155-mm. projectile
is sufficiently beavy for the
haras~ing ami intl ...diction fire which is the principal mission of the heavy gun.
This caliber gave general satisfaction
during the war, /Ind was used hy the principal nations engaged in the war.
The cltliber of S-inch fur the howitzer was
chosen as gidng the greatest power that could he obtained in II howitzer and
yet have the mobility of the 1M-mill. gun.
A still hell,'ier type of howiiY.er amI a lllrger gun havinll: the maximum power
consistent with the necessary mohility to accolllJlllny an army in the field are
considered necessary also, but no work has heen done on those, due to IlIck of
funds.
'11le 240-mm. howitzer is regarded as II slItisfllctory
caliber fur such a
howitzer, the range to he greater than 16,000 Yllrds, preferably
near 25,000 y" rds.
An 8-inch gun is regarded
as satisfactory
fur the gun to ha"e a rllnll:e of
35,000 yards.

1.55-)1)1.

Gr;~.

)loOEL

1920-E

I:s'

TRAl"ELlSG

J"'(hOITIOS os

Gu,", CARRIAGE., ~IODEL

4S

g-[SCH

HOWITZF..R-155-:\ul.

1920-E

)!ODEJ. OF 1920 )[ATERIAJ ••-To
meet the requirements
for the normal hea,")"
(army)
gun and howitzer the 155-mm. gun-8-inch howitzer material,
model of
1920 was designed, and one field carriage and one self-propelled
unit huilt for
test. The piston rod pull for the howitzer is nearly the same as that for the gun,
so that no major compromises were necessary to mount the howitzer and the gun
on the same carriage.
The carriage is of the split trail type generally similar to
the l.5.5-mm. G. P. F. used during the war. The materiel in firing position weighs
23.590 pounds.
The gun has a range of 25,860 yards, using a 9.5-pound projectile
with a muzzle "eloeity of 2800 f.s. The howitzer has a range of 18,iOO ~'ards,
using a 200-pound projectile
with a muzzle ,'elocity of 1950 f.s. The normal
cRarge with a "eJoeity of 2100 f.s. for the gun at 4.5 degrees ele"ation gh'es a
range of 20,000 yards.
This range is obtained with the supercharge
(muzzle
.-elocity 2800 f.s.) when firing at 20 degrees ele,'ation.
The powder eharge for
the howitzer is wned so as to get plllnging fire at all ranges up to the maximum.
The recoil mechanism has a mriable length of recoil in order to avoid digging more of a firing pit than neeessary.
The recoil mechanism is adjusted at an
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u rsenal for either the gun or lll"dtr.er, and h issuel'l for use only \\'ith the cannon
for which uMjusted.
So us to further
reduce the depth of pit requires,
the
trunnions are located neur the breech. The tipping parts arc not balanced about
the trunnions then, and u counterpoise is required in order that the piece mllY be
{~asily de,'ated
und depressed.
The lower ends of the two equilibrutors
rest in
brackets on the top carriage
and work against arms on the trwmions.
The
handwhecl loads for elevating \"Itry from 2 pounds to 20 pounds, as COlA pared
with the handwheel load of 7 pounds required to traverse the piece.
A quick turn mechanism is prodded
to return the gun to horizon till for
loading.
This mechanism is independent of the elevating mechanism so that the
lu~'ing of the gunner is not disturbed
by loading . .lacks arc included in the
mounting of the axle so that the weight can be taken from the springs and the
axle connectt'd directly to the bottom carriage without the usc of scparate jacks.
The method of supporting
the trails when going into firing position by the use

of a lifting beam and jacks under the rear edge of the bottom carriage, similar
to that used with the 15.5-mm. G. P. F., has proved to be the most practicable
in
Ordnance
Department
tests.
As the sted spades provided with the carriage
weigh 790 pounds euch, and are not easily handled by hand, a crane carrying a
chain block has been mounted on a ten-ton tractor to facilitate their handling.
This crane has also been successfully used to swing the trails out to the firing
position.
One experimental
wood spade ,..ith metal trail fastenings
has been
pro,'ided in an effort to develop lighter spades and which may more readily he
carried on the carriage.
The gun or howit?er may he transported
on the carriage
in a retracted
position.
As the total weight, 28,000 pounds, in this position is too great for
handling, a division into two loads is more desirable, and the Hea"y Transport
"'agon
is pro,'ided to carry either the g'un Or the howitzer.
The wagon is pro,'ided with winches for raising the trails underneath
the wagon, so as to align
the body witli the guides of the recoil mechanism and for the retracting
of the
cannon.
As it was found difficult to align the body and the guides by this method
alone, the front ira,'eling lock ,,'as made adjustable.
This adjustment
is sufficient
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to permit the guides of the recoil mechanism to be aligned with the guides on
the wagon body and to prevent binding as the center of gravity of the gun moves
onto the wagon.
The tests of this material made by the Ordnance Department
have shown it
to be gencrally satisfactory
for a weapon of this type.
TARGt:THu'u:s.-The
\\'ar Department
has been asked to approve the issue,
at the option of organiwtion
commanders,
of three U. S, rifles, caliber .30,
modd of 190:J, special target, to each company of Infantry and similar organizations armed with the rifll', to be used by candidates for rifle teams, but not for
annual target. pradil'e
to l)ualify for increasl'd pay,
These "special target"
rifles are the used :-':atinnal ;\Iatch rifles that are returned tn Springfield Armory

8~I:o.;CH

HOWITZER,

}WUSTED

os

COllBISATIOS

Gl.;'S-nOWIT7.ER

C.\RRI..\Gf.

each year at the conclusion of the :-':ational ;\Iatchl's and there cleaned and
repaired.
They are excellent target weapons.
;\IACIlISE Gn_s AXD A L.O)(ATIC Ru'u:s.- The self-luminous sights, ;\Iarks I I
and III, and the front area antiaircraft
sight for the Browning automatic rifle
have been declared obsolete. A shoulder stock is being provided for antiaircraft
machine guns. Base plates will be added to the experimental caliber .50 antiaircraft tripods to give better stability.
A caliber .30 and caliber .50 antiaircraft
tripod is under construction.
This mount is designed to mount either the caliber
.50 or caliber .30 Browning machine gun for antiaircraft
purposes.
Several new
features have been added to this mount to gi\'e better stability and ease of control b)' the gunner.
It is expected to delh'er at least eighteen of these new
mounts to the service prior to ;\Iay I, 1925. Eighteen antiaircraft
sound detectors of the exponential horn type are to be built and should be delivered to the
service in the near future.
Although the recent tests of Caliber .50 tracer cartridges by the Coast Artillery Corps indicated that the caliber .50 red tracer was
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yery promlsmg in so far as brilliancy is concerned, in view of the slightl), large
percentage of blinds, short traces, etc" that de,'eloped during the tests, experiments are being continued with a view of eliminating this defect.
In this connection, several flat base tracer bullets, in which the container cup is omitted,
have becn made up at Frankford
Arsenal and submitted to Aberdcen Proving
Ground

for firing tests,

Third Annual Antiuircraft

Duy

Thc Third Annual Antiaircraft
Day was held at Fort Tottcn,
May 2nd, Thc day was cool and dry. and the resulting attendance

~cw York on
of about :1000

was up to cxpcctations.
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The day opened with an address by Brigadier
General Johnson Hagood
the District
Commander.
who welcomed the members of the command whid
consists of the following regiments: 7th and 62nd, regulars; the 198th Delaware,
212th ~ ew York, 2-l4th ~ ew York, 2.l.5th ~ ew York, ~ ational Guard; and the
following Reserye organizations:
502nd, 533rd, 521st, 522nd, 513th, 5 14th, 530th,
539th, 602nd, 60nh, 619th, 620th and 621st. All regiments were represented
by
colonels or field officers.
General Hagood concluded his address of welcome by introducing
General
Summerall, who declared his confidence in the antiaircraft
artillery, and voiced
his approbation
of occasions such as this one for the promotion of better personal
acquaintance
and better understanding
between the se"eral army posts and between the several branches and components of the Army of the United States,
Regular Army, Xational Guard and Organized Resen'es.
He expressed confidence in antiaircraft
artillery and impressed u.pon the regiment the importance of
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getting hih in their c<,ming target praetice season.
He stated that he ex"eeteH
them not only h. hit the theoretkal
target repref;enting a plane, but to hit the
8mall towed sleeve target which marked the center of the tht'Oreticl\l target.
He
said that e\'ery hit on this small target would be represented
by an "A" painted
on the gun, and at the end of the sellson he expected to see e\'ery gun with 1\
number of "A's" thereon.
After a talk on recent Mevelopments in antiaircraft
artillery,
by Captain
D. D, Hinman, C. A. C., the 62nd Coast Artillery (Antiaircraft),
Colonel ~Iarcellus G. Spinks, Commanding, was redewed by General Hllgood, who indted to
accompany him Generals \\'illiam S. Grans,
Preston Brown, Howllrd S. Bordell,
S. I-1. \\'olfe and the Colonels commalHling regiments of the :-\ational Guard and
the Organized Heserves.
For the demonstration,
the 62nd approached in trucks and deployed upon the
llltrade ground.
The firing of blank ammunition at three airplanes in formation

r

'~/

.~....
f'.

Photo

by Signal

Corps,

.
"

U. S. Army

from ~Iitchell Field was so realistic that a number of the ladies eagerly sought
information
as to the number of hits obtained.
~Iany of the crowd surged excitedly toward one of the guns when the ambulance charged across the parade
and evacuated a casualt). (?),
An interesting and interested detachment of observers was about fifty of the
the Knickerbocker
Grays, boys of about ten to thirteen years of age, who were
smartly turned out in gray uniforms similar to those of the Seventh Regiment
of :-\ew York.
General and ~Irs. Hagood had about sixty guests for an informal buffet
supper at the commanding general"s quarters;
and the officers of the post about
500 at the Club. All of the regular army garrisons in and about :-\ew York City
were represented
b)' offic.ers and their families.
A large number of Coast A rtillery officers of the :-\ational Guard and Organized Reserves took the convenient
opportunit)'
to bring guests interested jn military affairs.
This was the third annual antiaircraft
day.
Since the first, the affair has
become more widely known and has receh'ed increasing interest and attendance.
It is rapidly becoming one of the prominent military events of the year in the
metropolitan

area.
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Where Do We Staud in the Air?
KOTE: Theoilor~ Ro(msJ;elt, f ..r,,'~r A .•sistrmt t5erretflry of tl>o Sa ''1/, recently
." tMs "tlbjut i.. th~ Lib~rt1/ lVeekly, In "i~l/) of th~ fart tk«.t his "tt..r"nces ar~

&lIToa's

=ote
ll./wal/sq;,'en wide ,yubliciiy, and th"t he is "",rywhere rec"9,dud /1.., a patriot:r A.merican
.'ntensely intere.t~d in a suitable defense for thi, caufltry, hi" views on the prese1tt day
di"rlllision "hrmld be of purtieulaT ;nter~st, Followinll are certain extrarts from th~ articl~.

The development of OlH air ~ervice, l;oth from the standpoint of defense and
from the standl;oint of its cnnmercial value, i, of great importance.
We must
give it every sUPI;ort. On the other hand, jmt because it is new and picturesque,
we must not be carried away and do thing, which will injure the ~efense of the
country, and for which we will be sorry later-possibly
when it is too late.
The airIllane has not eliminated either the Army or the ~avy.
It is not,a
separate service, but an integral part of both the Army and the ~avy, and a
united air service would damalfl". not help. our flower to protect ourselves.
At this time there are many who art' suggesting that we abandon the metlwd
we now have of an air service belonging to and developed by the Army and ~avy,
respectively, (md combine our governmental air work under a separa.te head
indepcndent of theM? ser\'ices. This. I belit-ve, would be a ~reat mistake.
In my"opinion our ability to defend ourselves would be damaged by a united
air service. Primarily, the air ser\'ice is an auxiliary arm, It functions as a part
of either the naval or military machil!e. You do ];lot think of airplanes fighting
a battle to determine the course of a war indel'endent of either the Army or Xavy,
The principal service the air forces perform in war-and
they are most
important-are,
first, information, and, second, harassing.
ender
harassing I
iRclude the e.estruction of material-such
as ships or munition plants,
Both of
these functions are performed in connection with either Army or Xavy. It is
axiomatic that the only way to ~et the highest efficiency in combat is to tra.in:
together in times of peace, The arms that either the general or admiral f'mpl8Ys
should be part of his machinf', and the)- can only be so if in time of peace they
belong to the services.
Besides this, the work of air forces with the Army and Xav)' is very dii'erent.
It is one thing to operate from an airplane carrier or a battleship, or from the
water, and another to operate from land. The "spotting" of s!!l.ell fire is different
for battleships and troops. A naval aviator must know the science of navigation.
It is not necessary for an army man to know this.
\\'e now have no less than three boards connecting in various ways the two
services. They are as follows:
The Joint Board of the Army and Xavy, which :is composed of ranking
officers of both services anil which cOllsiders all problems affecting the relationship of the two services,
The Aeronautical Board, composed of two officers from the Army Air Servi~e
and one from the General Staff and two from the Xayy Bureau of Aeronautics
and one from the office of the Chief of Xayal Operations.
This board has as its
sole function the coordination in all wa)-s of the aeronautical activities of the
sister ser\'ices.
The Xational Adyisory Committee for Aeronautics, which is independent of
the departments and is respoHsible to the President alone. This has as members
civilians aloO
well as officers. Its mission is the scientific study of the problems of
flight.
These boards have for one of their main objectives the cooperation of which I
have spoken. I helie\'e S'Uchcooperation- can he still further developed. I believethat at times in both ~ervices there is too great a feeling of rivalry and not'
enough understanding of their mut.ual interests.
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I believe, hQwever, that day by day this is being eliminated and that Qnce
bQth services get thQrQughly indQctrinated with the idea Qf cooperatiQn great
~trides will be made. When this takes place the CQsts Qf separate air services.
will differ little, if any, frQm the CQst Qf a cQmbined service.
It is urged that sinking of certain Qld warships by airplane bQmbing prQves
that the battleship is useless. The bQmbing Qf these Qld war vessels was nQthing
but target practice.
Vessels mQQred at a given place are Qne thing, vessels.
cruising in unknQwn waters are anQther. FurthermQre, it is Qne thing to' bQmb a
ship that is helpless and anQther to' bQmb a ship that can fight back.
I have seen hQstile aircraft Qperate where there were nO' antiaircraft
guns.
and where we had but few planes to' QPPQse them. There is all the difference in
the world between what they do under these circumstances and what they dO'when
they meet a stubbQrn defense.
To sum up, the develQpment of the air service, bQth frQm the standpQint Qf
defense and frQm the standpoint Qf its civilian uses, is Qf great impQrtance to
this cQuntry. I hQpe that we will nQt Qnly maintain but increase the gQvernmental apprQpriatiQns therefQr.
Our civilian develQpment at this periQd must CQme largely
mental aid and initiative.

thrQugh govern-

The air mail service shQuld be cQntinued and expanded.
However, we must
not let Qur enthusiasm for the new and picturesque sweep us frQm Qur mQQrings.
A united air service WQuld be dangerQus and ineffective.
The Army and
Navy are the backbone of the defense Qf the nation.
Their maintenance must
be Qur CQnstant care.

Naval Antiaircraft Gunnery
That the Navy has been cQnducting a
and that it is effective, is the statement
made in cQnnectiQn with the data for the
Qut at the Department on April 20. It is
~leeves, which were the targets, were as
WQuldhave been 95 per cent hits.

systematic antiaircraft
target practice~
which Secretary of the Navy Wilbur
year 1924 and 1925, which was given
estimated by the Secretary that if the
large as bQmbing planes, that there

In this connection, it is explained that by hits it is meant that one or more
shQts in an attack by an airplane reaches its mark. No statement is made Qf the
number of shots that are fired at any of the apprQaches.
The altitude of the
targets, it is stated, was frQm 4000 to' 5000 feet, this being as high as the sleeTe&
could be towed by the machines which were used fQr this purpose.
The sleeves
were actnall:r shQt down Qn twO' battleship practices and on one light cruiser
practice.
The fQIIQwing is the table, giving the details of the reports from the Fleet.
It should be borne in mind, the Secretary states, that a sleeve is I-11th the size
Qf a bombing plane.
Number of ships reported:
Battleships,
16; light cruisers, 2; tQtal, 18.
Number Qf practices reported: Battleships, 36; light cruisers, 6; tQtal, -!'2. Nmnber Qf gnus firing in salvO': Battleships, 4; light cruisers, 2; tQtal o. Number of
practices on which tQwed sleeve was hit: Battleships, 17; light cruisers, 3; total,
20. Per cent of targets hit: Battleships, 47 per cent; light cruisers, 50 per cent;
total, 46 per cent •
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Announcement was made at the Navy Department on April 23 that the new
a-inch antiaircraft guns will be installed on the battleship Maryland during her
overhaul period this summer.
The effective range of this gun, it is stated, is
8000 yards. This type of gun will replace the 3-inch antiaircraft guns on the fleet.
The new type is not only larger but is equipped with an improved fire control and will throw a new type of high-explosive shell. Successful experiments
have also been made with highly sensitized shells, which, it is claimed, will explode
with even the touch of a wing of an airplane. The mountings make the gun more
flexible and make it possible to fire vertically as well as at any angle or any
direction.-Army
and Na'vy Journal.

Of Interest to Those Who Have Recently Served in Washington
Under a certain decree of the Supreme Court of the District of Columbia,
the Potomac Electric Power Company of Washington, D. C., has been directed
to refund, to rate payers, in the District of Columbia, twenty per cent of the
total amount of bills paid for electric current during the whole or any part of
the period from August 1, 1917 to December 31, 1924. Those interested may
secure application blanks for refund by direct application to the company.
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The value of military training in its broadest selUe
neither begins nor ends with the physical, as it includes
much more than sufficient exercise, proper eating, and
regulated hours.
Its effects upon character are much
more important, although difficult to catalogue or define.
Self-discipline and self-control are its products and deserve the highest ratings.
The object of all military
training, as far as the individual is concerned, is to give
him that strength of character and purpose, that power
over his own emotions and actions, that will result in his
being normal under the most abnormal of conditions,
ca'm during the most exciting of events, attentive to duty
under the most distracting of circumstances, and determined to perform the tasks assigned to him in spite of
all handicaps, against opposition aimed at his destruction.
That is not only the aim, but the accomplishment of military training.
Such training certainly should ~ive the
same individual the proper mental attitude for meeting
the normal problems of a normal peace life without fear
or tension and with that easy confidence so necessary for
success.-Be~retary
of War John W. WeekI.
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Chile
ARMY RETIRE~n:NTLAW: In February of this year a new law was passed
governing retirement of the commissi~ned, enlisted and civil l)erSonnel of the
Chilean Army. A few of its interesting provisions follow.
Retirement is compulsory for all officers completing forty years of service
and f.6r lil'le and staff oflicers who reach the following ages in their respective
grade~:
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The President may grant permal'lent retirement to officers of 25 _or more
y~ars of active service.
Officers of 30 or more years service will be granted
retirement upon request.
To be eligible for retired pay, aR 8fticer must have had at least 10 years 8f
active service as an officer.
Retired pay is based UpOl'!active pay according t. length of service, as
follows:
rears

Per Cent of Pay

of SeT'l'ic~

"n, Retirement
Ia

25
41
56
71
80
86
95

15
20
25
28
30
33
3.-5

100

Officl'rs partially disabled in line of duty or during campaign will receive
credit for an additional ten years of liervice in computing their retired paJ-.
Officer-s totally disabled under the same circumstances wiII receiye retired pay
equal to their entire active pay, and, if they have fulfilled the requirements for
pr8motion, they will receive retired pay equal to the active pay of the nex~
hii("her grade.
[iG'l]
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France
THE FllENeH COJ,ONIAL
AllMy---The Frenell speak of the Metropolitan Army
(Armel.' Metropolitaine)
to distinguish it from the Colonial Army.
The term
Metropolitan Army applies to that part of the French Army which is composed
of men furnished by the operation of the conscription law in what is called
"France" as distinguished from the colonies of France.
Algeria, in this as in
most other respects, is, from the point 'Of view of law, a part of France and is
not a French colony. Algeria is politically a department of France and sends
deputies to the French Chamber. It is true there is a Governor General, but for
all practical purlloses Algeria is a part of France.
The conscription laws thus
apply equally to Algeria and Continental France.
Algerians, as a rule, serve
their legal term of service as part of the 19th Army Corps which is the Algerian
Corps Region.
Outside of this Metropolitau Army there are two organizations having their
own distinct autonomy; these are the Foreign Legion and the Colonial Army. The
Foreign Legion is now made up of four regiments of infantry and one of cavalry;
in time of peace they are habitually located in the colonies; in time of war or for
any expedition, the whole or part of the Legion is sent whereve! required.
The word "Foreign Legion" has been employed for a centur}' to designate a
body of troops of the French Army compos6d largely of foreigners, but commanded by French officers. This term is still used in common parlance, but
officially these troops are known as "Foreign Regiments" (Regiments etrangers).
The creation of these troops was authorized by a law approved March 9, 1831,
and various orders as to the formation, organization and recruiting of these
regiments have succeeded each other since that date.
For a foreigner to be accepted in the Foreign I,egion, he must be at least
18 years old and not more than 40; he is required to produce a certificate of birth
or some other equivalent paper, a certificate of "respectability" and a certificate
from the military authorities establishing that the man has the qualities necessary
to render good military service.
Men of French birth may also enlist in the Foreign Legion on their request
properly approved. These may be men who have not yet performed their military
service or others who wish to reenlist after their military service.
The period of enlistment is for five years; reenlistments in the Legion may
be made for periods varying from two to five years.
Foreign officers who wish
to sen'e in the Foreign Legion may be permitted to do so under certain conditions, amongst others, they must do a preparatory
tour of six months before
being accepted.
Troops of the Foreign Legion in time. of peace invariably are stationed outside of Continental France.
When first organized in 1831, the Legion was intended solely for service in Algeria; since that time parts of it have received
other assignment in French Colonies, usually to territories gohg throngh a period
of pacification. At present these troops are located in Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia,
sYria, and Indo-China. It is prescribed that fl>ese troops may be joined to those
of the Colonial Army and receive the sawe advantages and distinctions as the
Colonial troops.
The Colonial Army is recruited and administered under the provisious of a
law approved Jnly '1, 1900, which created it mostly from existing elements. These
were formerly known as "Marine Infantry"
and "Marine Artillery" and were
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under the orders of the Xavy Department.
Colonial troops are now under the
Minister of .War. They comprise the following:
(l.
French elements. Composed of Frenchmen who
the Colonial Army, or men forming part of the annual
who have agreed to serve in the colonies. The volunteers
are given certain advantages, such as civil employments
15 years of colonial service, farm lands in the colonies,

volunteer for ser,'ice in
French contingent and
of both these categories
reserved for them after
etc.

P. Colonial elements.
Composed of men recruited
in various colonies
through the application of special laws and decrees applicable to each one of
these colonies.
c. X ative troops. Recruited by volunteer enlistments in certain colonies or
protectorates
and formed into special orj!;ani?.ations, sueh as Moroccan Sharp
Shooters, Senegalese Riflemen, etc.
The law permits Colonial troops to be garrisoned in any part of the territory
of France or of her dependencies.
Some of the organizations of the Cslonial
troops are alwa;ys stationed in France where they have a number of depots.
Xative Frenchmen who volunteer for the Colonial Arm)' are never sent to the
colonies before they are 21 years old or before they have served for six months.
Colonial troops are primaril;r intended to garrison and defend French colonies and protectorates.
The;)' may, in case of need, be called to Metropolitan
France for service, or they may take part in expeditions outside of French territory. During thc late war large numbers of Colonial troops served at the front,
and some of the,:e divisions, e. g., the Moroccans, were considered amongst the
very best in the Arm)".
Colonial troops always preserve their autonomy and temain under the orders
of officers of the Colonial Army. They are entirely distinct from the troops of
the Metropolitan Army.
They have their own regime and a budget which is
distinct from the appropriations
for other troops.
There is at the Ministry of
\\'ar what is called a "Direction"' charged with everything which concerns the
personnel, instruction and command of the whole body of Colonial troops.
At
the head of this Direction or, as we would say, Bureau or Department, there is a
general officer.
In each colony the governor has under his authority the officer commanding
the (colonial) troops, and this officer is responsible to the governor for the
preparation and conduct of military operations and everything relating to the
defenf~ of the colony. There are a certain number of major generals and brigadier generals of colonial troops amongst whom the Minister of \\' ar selects those
for the command of divisions, brigades, etc., in France and in the colonies; however, in what concerns the latter he must first consult the Minister of Colonies.
General officers of the Metropolitan Army, in exceptional cases and on
account of former service in Algeria, Tunisia or the colonies, may be given
emplo)"ment in the Colonial Army, but this ouly with the consent of the Minister
of Colonies. Howe:-er, no more than one-fourth of the number of general officers
allowed by law to the Colonial Army can be thus selected. Exchange amongst
officers of the Colonial troops and thol'e of the Metropolitan Army may be
effected according to rules ",hich are established go\'"erning such permutations.
The Colonial Army has long had its own distinct uniform of khaki.
The Colonial Army at present consists of 40 regiments and 19 independent
battalions of infantry and nine battalions qf machine gnns of four companies
each, stationed in \'"arious parts of French territory.
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Germany
EYOLUnONOF GERXANINFANTRYIX 1924r-Due to the fact that several of
tHe higher officers of the Infantry School at Munich took part in Ludendorff's
put~ch in November, 1923, the school was closed. In the month of March, 1924,
the course was started again, not in a city, but in the army camps southwest of
Erfurt.
Reichsrat in December, 1924, definitel~' authorized its transfer to the
city of Dresden.
ARMAMENT--Therear sight of the rifle which was graduated from 400 to
2000 meters, has been graduatt'd from 100 to 2000 meters. This appears to indi~ate that the Germans considt'r more and more the rifle as an arm of close combat, the fire at long distances (aboye 800 meters) is normally executed by the
heavy machine guns, the fire at middle distances (800 to 400 meters) by the light
machine guns and telescopic riflt's. Below 400 meters individual fire becomes
important, to complete, according to the expression of General Yon Taysen, Chief
of Infantry, the "great preliminary work of the automatic arms:'
The regiments of infantry are assigned infantry guns. In order not to transgress the militar~' clauses of the Y ersailles Treaty, the barrel of the piece is of
wood, but it is furnished with sighting facilities necessary to give instruction to
the officers and men. These Quaker guns wert' used during the last autumn
maneuvers.
Improyemt'nts on the Stokes mortars are in course of study or execution.
Especial studies are being made on loading from the breech. They have commenced supplying the mortars of medium caliber with circular base plates which
permit tbem to fire in all directions and to change the objective rapidly.
INsTRUC'l'IO:s-The instruction appears to be particularly
directed with a
view to develop especially the mobility of the infantr;r, the complete utilization
of its many auxiliar~' means of fire, and the efficacy of the measures of defense
against airplanes.
With regard to the mobility of the infantry, the 1st Division, during the fall
maneuvers, was exercised in the crossing of rivers. It has been stated that tRe
recent accident which resulted in the drowning of a company of infantry was
caused while training in a new system of rapid m~ssed movement over the pontoons in an attempt to hasten the crossing and thus decrease the time under fire.
In addition, a t~;pe of raid has been organi7-ed which contemplates a journey
of 4.5 kilometers per day for two or three days bJ' a ~TanderpatrouiIlen, small
detachments of a dozen men conducted generally by two officers.
As regards the training in complete utilization of infantry auxiliary weapons,
the use of indirect fire by ht'ayy machine guns is practiced,
Direct fire, the
normal employment, is not abandoned. The idea is to have as great a concentration of fire as possible bJ' using in indirect fire those machine guns which, due to
dil'tance or terrain, cannot join in the direct fire.
The infantr)- must fight now iu "the three dimensions of space," according
to the expression of a German military writer.
The fil!;ht against the enemy
airplanes is among the most important of its missions. The principal measures
employed by the infantry in its defense againl>t airplanes consist of marches by
night-breaking
up columns-a
system of scouts for airplanes provided with
means of communications and marching either in advance or on the flank of the
marching columns-finally,
the constant employment of heavy machine gun fire
against airplanes (up to 1000 meters in altitude) and li~ht machine guns (up to
tiOO meters).
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Italy
COASTDEFENSETRoops-Seacoast
defense is provided for in several different
ways by different nations.
In Japan, Great Britain and Italy, the army is
charged with the operation of the coast defenses, while in France coast defense
control is under the Naval Ministry, which, for this purpose, disposes of elements
belonging to the War Ministry.
In Italy, fixed defense troops arc part of the army and are called
artillery (Artiglieria da costa) and heavy artillery (Artiglieria pesante).

coast

These two organizations are not considered as a separate branch, but form
part of the Italian artillery which is composed of field, heavy field, mountain,
coast and heavy, and antiaircraft
artillery.
A general officer acts as chief of
all artillery.
Officers of artillery theoretically are trained for service with anJ' of the
above groups; in practice, officers are permitted to speciali7.e for service with
that type of artillerJ' which they }lrefer and for which they are best qualified.

Japan
CONSTRUCTION
OF CRUISERSIN _JAPAN-According
to the Teikoku News
Agency, by the end of the year 1928, eight cruisers, each of over 7000 tons gross,
will have been constructed for the Imperial Xavy at the estimated cost of
391,000,000 yen,
The work was taken in hand last summer and of the eight vessels, the Kako
and the Furutaka, each of 7100 tons, will be launched, the former at Kawasaki
and the latter at X agasaki.
The keels were recently laid of two other vessels,
the Myoko and the Xachi, each of 10,000 tons, the former at the Yokosuka Naval
Arsenal and the latter at the Kure Xaval Arsenal.
The Kinugasa and Aoba,
each of 7100 tons, will be started early this spring, while two other cruisers, the
Ashigara and the Haguro, will be built as soon as the above vessels are completed.
Am SERVICETO BE AN INJ)EPENJ)ENTCOMBATARM--It is reliably reported
that the Japanese Army Air troops are to be organized into a distinct combat
arm on the same footing as infantry, cavalry and artillery.
The Japanese Air
units were originally organized under the engineers and to date the officers are
detailed from all branches of the army. In most cases, the officers, after completing a detail, have returned to their original arm, leaving only a few old,
thoroughly trained officers with the air service.
EXPLOIlION OF JAPA:J>.'ESE
AIRSHIP CAUSED BY RADIO WAVEll----Itis announced in
Japan that after a whole year's investigation and experiment it was discovered
that the explosion of the S. S. No. 3 Airship, attached to the Kasumigaura Air
Force on March 19th, last year, which caused several of the crew to lose their
lives, was due to radio waves.

Dr. T. Terada, professor in the College of Science of the Tokyo Imperial
University, carried out extensive experiments in the University laboratory.
A miniature airship was brought over the ell.fJ"£liu01t..l- htbre and radio
waves were broadcast to it. Against the metallic paiIlt of the airship the sparks
produced a length of % inches. The enigma of the explosion was declared due
to

this caIISe'_
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Switzerland
INVENTION~'OR PRESERVlNG
FRESHLYBAKEDBREAD--It is reported

that

Mr.

Jean Matti, a baker, residing at Pully near Lausanne, Canton de Vaud, has discovered a method of preserving

freshly baked bread.

This discovery is the result

of ten years of research work which Mr. Matti has perseveringly
face of disappointing

conducted in the

and costly experiments.

On December 4, 1924, Professor Charles Arragon, Cantonal Chemist of the
Canton of Vaud, was able to issue officially the following declaration regarding
this discovery:
"The undersigned, Chief of the State Laboratory of tIle Pure Food
Department and Director of the Chemical Analyzing and Bacteriological
Laboratory of Pure Food of the Cniversity of Lausanne, certify that the
bread prepared by Matti's system (deposited trade-mark Mattipan)
has
been perfectly preserved during a period equalling ten months. The length
of time may be guaranteed for two years at the minimum, the experiments
having been done at a constant temperature of 400 C."
By reason of the utilitarian nature of this invention, which may render great
services to armies, navies, and colonies, the local press has not failed to bring it
to the attention of the public, and numerous interested inquiries from financiers
have been made to Mr. Matti'f, legal agent. It would appear that all kinds of
flour may be used to make "Mattipan" bread, of which the Swiss and international trade-mark have been deposited at the Federal Bureau.
The quantitative
output is the same as for ordinary bread. The raw material which enters into
the composition of the product is very small and can be found anywhere and
requires an increased cost of only 1< S"iss francs (77 cents at the actual rate of
exchange of 5.18 francs for one dol19r) per 100 kilos of flour (220 pounds).
The Department of the Interior of the Canton of Vaud has officially declared
that "Mattipan" meets the requirements of the law on alimentalJ" pure food and
that its consumption is in no way harmful.
The taste of "Mattipau" is that of
ordinary bread while, as regards its nutritive qualities, 115 kilos are reported to
equal 140 kilos of ordinalJ" bread.
Chemists, who have been consulted, report
that Mattipan is alw superior, both in composition and making, to ordinary
bread from a hygienic point of view, especially since elements of fermentation,
insects and rodents as well as cryptogamic illnesses, may be completely eliminated. Experiments ha,e been conducted in an atmosphere of 40 0 centigrade, as
below freezing point, and in ammonia, and, after periods of three months, "Mattipan" subjected to the three tests was in perfect order. The result was obtained,
it is claimed, without any special o,en or cooking method, and all ordinary kinds
of yeast can be used. The Swiss militalJ" authorities have agreed, it is learned,
to replace tbe biscuit, which is the present ration in use in the Confederation, costing 37 centimes (7 cents) by "Mattipan,- which can be made at a cost of 23
centimes ( 4.4 cents).
In countries which do not ha\"e to import as Switzerland
manufacture would be at a still lower price.

does, the cost of

Mr. Matti is now studying the preserving of pastry and has conducted successful experiments along the line ~f preserring bread containing meat, such as
sandwiches.
",
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THE NEw AlTTOMATIC
RIFLE-The following description of tIle Swiss new
automatic rifle is taken from "L'Alsace Francais" of March 7, 1925,
. The Swiss troops are going to be equipped' with an automatic rifle which the
specialists consider very good. Its inventor, who also built it, Colonel Furrer,
Director of the Manufacture of Arms, supervised the recent tests made thereof
which were witnessed by a number of officers and newspaper men-the
enemy
being simulated by manikins.
This automatic rifle fires a cartridge called "Regulation cartridge 1911" and
has the appearance of ~n i.nfantry rifle. It weighs 8 kilogs. Its barrage firing
rate is 450 shots per minute, but it can also be used as an ordinary rifle, firing
single shots at the rate of 50 to 60 per minute. An extra gun barrel can be substituted in less than 30 seconds, thus obviating all danger of heating. The gun is
provided with 30 magazines of 30 cartridges each; the bullet has a muzzle velo<;ity
of 740 meters.
New magazines can be adjusted while the rifle is being fired.
For accurate fire, single shots, the rifle is provided with an adjustable support
with prongs. As a whole, it is simple, strong and easily handled.
The tests were entirely conclusive.
The dispersion of the projectiles was
very small, especially in height. The following are the reIIMtrks of a witness' of
the tests:
"Finally, Colonel Otter, Director of the School of Practice of Wallenstadt,
gave us an interesting demonstration of combat fire conducted by two lieutenant
colonels. The large field was about covered with manikin targets in different
formations, including machine guns sometimes difficult to detect. The simulated
enemy was quickly overcome, including the machine gun targets at distances of
700 meters. The two oflicers fired with the rifle on two tripods, on one tripod,
kneeling and standing.
In whatever position they fired, the targets were hit
rapidly.
It was all over within twenty minutes."
There are two of these automatic rifles per seetion, i.e., eight per company.
They are served bJ-'eight men transporting 1020 cartridges, with a further supply
of 1440 cartridge.!! in the section wagon and 720 in the company munition caisson.
This new arm, named after its inventor, Colonel Furrer, is considered as the
best of its kind in Europe.

Let it be understood that "preparedness" means
merely national security; that it is not a move to
begin war, but to defend the United States in the
event of war. The United States cannot maintain
peace if an enemy is determined to have war; but
the United States, if prepared, can make that
enemy desire peace so badly as to sue for it. Then
peace would be made upon the terms laid down by
the United States, and it would be a permanent and
satisfactory peace.-lrashington
Past.
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Oommunicatioos relating to the development or imp"ovement in methods or materiel for
the Ooast ArtiUery wiU be welcome frCYm.any member of the (Jorpc or of the service at
large. These communications, with models or draw;ngs of devices proposed, may be sent
direct to the Ooast Arti!!ery
Board, Fort Monroe, Virginia,
and will receive careful
comideration.-R.
S. ABERNETHY, (JoI01lel, O. A. 0., President (Joast Arti!!ery
Board.

New Projects Initiated During the Month of April
Project No. 336, Methods of Property Accounting.--Referred
to Coast
Artillery Board by Chief of Coast Artillery for studJ' and recommendation.
Project
No. 337, Method of Marking Equipment.--A
cOPJ' of letter
from President of the Board for marking equipment was referred to Coast
Artillery Board for remark and recommendation.
Stud~' was made and report
submitted March 27, 1925.
Project No. 338, Device for Plotting Dead Spaces.-This
is a device
gotten up by Mr. Merriam, formerly of Worcester Polytechnic Institute, for the
plotting of dead spaces. It was referred to the Coast Artillery Board by the
Chief of Coast Artillery for consideration and report.
The Board has referred
the device to the Commanding Officer, 51st Coast Artillery, for examination and
comment.
Project No. 339, Comments on T. R. 435-60, "Sound Ranging Battery."
-Referred
to the Board by Commanding General, Third Coast Artillery District,
for comment.
Project
No. 340, Comments
on T. R. 435, "Headquarter .. and
Headquarter .. Detachment,
Sound Ranging Service, G. H. Q. Reserve."-Referred to the Board by Commanding General, Third Coast Artillery District,
for comment.
Project

No.. 341, Comment

on T. R. 435-65, "Sound Ranging Service,
to the Board by Commanding General, Third
for comment.

G. H. Q. Reserve."--Referred
Coast Artillery
Project

District,
No.

Rhging."-Referred
Artillery District,

342,

Comment

On T. R.

435-

,

"Tactics

of

to the Board by the Commanding General, Third
for comment.

Sound
Coast

Project No. 343, 1917 MI Gun.-This
test was initiated by the Coast
Artillery Board to determine the suitability of the 1911 MI Antiaircraft Gun for
service. The Board found that the gun and mount functioned satisfactorily in
every way. The emergencJ' sighting system used is to be made the subject of a
separate report.
[575]
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Project
No. 344, Glid ..ra for Use as Antiaircraft
Targeta.-The
Coast
Artillery Board was directed hy the Chief of Coast Artillery to arrange with the
Commanding Officer, Langley Field, for a preliminary
test of gliders to determine their value as targets for antiaircraft
artillery and machine guns.
Only
one glider was availahle IInd (Ill April 8th the Board witne_sed a flight of this
glider.
The glider WIISplllc"d on the top wing of a training plane and released
at an altitud" of 5000 feet, requiring six minutes for descent.
From the ohservations made by the BOllrd, it i_ "xtremely douhtful thllt the glider will e\'er offer
any possibilities as an antiaircraft
target.
It is so small that it cannot he seen
until it has descended to 2000 to 2500 feet. Thl' character of its descent cannot
be compar"d to any type of homber or observation plane which the COIISt Artillery would encounter under service conditions.
The spirlllling of the target to
the J;round with its short turns and rapid dives might be considered similar to
that' of a high speed pursuit plllne. The Board recommended that the question
of the use of gliders as tllrgets for antiaircraft
guns and mllchine guns be left
open pending design IInd test of later types of gliders.

FIG. I

Completed Projects
Project
No. 219,
Precision
de Levallois).

The

Stereoscopic

Telemeter

(Societe

Optique

et

I-HI!'TORY.

1. The Coast Artillery Board was directed by the Chief of Coast Artillery
(.\.13.682/E2) to conduct a test of the Stereoscopic Telemeter manufactured
by
the Societe Optique et Precision de La\'allois and to determine its value for use
by the antiaircraft
artillery.
(See Fig. I).
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2. The instrument was delivered in June, 1924, by a representative of the
Societe Optique et Precision de Levallois. The manufacturer's
representative,
M. Poisson, remained at Fort Monroe during the preliminary test for the purpose
of explaining the use of the instrument and to place it in adjustment.
In August
during the preliminary test it was found that the observer's adjustment could
not be maintained and this was reported to be due to the fact that one lens had
worked loose. Moreover, the lenses had collected moisture and dirt. The Ordnance Department was requested to send an optical specialist to Fort Monroe to
repair the instrument.
In September, the Ordnance Department representative
arrived and repaired the instrument.
N (l trouble with the adjustment has developed since that time.
II-DESCRIPTION

OF TESTS AND

PRELIMINARIES.

3. The following facts and figures are given with reference to the instrument under test:
Length of base
Magnifying power
_n_n

Eyepiece ring
Actual field

.n

•••

m

m

m

__

n

m

m_mm

m

•

m

m

n.mm

m

__

m

._m

m

•

m

m

m

mm

__

m.

m

m

m

__

mm_

mm

.

n

m

__

m

__

__

m_m_m_

m

mm

m

m

3 metres
25
2 millimetres
10 45'
800

m_m_

mm_mm_m_n

m

__

•

n.m

Distance graduated from .
Altitudes graduated from
Magnifying power of sight pieces
Length adjustable sight

__

mmmm

__

m

Distance between eyepieces
adjustable from _
mm

mm

m

m_n

n

Inclination of eyepieces
on the horizon

m

mm

m

mm_

__

55 to 72 millimetres
1600 to 30,000 yds.
800 to 8000 yards
8
3 metres

Distinguishing feature----Relation of parts such that stereofcopic contact once
established will not be lost while instrument follows target in elevation unless
target changes altitude, so that the stereoscopic obsen'er sees a target moving
at constant altitude as though it were stationary.
4. After repair of the instrument a crew of three enlisted men and an officer,
Lieutenant Waldo from Battery hB", 6Ist Coast Artillery, were detailed to
assist the Coast Artillery Board in the test, which was interrupted October 1,
1924 by press of other duties and not resumed until December 20th. In the
meanwhile it was necessary due to discharges and furloughs to start with a crew
of three new men. In the trainiug of personnel -required to operate the stereo-scopic altimeter it was decided that the entire crew should be made up of
enlisted personnel because in war time the instrument will normally be operated
by enlisted personnel, and its test using officer personnel would not be a fair
service test.
5. As a result of several trials of different
the following procedure was adopted:

methods of training

observers

u. Prior to selection of detail, the men available for the duty should
all be tested for stereoscopic vision in the method hereafter prescribed and
those having no stereoscopic vision at once rejected.
(1) Test for stereoscopic vision is mllde with Zeiss stereoscope
accordance with the directions furnished with the instrument.

in
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b. From the men possessing stereosc9Pic vision select a detail of foul'
men, all young, quick, alert, dependable, and displaying aptness in the
l'lse of optical instruments.
r. When the best observer has been developed he should, if practicable,
be made a noncommissioned officer and be placed in charge of the instrument. One enlisted man duty of reader; one man vertical pointer and one
lateral pointer.
d. Select stereoscopic observer by comparison of results obfained in
further tests of the four men. NOTE: It will generally be found' that out of
every four men selected as indicated, one will make an excellent stereoscopic observer; one a medium observer, one a fair observer, and one
will fail.
e. Training period required for personnel from four to eight weeks.
NOTE: A man once trained as stereoscopic observer oppears to retain his
conception of the work so as to return to his former expertness very
quickly after an absence.
f. During the instruction of stereoscopic observers the detail is
trained in setting up the altimeter leveling the support and making adjustments and the individual correction setting for each man's eyes is noted.
This can usually be accomplished during the first week.
g. The adjustments taught were those laid down by the manufacturer
in his pamphlet.
6. The preliminary adjustments having been completed, the instrument is
set up over a point from which four or five distant well-formed objectives can be
seen. The true range to these objectives should be known; in the test the ranges
used varied from 2640 to 8000 yards. During the first period of the ground test,
accuracy is not necessar;r. The attempt is made to show the members of the
crew the principles of stereoscopic vision at a definite range. During the preliminary test the reader must not be permitted to strain his eyes. The distance
effect of changing the adjustment of the instrument is taught in this period, time
required at least one week. The distances to the objectives are next accurately
determined.
Series of ten readings on known datum points are taken by each
man and from a series of these values the distance correction is calculated. This
part of the training will require roughly one to two weeks; at the end of this
time the officer in charge of the df'tail should be able to determine the most suitable man for the stereo~copic observer and the adjustment required for his eyes
and conditions of the day. It was found during the test that the first impression
is the best. The observers should bf' trained to give the command "read" on the
first impression. The ground work having been completed the detail should next
be trained on aerial observation.
7. This training period requires a period of two or three weeks. During
the first week the observer, the lateral pointer and vertical pointer should be
trained to follow accurately and continuously an airplane, keeping the diamonds
in the proper position for accurate reading by the observer.
The altimetric
attachment is not used for the first week's work. Vpon completion of the preliminary training on aerial targets, an airplane flying at known altitudes should
be tracked and a comparison made between the record obtained by the altimeters
and that reported by the plane and the two records obtained used as a check
against one another. The altimetric attachment is used. During the test -,conducted by the Board, the Type A, Model 19'20 Altimeter was used as an i~ditional check
XOTE: In this t:rpe of work provision should be made by the Air
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Service to have the altimetf"r in the plane very carefully calibrated, otherwise
errors as high as 7 or 8 per cent may be found in the altitude reported by the
Air Service. With the altimeter carefully calibrated errors of not more than 1
or 1% per cent can he expected under known conditions.
8. During this period:, the observer should not be permitted to use the
system of continuous altitudes which the instrument will give, but must be made
to obtain a new altitude on each reading.
Readings every 15 seconds can be
easily obtained and if desired a period of 10 seconds between readings is obtainable. Each day before using the instrument on aerial targets a well-defined
point on the ground some distance off or the sighting lathe should be used to
check the adjustment used by the observer; temperature and visibility are liable
to affect his observation, and the officer in charge of the detail should be held
responsible for the correction.
However, during the period of test conducted by
the Coast Artillery Board the adjustment used by the observer did not appear to
vary materially with visibility conditions, hazy, fair or excellent. The instrument
gave satisfactory results when used for night practice.
III-DlscrssION.
9. Suitability of instrument in its present form.-The
instrument in its
present form appears, as a result of the test conducted by the Coast Artillery
Board, to possess distinct advantages over the present long base type of altimeter.
Its main disadvantages are of a structural nature which it is believed
could be easily corrected.
10. Advantages.
a. The Stereoscopic Altimeter has a single station located at the
range section. The location at this point saves from two to three hours
work in measuring and orienting base lines, and obviates the communication system required with the present Type A :Model 1920 Altimeter.
b. Targets can be designated more quickly, and in many cases targets that are visible to the battery commander from his position close to
the range section but are invisible to the observers at B' and B" base line
can be selected.
c. The instrument eliminates much of the confusion in the assignment
of targets.
A single plane of a formation can be assigned and tracked.
This cannot be done with the present long base sJ."stem.
d. The construction of the instrument enables it to maintain stereoscopic contact if it is desired after it has once been established and no
change will be required so long as the altitude of the airplane remains
sensibly constant.
The effect of errors in the determination of altitude
which may and will creep in may be minimized by taking separate stereoscopic readings every 10 or 15 seconds and disregarding
discordant
readings.
e. The instrument permits determination of correction for fuse setter
range with some degree of reliabilitJ.", without loss of altitude readings,
that is, the determination for any string of shots (provided bursts are
within 10 of target) of relative difference in range of burst and target.
f. The target can be designated and picked up quickly and altitudes
furnished continuously to the R. A. Corrector.
Planes were tracked at
slant ranges up to from 27,000 to 30,000 feet and under exceptionally favorable conditions up to 45,000 feet. At this range the base end stations were
unable to find the target, to say nothing of tracking it.
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g. The time required for setting up the instrument is about the same
as that required for setting up the R. A. Corrector. It can he taken down
and put in traveling position in five minutes.
h. It is a mobile instrument that can be moved
with the guns and
range section, i.e.,it possesses the same mobility as the other units in the
battery.

11.

Structllral

defects

a,nd suggested

remedie8.

The method of stabilizing the tripod is not entirely satisfactory. A
modification of the method of holding the legs rigid is believed desirable.
b. The elevating mechanism
should be housed and the friction drive
replaced by a more positive drive.
c. The observer's eye-piece should be protected from his breath by
proper design of the head-rest.
a.
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FIG. 2

d. A method should be provided for covering the objective lenses in
transportation and storage.
e. The lighting system is not entirely satisfactory; plugs covering the
lighting bulbs should be fastened to the telemetric tube by ch;.tins;wiring
system made more rugged; and batter.!,attached to the altimetric base.
f. Xot enough tools are provided for the upkeep of the instrument
in the field.
g. Carrying bars for the altimetric base would aid in transporting and
setting up the instrument.
h. Removable clamps with handles should be provided for transportation of telemetric tube.
12. Figure 2 shows a comparison of the data furni"hed by the Stereoscopic
Altimeter and by the base end station instruments with the altitudes reported by
the plane over a period of two weeks extending from February 2 to February 13.
During this period readiugs were taken each day and the stereoscopic instrument
inTariablJ.'gave better results than the base end stations.
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13. The stereoscopic instrument was used by the 61st Coast Artillery for a
period of two weeks before the Joint Air Service-Coast Artillery firing and gave
satisfactory results throughout.
14. The Coast Artillery Board has been informed th?-t a Bausch and Lomb
Altimeter of the coincidence type and a stereoscopic instrument manufactured by
the Societe D'Optique et de Mecanique de Haute Precision are to be purchased
and sent to Fort Monroe for test. Tests should be made so as to obtain comparison with the stereoscopic telemeter now on hand.
IV-CONCLUSIONS.

15. It appears that in its present form, with the slight modifications enumerated under the discussion above, the Stereoscopic Altimeter is superior to the
present type of two station altimeter not only in mobility and convenience of
operation, but in accuracy under ordinary conditions.
V-RECOMMENDATIONS.

16.

The Coast Artillery

Board recommends:

a. That minor modifications outlined in paragraph 11 be kept in mind
in connection with any future purchase of this instrument.
b. That the present stereoscopic altimeter be turned over to the 61st
Coast Artillery (A.A.) for use during the coming target practice season in
order to obtain more data with regard to its endurance under field service
conditions.

c. That pending receipt and test of the Bausch and Lomb coincidence
type altimeter and the stereoscopic instrument manufactured by the Societe
D'Optique et de Mecanique de Haute Precision, no steps be taken as to
definite adoption of an altimeter for service use.
d. The optics and mechanical construction of the Stereoscopic Altimeter, Societe Optique et Precision de Levallois, or of any type recommended for adoption, be carefully studied by mechanical and optical
experts of the Ordnance Department before final decision as to purchase
in numbers is made.
ACTION

llY THE CHmF

OF COAST ARTILLERY.

The Coast Artillery Board has not received the action of the Chief of Coast
Artillery on this project, Lut because of its general interest it is published for the
information of the service in general, and the Antiaircraft Artillery in particular.

It is one of the supreme compensations of life
to contemplate a worth while accomplishment.Wa2"T6n G. Hardixg.
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BOOK REVIEWS
Preliminary

HiJJtory of the Armistice.

Street, New York.

6%,"x 10".

Oxford University
163 pp. $2.00.

Press, 35 West 32nd

Official documents published by the German National Chancellory by order
of the Ministry of State.
Translated by the Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace, Division of International Law.
In attempting a review of this very interesting publication the reviewer finds
himself in doubt not as to what parts should be quoted, but as to what quotable
matter may be omitted.
The present volume as stated in the introductory note, "is history in the
truest sense of the word," the aim of whicR is "merely to show what actually
occurred."
The "preface" for which the German Chancellery is apparently responsible,
is really a complete outline of events, and the remainder of the volume may be
considered as exhibits. A number of extracts follow:
Tlie starting point of the whole peace proceeding was the imperial
conference at Spa on August 14, 1918. Although General Ludendorff had
stated positively as late as the middle of July, 1918, that the offensive then
in progress would result in a decisive defeat of the enemy, it was now
agreed that it was no longer possible to win the war by military action, and
therefore, an understanding with the enemy, by means of neutral mediation,
must be considered.
But the immediate opening of negotiations for this
purpose was not deemed necessary.
On the contrary, the Emperor's decision was to the effect that "we must prepare to seek the opportune
moment for coming to an understanding with the enemy," and it was thus
that the Imperial Chancellor summed up the conclusions of the conference:
"Diplomatic feelers must be thrown out at an opportune moment preparatory to an understanding with the enemy. Such a moment might present
itself after the next successes in the west."
In .ddition General Field
:Marshal van Hindenburg expressed the opinion "that it would be possible
to remain fixed on French territory, and thereby in the end enforce our will
upon the enemy."
Only on the lOth of September did this view nndergo a partial alteration. General Field Marshal von Hindenburg stir voked his opposition to
an appeal to all the belligerent nations, but stated that he now "agreed to
the mediation of a neutral power for the purpose of bringing about a parley without delay."
On the 21st of September the idea of a direct approach to America
upon the subject of inaugurating peace negotiations was first set forth.
During these days the proceedings entered upon a new stage. While
the Supreme Army Command had originally :Barlyobjected to the inauguration of any steps toward peace before a Nmsolidation of the military
situation had been effected, and had subsequently advised caution, it now
began to b,eg most insistently that the peace proposals be sent out at once,
on account of the acute danger of the military situation.
On the first of
October a whole series of telegrams and telepoone messages, all on the same
subject, arrived at Berlin from General Heaaquarters.
''Today the troops
are holding their own; what may happen tomorrow cannot be foreseen."
!:-5'l2]
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The peace prapasals "shauld he issued at ance, and nat he held back until
the farmatian af the new gavernment, which might he deferred."
Prince Max mast strenuausly appased the required peace mave, as, in
buch a farm and at the mament af such an embarrassing military situatian,
it wauld plainly have a mast unfavarable effect an Germany's pasitian in
peace negatiatians.
After an exhaustive discussian between the Secretaries af State, the
nate, under this pressure fram the Supreme Army Cammand, was sent aut
during the night af Octaber 3-4.
Wilsan's answer was dated Octaber 5. It Iilemanded a claser adherence
to. the President's paints so. that at the apening af a discussian, an arrangement cauld be faund far the practical details af their applicatian.
Further,
the evacuatian af territary
accupied by Germany was demanded, and,
thirdly, a questian was put as to. the autharities il), cantral af Germany.
On Octaber 9, an aral cammunicatian with Ludendartl' taak place, in
which he briefly reviewed the entire histary af the war. At this interview,
Calanel Heye again declared that "it will he gambling with fate an the part
af the Supreme Army Cammand, if it daes nat press farward the peace
mave; we may be able to. hald aut until spring, but a turn far the warse
may came any day. Yesterday the questian af a break thraugh auI' lines
hung an a thread:'
The German reply to. Wilsan's answer was sent in camplete agreement
with the Supreme Army Cammand.
"Upan the desire af General Field
Mar, hal van Hindenburg, it was distinctly declared that Germany was
praceeding an the assumptian that the pawers assaciated with the United
State~ wauld also. uphald the principles af President Wilsan.
President Wilsan's secand nate af Octaber 15, was materially mare
severe. " " " The cansternatian caused all aver Germany by this nate,
and especially its effect an the army, were abviausly very great. Oppasitian
was araused everywhere, pride was tauched, and the Supreme Army Cammand wanted to. retract.
The relatians between the Supreme Army Cammand and the Gavernment were naw reversed. The Supreme Army Cammand wanted to. knaw
whether the mass af the German peaple wauld ance mare go. into. a struggle
to. the bitter end, 0.1' whether its pawer af maral resistance had been taa
completely exhausted to. do. so.. Secretary af State Dr. Salf saw in this
cammunicatian nat anly an appeal to. the German peaple, but also a shifting
af responsibility.
On the 17th af October three sesbians were held. " " " Ludendarff
expressed himself as mare hapeful than he had been two. weeks befare
regarding the passibility af standing firm far the next few weeks.
At the clase af the sessian, the Imperial Chan,cellar's train af thaught
was clearly seen. He pointed out that according even to Ludendorff's most
sanguine hapes-hapes
nat shared by the Prince himself, apparently-the
war could be continued anly for a limited time; that in the meantime the
defectian af the only two. remaining allies had to be reckaned with, and
that naw the questian arase: Whether at the finish we would be in a better
0.1' a warse pasitian
than at present?
The canference was cantinued in the subsequent third sessian of Octoher 17. In the meantime, bad news had arrived from Austria.
Otherwise
canditians remained the same.
On Octaber 20, Hindenburg sent the follawing telephane message:
"" " "But even if we should be beaten, we shauld nvt really be worne vff
than if we were tv accept everything at present."
In Wilsvn's third nvte af Octvber 23, 1918, the President repeated the
reference to. his message ef January 18, 1918, and to his subsequent messa?e. He stated that he had proposed to the ather gavernments, in case
thev shauld be inclined to. brin? abaut peace an the conditions and principles suggested, to. take steps tvward the canclusian af an armistice.
The nate cvncludes with mare or less lengthy arguments in which the
President again expresses doubt cancerning the state af gvvernmental
autharity within Germany.
Fallvwing this nate, the documents dealing with the abdication af the
Empervr and the Crawn Prince Increase in number.
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On October 28, Generals von Mudra and von Gallwitz arrived.
They
gav~ as their opinion that every possible means must be made use of tv
prove that matters were not quite at their worst.
A fruitless exchange of telegrams with Vienna for the purpose of preventing a separate peace, and the news of the Turkish armistice followed.
* * * In the meantime the quiet policy of the logical continuation of
the irrevocable step taken on the 3rd of October attained one important
result. The Lansing note arrived, in which it was expressly stated that the
Allied Governments had accepted Wilson's points as a basis for the final
compact of peace, with two clearly defined exceptions ..
The ci;)nclusion of the armistice ensued. The conditions attending the
cessation o"f.the struggle were excessive. But no refusal was possible. The
road taken upon the 3rd of October had to be followed to the end. * * *
At this stage no furtfrer differences of opinion with the Supreme Army
Command existed.
On. November 10, the latter sent a wire signed by
Hindenburg llimultaneously to Berlin and to the Armistice Commission
negotiating wfth Foch, stating on what points an attempt must be made to
obtain a mitiga.tion of the; conditions. The telegram ended with the words:
"If it is impossi.ble to gain these points, it would nevertheless be advisable
to conclude the 'agreement.~ In case of the refusal of points 1, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9
a fiery protest should be mitde, and an appeal addressed to Wilson."
Enough has bee~ quoted to indicate the content of the volume .. , But there
remain many interesting pictures of the German political and military" situation
and the peculiar psychology of the German governing class ..
William Hohenwllern appears in but one conference-the
first.
J.t cannot
be said that he took a decided stand on this occasion. Elsewhere in the text he
appears in an attempt to dissuade the Austro-Hungarian
monarch from .seeking
a separate peace, and in the suggestion that possible German rejection o~ armistice conditions should not cause cessation of efforts for peace. V,'hile some mention is made of political agitation for abdication, there is an inexplicable omission
of the events immediately preceding and leading up to the abdication and flight.
It may be said that there is a definite hiatus between the receipt of the
fourth Wilson note (dated Xovember 3) and the announcement of the armistice
terms. And it cannot be denied that "historJr in the strictest sense of the we;rd"
was made during the<;e days.
The American reader will be interested to note the effect of American military achievements. He will search in vain for any echo of the St. Mihiel action,
will find the German High Command somewhat encouraged by the early checks
i~ the Argonne, but will discover no direct reference to the Meuse-ArgonH\:
offensive towards Sedan. The following will prove of interest:
ST,ATEME"T

OF BARO"

VO"

DEM BussCHE,

OCTOBER

2.

The enemy is enabled to make good his losses through the assistance of
America. The American troops, as such, are not of any particular value
or in any way superior to our own. Where they have gained preliminary
successes by mass-attacks, they have been held back despite their numerical superiority.
An important factor~ however, has been that they could
take over lol'!g stretches of the front and tbereby enable the English and
the French in relieve their own war-trnined troops and to acquire almost
inexhanstible reserves.
STATEl<EE"T OF LUDEYDORFF, OCTOBElt

17

The Americans mnst not be rated too highly. They are pretty dangerOTIS, but up to the present we have beaten them back.
They make a difference to the relative number, it is true, but OUrmen do not worry about the
Americans; it is about the English.
Our Army must be relieved of the
feeling of isolation.
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WhlLtever else may be said of the American participation in the victory, this
volume leaves no doubt as to the devastating effect of the Wilson diplomacy upon
the German plans for evasion of the consequences of defeat.
And )'et we find
this in the "preface":
Wilson was the most popular man in the whole country (Germany)
and the people, despite the severity of the armistice, trusted in the establishment of an ultimate peace through the impartial application of his
principles.-R;
S. A.

A Reailer'~ Guide Book.

By May Lamberton Becker. Henry Holt and Co.,
New York. 5"x 7". 374 pp. $2.75.
After reading sections of Mrs. Becker's Guide Book one wonders how she
collected the vast amount of information found therein.
If you wish to read a
historical novel of the pioneer days, a novel about gypsies, or a book on how to
behave, going to Italy, International finance, or the Einstein theory, or if you
wish to collect a bride's bookshelf or teach French to little children-in
fact, if
J'ou wish to know anything about books to read-Mrs.
Becker has collected and
assembled in readable form just about what you need in the form of suggestions.

-C. S. H.
Admiral de Grasse. BJ' Canon Max Caron.

The Four Seas Company, Boston.
4% "x 7%". 253 pp. Price, $2.50.
When the allied French and American forces surrounded and captured the
British force under Cornwallis at Yorktown, Admiral de Grasse commanded the
French fleet in the Chesapeake. It was he who brought 3000 French troops from
San Domingo to reinforce Washington and Rochambeau; it was he who furnished for the siege the heavy artillery and 800 naval gunners; it was he who
bottled up Yorktown, turned back to the high seas succor from the British, and
prevented the escape of Cornwallis. In a letter to the French Admiral, Washington said, "Your timely intervention has given to America independence and
liberty:'
This story of his life is writtl'n by a French priest. The author rambles to
relate incidents portraJ'ing the relations that existed between the French people
and the young American Republic. His ramblings, however, are rather interesting. "To the valiant Americans who came to bring us victory, these pages are
inscribed.
It is the history of the great Frenchman who, long ago, carried
liberty to them:'
The style is quite simple and the book should prove interesting
to the Americans, to whom it is dedicated.-C.
S. H.

Power alId HOar Rights.
B,y J. M. Spaight. Longmans, Green and Co.,
London. 478 pages and index. Price $B.50.
Mr. Spaight has delved deeplj." into the history of aviation in the late war
and the information acquired is utilized by him in presenting most admirably the
question of the future use of the aerial arm as effected by considerations of international law and rules of aerial warfare.
His attitude is entirely judicial.
He
treats allied and entente aviation alike, utilizing only the truth where such may
be ascertained and directing attention to the injustices done both sides in the
misrepresentation of facts for political or morale reasons. His store of incidents
and experiences quoted, while ancillary to the main purpose of the book. certainly
makes it an interesting and instructive work from an historical viewpoint.
To the Coast Artilleryman, interested as he is in antiaircraft
matters, Mr.
Spaight's book will be of particular value, showing as it does, not only the probable future international laws for the regulation of the use of aircraft, but also
Air
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the future stratt'gic utilization of that arm. His conclusions as to future uses of
aircraft are revolutionary and astounding. Sh~uld lie be <:orrect, OUrantiaircraft
troops with ~~e,armies will have a sinecure-all
will be concentrated in civilian
areas and the protection of perbonnel will be entirely 'subordinate to the protection of matt'rid, and largdy civilian materiel at that.
Will it be in accord with the rules of aerial warfare for an. airplane to use
incendiary bullets for the destruction of balloons? To drop propaganda?
What
rig-hts has an aviator captured out of uniform?
What are the right$> of an
aviator landt'd in hostile or nt'utral territory and of the civilian populace that
may attempt to apprehend him? The treatment of the innumt'rable questions
similar to tht'se that have arist'n and will arist' in the futurt' is fascinating both
bt'caust' of the information and instruction furnished and the stylt' of presentation. Thobe who have any intt'rest whatt'vcr in the development of aviation for
ust' in war will bt' wdl repaid by a cart'ful study of "Air Powt'r and War Rights."
-B. F. H.
The Art of lIelping
People Out of Trouble.
By Karl dt' Schweinitz. Houghton,
Mifflin Co., Xew York. 51j,"x 6". 231 pp. $2.00.
All of us havt' been in troublt' ourst'lves and have st't'n others in trouble.
Often we havt' trit'd to help tho~t' we knew were in trouble.
In some cases we
wt're succt'ssful; in others wt' failed. Had we previously rt'ad this book our percentage of bucct'sses would undoubtt'dl~' have been larger.
The author, in fourteen chapters, gin's good advice, most of which is illustrated by actual cases from life.
The book is necessarily interesting, since it is well written and deals with
human nature.
Each reader of the work will have IH'ovided himself with an additional
means of increasing vot only his own happinei<s, but also the happiness of those
with whom he comes in contact.-H.
B. H.
Is Jlull. By .J. Arthur Thomson. G. P. Putnam's Sons, Xew York.
61j,"x 8:;"". 331 pp. $2.00.
Professor Thomson needs no introduction, as he is well remembered for his
splendid work as editor of "The Outline of Science."
The proper study of ::\lankind is man, and the author has outlined for the
general reader, in a serieb of lectures known as the "Thomson Lectures," the
nature of man as an organism and social person.
A book of this type, co\'Cring a vabt field of study, is most valuable when in
addition to clearness, it places proper emphasis at the right points, and in this
Professor Thomson has succeeded,
Anyone desiring a clear aud concise statement of what there is scientific
ground for believing about man's origin, his development in the past and possible
de\'elopment in the future, will find thib work of interest and yalue.-E.
H. W.
Whut

JIun

und JI!fstery in Asia.
By Ferdiuand Ossendowski. E. P. Dutton, Xew
York. 1924. 6" x 8~';:"'. 343 pp.
Dr. Ossendowski"&"::\lan and -'\lystery in Asia" does not rise to the heights
he attained in "Beasts, ::\Ien and Gods:'
Xevertheless, it is a book from which
the reader can derive enjo,rment and instruction.
To one interested in present
conditions in Far Eastern Rusbia, the characters in the book will aid one to
understand how the conditionb now pre\'alent could have arisen. The book contains varied adventures which will hold the interest of the type of reader who
desires action.-D. D. H.
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